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Abstract

As we enter the 2l't Century, there is increasing awareness and agreement that our cities

of the future must be more sustainable than the cities of today. To achieve more sustainable urban

development there must be a shift in the current planning paradigrq to an ecosystem oriented

view. This new paradigm should consider the balance of inputs and ouþuts of individual sites,

and industries, as well as the infrastructure of cities and of regions. Chapter two focuses on the

emerging theories of 'ecosystems' planning, and considers existing innovations to deal with

closed-loops cycles and the role of dernonsüation projects in the planning process.

The practical application of this report focuses on planning implementation strategies

within the Ruhr Region of Germany providing lessons for planning efforts in Vancouver's

Southeast False Creek Neighbourhood. Once the industrial heart of Germany, the Ruhr Region

has been the focus of massive restructuring efforts. Chapter three examines the strengths of

planning in the Ruhr Region which are the implementation strategies applied in a transition

toward more sustainable development. The three key sfategies are Political Programs, Local

Agenda 21 and Innovative Projects. This report examines projects representing each of these

three implementation strategies. These highlighted projects showcase planning efforts of the

region, and are intended to inspire planners to consider the principles of natural cycles when

plarming. The key projects are the political programs of the IBA Emscher Park and Solarsiedlung

Programm. The Gelsenkirchen Lokale Agenda 21 example responds to the planning framework

of Local Agenda 21 processes. Four additional cases demonstrate innovative projects including

the Hamm Eco-Centre, the Münster Bicycle Infrastructure and a School developme'nt in

Gelsenkirchen-Bismark and Waldquelle Eco-Village. For comparison with a Canadian example,

the fourth chapter presents the Southeast False Creek a proposed sustainable neighbourhood in

the City of Vancouver.

In the final chapter, the report relates the experiences of the Ruhr Region to planning

practice in Vancouver. Key findings related to Implementation Strategies, Planning and Design

Processes, and Planning for Urban Ecosysterns are identified from the German cases forming the

basis of recommendations and observations for Southeast False Creek.
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Chapter 1. Introduction

1.1 Statement of the Problem

There are many problems associated with current planning practices. Planners have great

potential to affect change in the way cities are structured and organised. Current planning practice

does not recognise the inputs and ouþuts of the built environment as cyclical, but rather as linear

processes. Addressing the problems ofthe built environment need to shift from 'end of the pipe'

solutions to preventative measures (Hahn, 1994; Van der Ryn and Cowan,1.996; Wackernagel

and Rees, 1996; Roseland, 1998; O'Mear4 1999; Beatley,2000; Corbett and Corbett, 2000). The

framework in which planning operates needs to be adjusted to better suit the demands of

sustainable development.

The goal of this research is to promote an alternative theoretical framework for the

development of sustainable cities. Planners, and other professionals involved in the development

of cities, need to think in terms of 'cities as ecosystems' and of 'closed loops' where

infrastructure is designed to deal with inputs and ouþuts in a systematic and more decentralised

manner (Sheltair Group, 2001). It is in the built environment where changes need to be made to

achieve a rlore sustainable balance between human development and the impacts on the natural

environment. Planners can positively affect the built form by creating more compact cities to

promote active transportation as an alternative to the automobile, by creating housing

developments which consume less water, electricity and heat energy through better design and by

creating attractive living environments which promote community.

Many obstacles to the implementation of planning more sustainable development exist

(Corbett and Corbett, 2000; Beatley, 2000; van Vliet, 2000; Sheltair Group, 2001). Several

problems comrnonly cited as barriers to planning sustainable developments are the lack of

financial commitments from local government (especially as departments face increasing cut

backs), the lack of cross disciplinary discussions within the local government, the lack of
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experience and information, and the lack of time for public processes and additional staff hours

for design (Hahn, 1997). This research project attempts to address these problems by providing

useful information about the experiences of planners in the Ruhr Region by identifying and

reporting on key implementation strategies through concrete examples of sustainable projects.

This information about successful projects in Germany provides a basis for compmison with a

Vancouver case study. The selected case studies have been chosen to contribute to the theoretical

understanding of how to design cities to function as ecosystems.

1.2 Goals of the Research

The theoretical component of this research reviews current literature and elements of

urban 'ecosystems' and 'closed loops' to promote the development of a more sustainable living

environment. Cities as 'ecosystems' is a strategy that considers alternatives to the current

planning practice which attempt to reduce or eliminate the impacts of urban development on the

environment. The concept of 'closed loops' considers inputs and ouþuts in a circular manner

attempting to reduce the input of resources and output of waste or pollution. For example,

housing projects which utilise constnrcted wetlands to deal with waste water and sewage disposal

onsite, reducing or eliminating the need for centralised municipal waste water treabnent (Van der

Ryn, 1996; Tyler, 2000). The research findings should encowage planners and ottrers to consider

how cities and infrastructure can be viewed as 'ecosystems' rather than continuing to view

systems as separate components in a linear model of development.

This research identifies and reports on the most important implementation strategies of

the North-Rhine Wesþhalia Land (urisdiction equivalent to a province or state) of Germany,

with a special emphasis on the Ruhr Region. Planning strengths in the region are found in

implementation strategies, especially those concerning political programs, Local Agenda 21 and

innovative projects. Seven cases have been selected from the Ruh¡ Region to ønphasise the
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practical application of the discussed implernentation sffategies. Implementation in Germany

occurs at three levels: the regional, city and local level. This research presents selected case

studies from each level of planning to provide a cross-section of information.

Many examples of sustainable initiatives from Northem Europe can be found in

intemational ecological planning literature (Kennedy and Haas, 1994; Kennedy and Ke,nnedy,

1997; Beatley,2000; V/illiams, Burton and Jenks, 2000). Germany has been at the forefront of

sustainable development since the United Nations Conference in fuo 1992, arnd has developed

considerable knowledge and expertise in ecological planning practices since that time. The Ruhr

Region recently completed a ten-year International Building Exhibition (IBA) that focused on

ecological renewal of the area. As a result, the region is rich with examples of sustainable

demonstration projects. The region has been selected to help provide new insights, perspectives

and solutions to the cross-national problems of understanding sustainable urban development

(Masser, 1992).

For the purpose of cornparison between the German and Canadian experience of

ecological planning an eighth case is presented. Southeast False Creek (SEFC) is the fnst

'sustainable neighbourhood' to be developed in the City of Vancouver and will set an important

precedent for future projects in the City and the region. Southeast False Creek is significant

because it is the largest urban infill project with an ecological theme planned in Canada.

Finally, this research is concerned with the poturtial transfer of information and lessons

fiom the German to a Canadian context. The German cases provide an opportunity to draw key

findings from the experience of planners in the Ruhr and relate lessons learned to the SEFC

development. The concluding chapter also contains recoÍrmendations based on the experience of

planners in Germany and points to areas for future research.
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1..3 Research Questions

The theoretical aspect of this paper informs the framework used to analyse case studies and

provides context for the inquiry. The questions to be considered are:

. What is an 'ecosystems' approach to planning, and how can it infonn current planning
practice?

' What implementation strategies (processes or policies) can help to change the current
patterns of development to promote an ecosystems approach?

. What is Local Agenda 21 and how does it affect ecological planning practice in
Germany?

' As planning is essential for the provision of infrastructure, what types of infrastructure
are necessary for more sustainable development?

. What are the key strategies and projects of the Ruhr Region?

. What are the key features of ecological planning and what strategies are being explored
in Vancouver?

. How can cases from the Ruhr inform planning processes in a Canadiar/Vancouver
context?

. What recommendations can be made for planning in SEFC based on experiences in the
Ruhr?

1.4 Research Methods and Analysis

Research for this project has been conducted over the time period from Septernber 2000

to July 2002. The research components include a theoretical review of ecological planning

literature, selection and information gathering for German and Canadian examples of ecological

planning.

Data collection for the theoretical component of the project is comprised of a review of

English language planning literature supplemented with German documents wherever possible.

To explore the concept ofurban ecosystem and closed loop planning, a review ofurban ecology

literature and the concepts ofthe ecological footprint and industrial ecology are considered. The

literature review also considers inputs and outputs of an urban ecosystem, how to reduce the

impacts of cities and the need to change behaviour patterns.

The second component of the research includes the identification and data collection on

practical examples - case studies - of German ecological planning. The selection of German case

studies relies on recommendations from experts of sustainable development research within the
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Ruhr Region. The cases are selected to represent implementation in three areas: political

prograrns, Local Agenda2l andinnovative projects that were felt to be the strength of the region.

Seven cases have been identified for documentation. The IBA Emscher Park and the

Solarsiedlung Programm are examples of political progf¿tms. The Local Agenda 21 process in

Gelsenkirchen has been selected because of the unique approach the cþ has taken. Four

innovative projects from in and around the region are the Hamm Eco-Centre, the Münster bicycle

infrastructure, a school project in Gelsenkirchen-Bismark and Waldquelle Eco-Village.

Data collection for each of the selected cases relied on field research, key informant

interviews and a review of German literature. In some cases additional information was also

obtained from English documents, for example there is substantial English literature about the

IBA Emscher Park. Key informant interviews were conducted with planners, architects, school

administrators, school teachers, academics, store managers, govemment agencies, research

agencies, residents, care takers and at public events. Field research and documentation of German

case studies was conducted over a ten-month study period from October 2000 to June 2001.

The third component, the Southeast False Creek case was selected to represent Canadian

sustainable planning efforts because it is one of the most comprehensive municipal projects

underway in western Canada. The SEFC example is a neighbourhood redevelopment project on a

brownfield in a highly urbanised location. Information for the SEFC case was obtained during a

four-month internship with the Central Area Planning Departrnent at the City of Vancouver,

through key informant interviews and literature search. The literature search included consultant

reports, policy documents, internet sources and public presentations.

The analysis component of the research sffives to confirm understanding of theory with

realised projects, and to report on implementation. The analysis considers how these projects

advance the concepts of 'ecosystems' and 'closed loops', and reports on the main lessons learned

during the planning process. Finally, the resemch looks for factors of success and considers how

these lessons from the Ruhr can be used to inform the SEFC planning process.
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1.5 Organisation of the Research Project

The remainder of this report has been organised into five chapters that describe and

analyse an ecosystems approach to planning in theory, and in practical cases found in the Ruhr

Region of Gennany and the SEFC development in Vancouver. The final chapter provides

observations of the German cases and offers potential application to the SEFC planning process.

The fnst chapter has introduced the theoretical concepts of ecosystems planning and

outlined the research questions, methods and analysis used to organise this research project.

The second chapter, to follow, forms the theoretical background for the researcll

stressing the need for a move toward planning for wban ecosystems and closed-loops. The

chapter is divided into ttnee sections. The first outlines the three major components of urban

ecosystems theory including urban ecology, the ecological fooçrint concept, and industrial

ecology. The second section discusses inputs and outputs of urban ecosystems, to determine what

can be done to reduce the impacts of cities and the need to change environmental behaviour of

citizens. The role of demonstration projects as a vehicle for implementation is also considered.

The final section concludes by proposing that 'cities as ecosystems' may be an appropriate

metaphor for conceptualising the design and planning of urban environme,nts.

The third chapter contains an introduction to the German study are4 seven detailed case

studies and a brief analysis. Descriptions and analysis of seven cases from three levels of

plaruring (local, city and regional) provide a cross-section of planning activities in the Ruhr

Region. The key accomplishments of ecological planning in the Ruhr are highlighted in the

conclusion to provide insights for planners ernbarking on ecological planning projects in other

regions of the world.

Southeast False Creek in Vancouver, an eighth case, has been provided for the purpose of

comparison. The fourth chapter details the efforts of the City of Vancouver planning department

in the goal of creating the first sustainable neighbourhood in Vancouver. The chapter is

concluded by a discussion of political programs and innovation in the Vancouver context.
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In the final chapter, key findings are drawn from the experience of planners in the Ruhr

and are considered in the context of SEFC. Recommendations, where applicable, based on the

key findings are ptesented for potential application to fiiture planning initiatives in SEFC and/or

other projects within the Greater Vancouver Region. The final conclusion provides support for

ecosystems planning in the Ruhr and in Vancouver, and points to areas for future research.

1.6 Organisation of the Case Studies

The case studies are organised following Kennedy and Haas (1994) "New Sustainable

Settlements in Europe: An Analysis of Experiences of Seven Case Study Settlements". Their

chapter breakdown has been modified to reflect the detail and orientation of ecosystems planning.

For example, Kennedy and Ha¿s consider financing, electrical installation, and building phasing

in detait to comment on large-scale settlement design, sections that are not necessary for this

project. Other components of the chapter breakdown have been directly incorporated into ttre

organisation of case studies including project description, development process, ecological

concept (energy, heating, water, etc), social concept, conclusions and recommendations. This

model was followed because the structure addresses inputs and ouçuts of ecological components

while addressing the larger plaruring and implementation issues that arise during developrnent of

demonstration projects. Variations occur where the projects do not fit well into the structure

derived by Kennedy and Haas.

The case studies represent a range of developments from ecological settlements to

political progfam implementation, therefore strict duplication of Kennedy and Haas chapter

breakdown was not possible. The cases are organised instead to follow the structure as closeþ as

possible while also presenting the key features of each individual project. The case of IBA

Emscher Park can be used as an exrimple to highlight the differences between each case. IBA is a

political ptogram that resulted in the realisation of over 120 ecological projects. The case
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emphasises the planning and implementation of the political program, not on the individual

characteristics of each development. In contrast Waldquelle Eco-village, a housing settlernent,

follows more closely the components outlined in Kennedy and Haas. The following table has

been included which describes the outline of each case and illustrates how each case differs from

one another.

Table 1.1 Summary Matrix of Case Study Organisation

I Program
Description

Program
Description

Program
Description

Program
Description

Project
Description

Project
Description

Projeot
Description

Project
Description

2 Background Bicycle
Philosophy

Background Settlement
Concept

BaokgroundBackground Implernentation
Strategy

Implemørtation
St¡ategy

Iransportation
Planning

Ecological
Aspects

J Implementation
Strategies

Energy Concept Project
Approach to LA
2l

Original
Concept

Original
Concept

Planning Process

4 Cenhal
Concepts

Planning
/design

Plarming
/Future
Directions

Planning
/design

Urban
Ecosystems
Concepts

Planning
/desigrr

Urban
Eoosysterns
Concepts

Social
Aspects

5 Planning
/design

Urban
Ecosystems
Concepts

Urban
Ecosystems
Concepts

Urban
Ecosystems
Concepts

Outcomes
/Conolusions

Urban
Ecosystørns
Concepts

Outcomes
/Conclusions

Planning
/design

6 Urban
Fæosystans
Concepts

Outcomes
/Conclusions

Outcomes
/Conclusions

Outcomes
/Conclusions

Outcomes
/Conclusions

U¡ban
Ecosystems
Conoepts

7 Outcomes
/Conclusions

Outcomes
/Conclusions
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Chapter 2. Theoretical Basis of Urban Ecosystems

Humanity has lhe ability to make development sustainable - to ensure that iî meels the

needs of the present without compromising lhe ability offuture generations lo meel their
needs.

(World Commission on Environment and Development, 1987, p.8)

2.1 Introduction

The concept of sustainable development is generally described has having three

dimensions economy, ecology and society. Initially, sustainable development was concerned

mainly with the ecological or environmental dimension of development. In 1987, the World

Commission on the Environment and Development reinforced the role of economy and society in

the debate of sustainable development. The plight of poorer nations is often used to highlight the

importance of the economic sphere of the equation, "people will cut down forests and pollute

streams, because they have to live. City authorities will allow untreated sewage to seep into rivers

and back into the slum areas where people live, because they lack the resources and the technical

competence to do anything else" (Hall, 2000,p.27). The worlds' richer nations (mainly located in

the Northern Hemisphere) contribute a disproportionate amount of waste and consume more

resources than developing counffies (Rees 1996; Beatley, 2000; Hall, 2000). Even in these

developed countries it is recognised that sustainable behaviour can not advance unless social and

economic issues are also addressed. This research project focuses on the ecological dimensions of

development, while respecting social and economic factors within the planning process. The

theoretical foundations of ecological planning are outlined in this chapter. The German and

Canadian case studies attempt to demonstrate how theoretical principles are translated through

demonstration into practice.
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2.2Urban Ecosystems and Closing the Loops

Where traditional urban planning practices consider the systems of cities as linear

plocesses, a growing body of literature aims to approach planning in a more holistic and cyclical

manner modelled after natural systems. Cities a¡e maintained by a complex flow of inputs and

ouþuts - with energy and resources flowing in, and pollution and waste flowing out (Beatley,

2000). Natural processes are designed to utilise resources (i.e. energy from the sun) and recycle

their wastes; cities can be better designed according to similar principles.

The following section reviews three concepts that 'reconceive' the built environment as

part of a more natural process. Urban ecology considers the interplay between people and their

immediate environments (at the local and community level). The concept of the ecological

footprint is a method for understanding the volume of flows generated and absorbed by a region

(or for cities and countries). Industrial ecolory focuses on specific inputs and ouþuts mimicking

natural processes that benefit all involved parties. These three areas of research combine to

provide a new basis for thinking about cites in terms of natural processes, or as cities as

ecosystems. Urban ecology, the ecological fooþrint and industrial ecology focus on the

relationship between inputs and outputs reinforcing the need to plan for both in order to reduce

the impact of cities on the natural environment. In the opinion of the author, these concepts are

the most progressive and innovative theoretical approaches to sustainable development available

in current planning literature.

Urban Ecology

Urban ecology seeks to understand how cities and communities function. "Cities act as

both generators of environmental impacts (through the consumption of resources and production

of wastes) and as intrinsically embedded within a larger ecosystem and set of natural processes

upon which they depend" (Beatley and Manning, 1997, p. l9).Not only can planning bsnefit

from thinking of the city functioning within natural processes, but also as a self-contained entity

t0



in its own right. Natural systems are cyclical and relatively efficient, as matter and energy are

neither created nor destroyed. There are many examples of natural cyclical processes, Dunn and

Steinemann (1998) cite the food chain. Another simple representation is the hydrological cycle.

Urban systems are typically linear and less efficient in their use of matter and energy. In urban

plocesses, the natural system provides resources for consumption and acts as a sink for ouþuts.

In natural systems these wastes may also filnction as inputs to other processes (i.e. the food chain)

but this is rarely the case in urban systems. This through flow of energy and resources decrease

the ability of a city to act in a sustainable manner (Dunn and steinemanr¡ 199s).

In L994, Danish literature stated that urban ecology stands for an cnvironmental strategy,

with the local citizens' participation as starting-point in the aim of holistic solutions for local

problems related to resouÍce consumption, environmental strain and local deg'adation of nature

(Nielsen, 1999). This approach is now one of the main concepts behind Local Agenda 2I

processes. Urban ecology focuses on the relationship of human interaction with the environment,

particularly in relation to natural and artificial flows of energy and matter. Achieving more

sustainable cities depends on changes in consumer behaviour, *urban ecology projects aim to

create environmental awareness by using and demonsÍating alternative technologies for energy

or water supply, or for handling waste or sewage"(Neilsen, 1999,p.254). Although most research

in urban ecology focuses on local solutions for the resource consumption and the creation of

waste, recent developments in the field are struggling with adapting principles of urban ecology

to the existing forms of technical infrastructure (i.e. wastewater infrastructure). Cities in northern

Europe and Canada are looking for opportunities to develop 'green infrastructure' by re-

evaluating traditional wastewater, stormwater and energy infrastructure (Neilsen, 1999; Guy,

Marvin and Moss, 2001; Sheltair Group, 2001).

Urban ecology provides a basis in which city processes are considered in a more holistic

and cyclical manner - especially with regards to the flows of inputs (in the form of resources) and

ouþuts (in the form of wastes). It is possible to reorganise the ways in which cities are structured
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to minimise environmental impacts that result from the transfer of inputs and ouþuts - including

increased awareness ¿tmong consumers. The 'Ecological Footprint' concept was developed as a

tool to help rneasure and understand these flows.

Ecological Footprint Concept

In their book, Our

Ecotogicat Fooþrint: Reducing L1ä'å'.,ïiåi$i$rij:;j;s;at 
nootnrint Inputs

Human Impact on the Earth

(1996), Mathis Wackemagel and

William Rees infroduce a tool

which can be used to estimate

the resource consumption and

waste assimilation requirønents

of a defined human population

or economy in terms of u lllustration: Phil Testemale (Wackernagel and Rees, 1996)

corresponding productive land area. To explain this concept, the authors describe a city (and

surrounding land) which is encapsulated in a glass or plastic hemisphere, which allows light to

enter but prevents other materials from entering or leaving the enclosure. How large would the

enclosed area need to be to allow the city to produce resources, to assimilate wastes, and to

perform various invisible life-support functions? The average Canadian is estimated to have an

ecological fooþrint of 4.3 hectares, or 207 square meters, which is roughly comparable to three

city blocks (Wackernagel and Rees, i996).

The concept of ecological footprint was developed to help identify and communicate the

'carrying capacity' required by human settlements. The carrying capacity term is used here to

express the amount of land required to sustain a particular species, generally referring to graÁng

needs or migration patterns and access to adequate food supply. When a species exceeds the

carrying capacity of the land, the population will be negatively affected and may eventually

',.''i:.
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decline or 'crash' because of insufficient food or habitat. To identiSr the canying capacity

required by humans "a full understanding of the ecological 'niche' must therefore include full

consideration of the flows of available energy and matter into the economy and the return flows

of degraded energy and material (wastes) back to the ecosystem" (Wackernagel and Rees, 1996,

p. 50). Specifically the fooþrint of a selected population can be defined as the ecologically

productive land and water (i.e. cropland, pasture, forests, etc.) that would be required on a regular

basis to provide all the energy/material resources consumed, and to absorb atl the wastes

discharged.

Planning, architecture and other professions responsible for the built form of urban

environments have contributed to the size of 'our ecological fooþrint'. To illusüate this ideA

consider the flow of energy from its natural state, through the built environment, and eventual

dissipation into the biosphere. ln Canada most electricity is generated by hydroelecüic plants, that

may have required flooding of land to create a pressure gradient behind a dam (in a reservoir). In
Figure 2.2 Conceptual Image of Ecological
Footprint of Cities the case of Germany, especially the Ruhr

Region, most energy comes frorn burning

coal. Neither form of production is able to

provide energy without a high percentage of

loss during conversion and transmission.

Energy is transmitted to homes and used for

a variety of services. Energy in the form of

heat dissipates into the afinosphere, at a rate

that depends on the performance of the

building envelope. Buildings with high

levels of insulation and triple paned

windows a¡e better able to maintain their

,"'rf'-"-'r.

i
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Illustration: Phil Testemale (Wackernagel and Rees,
1996)

heat therefore reducing energy inputs. Renewable energy sources, for example geothermal and
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biothermal heating, solar and wind generated energy offer another approach resulting in a srnaller

footprint. The ecological footprint can be used as a tool to detennine planning practices (or design

features of the built form) which are not sustainable, and heþ to identify new approaches.

('Wackernagel and Rees, 1996)

Industrial Ecology

Industrial Ecology, the third concept of 'ecosystems' planning, attempts to model

industrial systems on natural systems to increase efficiency and to reduce resource consumption

and disposal. Advancements made in the field of industrial ecology are promising because

attempts are made to integrate waste flows into the production processes of industry, essentially

moving toward a closed-loop system. Wastes from one industry are used as inputs for another

industry, reducing the need for raw resources (inputs) and the amount of waste discharged

(outputs) creating a healthier environment. The best known example of a functioning industrial

'eco-system' is located in Kalundborg, Denmark (Van der R5m and Cowan, 1996; Salvesen,

1996;Beatley, 2000).

Kalundborg Industrial plant is often cited as a working example of industrial ecology. David

Salvesen describes the symbiosis as follows:

There, a complex web of waste and energl exchanges has developed among the city, a power
plant, a refinery, a fish farm, a pharmaceulical plant, a chemical manufacturer, and a
wallboard maker. The exchange worlcs something like this: the power compdny pipes the

residual steam to the refinery and, in exchange, receives refinery gos (which used lo be flared
as waste). The power plant burns the refinery gas to generate electricity and steam. It also
sends excess stream îo a fish farm, the city, and a biotechnologlt plant that makes
pharmaceuticals. Sludge from the fish farm and pharmaceutical processes becomes fertiliser
þr nearby farms. Surplus yeast from the biolechnologt planl's produclion of insulin is

shipped to farmers þr pig þod. Furlher, q cement company uses fly ash from the power
plant, while gtpsum produced by the power plant's desulfurizalion process goes to a
compony that produces g/psum wallboard. Finally, sulphur generaled by the refinery's
desulfurization process is used by a sulphuric acid manufaclurer (Salvesen, 1996, p.30).

The symbiosis at Kalundborg stemmed from a desire to reduce costs in both the production of

goods (using waste heat to dry wallboard) and waste management (iquid biomass sludge).
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Several factors led to collaboration among participating businesses. Kalundborg is a small town

and parties often had a relationship prior to discussion of the symbiosis. The compact form and

small size of the town was also a conûibuting factor, plants were located within close proximity

making waste sharing a viable option (Beatley, 2000). The symbiosis began n 1972 and has been

glowing 'organically' over the last 30 years.

The symbiosis at Kalundborg promotes environmental quality and economic benefits. The

symbiosis reduces the amount of natural substances removed from the earth's crust and released

into the biosphere, and reduces man-made substances released into the biosphere. Industrial

ecolory works to minimise environmental impacts of production and waste processes, as well it

makes sound economic sense and contributes to the social equaltty and community development

in Kalundborg. The industrial ecology model is not without challenges; industries become

mutually dependent increasing market vulnerability, companies fear losing autonomy and sharing

trade secrets, and companies also fear liabilþ for the waste they provide to other companies.

From an environmental perspective, concerns have been raised about industrial agteements that

may perpetuate a reliance on toúc materials and fossil fuels, rather than addressing deeper

problems of consumerism (Andrews, 1999).

Relevance to Planning Theory

By viewing cities as natural systems, or ecosystems, it becomes clear immediately that

current practices of urban development are not sustainable. Current development patterns, and

means of production start with high quality materials (fossil fuels, ores, etc) and return them to

nature in a degraded form (Ayres, 1994). The three concepts of urban ecology, the ecological

fooþrint and industrial ecology use a systems perspective to better understand the impacts of our

daily lives on the natural environment. Urban designers, architects, planners and policy makers

should begin to think in terms of inputs and ouþuts to promote a change from linear, open

systems to closed-loop or more balanced cycles. New approaches to address environmental

problems should not come in the form of 'end of the pipe' solutions, but instead focus on closing
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the loops. By incorporating the problem based on an understanding of inputs and outputs to

design a response (Van der Ryn and Cowan, 1996).

2.3 Moving Toward Cities âs Ecosystems

The theoretical foundation of 'cities as ecosystems' points to the importance of creating a

more cyclical process for dealing with the inputs and ouþuts of the built environment. It is not

enough to consider only how to design urban form to perform according to natural processes, but

it is also necessary to reduce the impacts of cities on the natural environment. Componørts of

urban ecosystem plaruring include inputs and ouþuts, environmental behaviour and reducing the

impacts of cities. These componerits are briefìy discussed in the following sections to help city

builders identi$ the features required for planning based on ecosystems.

Inputs and Outputs of an Urban Ecosystem

'The most significant input and output flows of wban systems are ìilater, energy, materials

and waste. An ecosystem approach is an effective way to reorganise the inefficiencies of cunent

planning practices and the resultant consumption levels in our cities. It is beyond the scope of this

research to comprehensively review all recent innovations related to water, energy and waste

rnanagement, but rather to focus on the underþing paradigm shift to an ecosystems approach

(Beatley,2000).

Waler Systems: Without human intervention the hydrological cycle is a closed loop system.

Vy'ater moves through various phases of the hydrological cycle, in the form of a solid, liquid" or

gas, in a continuous process without ørd. Modification of the natural environment by hummrs has

disturbed the balance between these phases. Large areas of land in cities, sealed by buildings,

roads, and other impermeable surfaces, have disturbed the overland flow and infiltration of

rainwater. Instead of infiltrating into the groundwater table, or flowing overland to rivers,

rainwater is collected from rooftops and parking lots and transported via pipes to river systems.
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Large-scale infrastructure transports water very rapidly, reducing the runoff time of natural

rainwater drainage patterns, often resulting in erosion and flooding (Corbett and Corbett, 2000).

To combat the environmental problems associated with technical large-scale infrastructure, urban

ecolory promotes smaller more localised solutions to water issues. (Roseland, 1998; Nielsen,

1999; Corbett and Corbett, 2000)

Understanding how urban development systems and natural systems differ is the first step

toward changing the planning paradigm. In recent years stonnwater management principles have

started to shift, placing an increasing emphasis on the üeatnent of rainwater onsite, avoiding

collection and transportation of water to rivers via large-scale infrastructure. Rainwater from

rooftops is dealt with by a variety of methods. Water can be collected in cisterns and re-used for

irrigation allowing ìvater to infiltate into the local ground water table naturally. Another

approach to design ogreen roofs' which reduce amount and rate of runofl allowing rainwater to

be absorbed by plants or grasses (Beatley, 2000). Some communities have managed storm\ilater

runoff though a series of swales, modelled after natural processes. Swales are natural ditches ttrat

collect and retain rainwater run-ofl allowing r,vater to be absorbed locally at a natural pace

(Corbett and Corbett, 2000). Keeping rainwater out of the stormwater infrastructure can

effectively be achieved at the local level, reducing the load on rivers and the need for expensive

infrastructure and treatrnent systems.

Residential wastewater, with the exception of toilet water, is classified as grey-water.

Potable water used for showering, washing dishes and clothing may be reused for purposes such

as washing cars and watering gardens, as well as for toilet flushing. Demonstration housing

developments are experimenting with processing grey-water through the use of on-site

constructed wetlands reducing dependence on centralised treatment plants (Beatley, 2000).

Residential potable \ilater use can also be reduced through utilisation of low-flow fixtures

installed in homes. Low-flow shower heads, faucets and toilets are technical preventative

measwe, these technological fixes can reduce consumption dramatically (i.e. conventional
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Canadian toilets use 13-20 litres/flush, low-flow toilets use 4-6 litres). Dry composting toilet

facilities are the foremost innovation toward an ecosystem approach to sewage treatment.

Composting toilets do not require water for flushing, and wastes are broken-down into compost

on site. There are no ouþuts to cenfalised wastewater and sewage treaünent facilities. Nutrients

fowrd in the rich compost can then be utilised for fertiliser in vegetable or flowsr gardens. This

practice is further explored in the Waldquelle Eco-village (case study 7). An ecosystems approach

to \ilater systems reflects the natural cycles of the hydrological system, and strives for long-term

sustainability which maintains high quality water sources without contamination (Corbett and

Corbett,2000).

Energt Flows: Energy from the sun is the basic building block from which life on earth is made

possible. The process of photosynthesis utilises the sun's energy to enable plants to grow and

store energy, which can then be accessed to provide energy for most functions on earth. "Before

the Industrial Revolution, people relied almost exclusively on inexhaustible and renewable

sotrces of energy - sunlight, wind and Ìvater polver, and the burning of wood and other non-fossil

firels" (Corbett and Corbett,2000, p. Sl). Since then, the decision to shift to fossil fuels was based

on their temporary abundance and relativeþ low cost, once the technology was available for

extraction. However, burning of fossil fuels has major environmental impacts related to

increasing levels of air pollution and carbon dioúde in the annosphere, which is thought to be the

main cause of global climate change (O'Mear4 1999). The quantity and rate at which fossil firels

are consumed has disrupted the natural ability of carbon sinks to absorb excessive levels of

carbon dioxide. To restore this equilibrium ecosysterns planning needs to consider alternative

forms of renewable energy sources for example solar and wind power, and to promote

conservation measures.

Alternative renewable energy sources have been available for sweral decades. Solar

power received substantial attention and experimentation in the 1970's and early 1980's, but the

relatively low prices of fossil fuels discouraged invesünent in expensive, experimental
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technologies (O'Mear4 1999; Corbett and Corbett, 2000). A recent resurgence of interest in solar

energy production has advanced the acceptability and reduced the costs of solar technology.

Ecological design concepts of passive solar heating and cooling combined with active solar

technolory (e.g. photovoltaic and thermal collectors) have resulted in significant reductions in

electricity demand over conventional housing developments. For example; Village Homes in

Davis, California reduced energy demand for heating and cooling by 50% through passive design

(Corbett and Corbeü, 2000). Another exarnple in Freiberg, Gennany called the "self-sufficent

solar house" relies on electricity from the city grid only during winter months when solar

intensity is low (Beatley, 2000). These two projects highlight the potential of solar energy for

urban use reducing dependence on fossil fuels. Solar powsr has the added advantage of creating

no wastes in the form of pollutants, thus further reducing the fooþrint of energy production.

Energy production generated by wind powered turbines also has a small ecological

fooþrint. In 1999, Denmark derived 8% of their electricity from wind power, which is far more

than any other country, and plan to increase reliance on wind power to 3Ùo/oby 2020 (Corbett and

Corbett, 2000; Beatley, 2000). Biofuels are also being investigated in a number of European and

North American cities offering a multiplier effect by simultaneously reducing wastes (Corbett and

Corbett, 2000). Significant reductions in ecological fooçrint calculations could also be achieved

through more efficient use of fossil fuels with an emphasis on conservation.

Increasing energJ efficiency in buildings and in enerry transfer is a step toward

conservation. Savings in energy consumption can be realised by improving the efficiency of

buildings, appliances, and production and transfer (especially in the form of heat). Dwellings with

additional insulation in the basement, roof and outer building envelope, along with glazed

windows, and double sealed windows and doors further reduce potential energy losses. Products

such as refügerators, light bulbs, washing machines, computers, air conditioners, etc. can be

purchased which operate on a fraction of the electricity of other units (Roseland 1998). "Every

energy or material transformation produces an increase in net entropy - a permanent degradation
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of available energy and the dissipation of matter" (Rees, 1995, p. 346). Therefore, whenever

energy is transfonned from one form to another energy is lost, generally in the form of heat.

Large-scale electricity generating plants also suffer energy losses during transmission. Therefore,

smaller-scale electricity and heat production plants, at the neighbourhood level, are better suited

for minimising losses (Roseland, 1998). Above all, society must gradually restructure olr

economy and our consumption patterns to minimise reliance on services and activities that

demand energy (Corbett and Corbett, 2000).

Of course this is not a complete discussion of the energy requirements of humanity,

energy is also required in the form of food and for transportation. In planning for cities as

ecosystems, planners must be aware of the environmental impacts of fossil fuel consumption for

the production of energy and work toward new approaches to small-scale, local alternatives for

rneeting energy demands.

Materíal ønd Waste Flows:

Of course, lhe løws of energt consewation and mass balance dictate that lhe entire energl
and materialflux through the human economy must return in alteredþrm - as pollution and
wasle lo the ecosphere. The sheer volume of these human-induced flows is accelerating the

deterioration of major ecosystems and is now capable of seriously disrupting global life-
supportfunclions essentiol to the maintensnce of life i*elf(Rees, 1995,p.343).

Waste generated by urban regions comes in solid, gas, liquid, organic, inorganig hazardous

or non-hazardous form. Liquid waste has already been addressed in the discussion of water

systems; this section focuses on solid lilaste management, particularly at the municipal level.

Urbanites from industrialised countries produce up to 100 times more refuse per person than

those in developing countries (O'Mear4 1999). Although municipal waste contributes to less than

2o/o of all waste generated in the United States, most industrial waste produced is the result of

manufacturing and distribution of consumer products (Roseland, 1998). Municipal campaigns in

North America are aimed at reducing waste destined for local land-fills by focusing on the three

R's: teduce, reuse, and recycle.
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Reduction and reuse of materials offer the greatest opportunity for reducing further energy

loss and continued production of more waste material. Waste management in Germany has set a

precedent for all other industrialised nations to follow. The first element of the Woste

Management Action Plan calls first for avoidance of waste, followed by recovery and recycling.

During the 1990's the concept of closed substance cycles were introduced, by 1993 reductions of

107o over 1990 levels were reported. During the same period recycling increased from 20 to 25o/o.

To promote waste avoidance and recycling, a packaging ordinance was passed in 1991. The

ordinance requires manufacturers and distributors to take back packaging and to re-use or recycle

its constituent materials. The closed substance cycle and wasto management act, amended in

1996, extends the responsibility of producers to the entire life-cycle of their products. The results

are high levels of recycling for sales packaging materials (figures for 1995): 87o/o for paper and

board, 78o/o for glass, 670/o for aluminivrrt, 610/o for tin plate, 587o for plastics, and 49o/o for

composites. To generate such support for reuse and recycling, sufficient collection and education

processes must be in place. The surest way to reduce waste generation is to avoid purchasing

material with high packaging content. Therefore, consumer education is the most important factor

of a solid waste managernent sfategy (Federal Ministry for the Environment, 1997).

An integrated approach to closing cycles of resource consumption and waste production

should be adopted in cities. This "will be easier to work towards on a small scale, which is why

local ecological cycles often, but not always, are the ideal basis for innoducing more sustainable

policies for urban systems" (European Commission,1996, p. 130).

Reducing the Impacts of Cities

The way our cities are currently organised places tremendous pressure on natural

ecoqystems. The reduction of impacts by cities on the natural environment can be achieved

through better approaches to spatial planning, ecological design and new technology.

The development of spatial planning in Europe and North America has followed separate

paths stemming from historical and cultural differences. North American cities are highly
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decentralised in form and dependence on the automobile is high. Transit is underdeveloped

because of sparsely populated travel routes and a high rate of car ownership. Dependence on the

automobile perpetuates a lifestyle that demands fossil fuel consumption and results in air

pollution. The majority of European cities developed prior to the invention of the automobile,

central areas are compact and are better able to accommodate alternative modes of transportation

þedestrians and bicycles). European cities also have highly developed rail transport systems thus

society is not as dependent on the automobile for mobility.

Land-use planning in Germany has long focused on the preservation of farrn lan{ which

has resulted in compact cities surrounded by green space; contrasted by a wideþ shared view that

land in North America is abundant and is not considered to be a scarce resource (Beatley and

Manning, 1997). Germany has a population of 81.8 million (1995) and an area of 357,000 square

kilometres, only 11.3% of the total land area is used for human settlements (Federal Ministry for

the Environment,l99T). By contrast of the 55,000 squrire kilometres of built-up land in Canada,

Figure 2.3 LandUtilisation in Germany,1992
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Source: Towards Sustainable Development in Germany, 1997

a density of 0.02 persons per square kilometre is achieved (Wackernagel and Rees, 1996). In

reality the density in Canada is much higher because settlement is concenüated along the

southern border. However, settlement pattems found in North America contribute to
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traffic areas

I Forests
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environmental problems such as air pollution, land degradation, traffrc congestion, increased

paved surfaces which affect natural drainage patterns, and numerous social problems including

limited mobility of disadvantaged groups, and isolation of elderly and children. More compact

urban form can reduce the negative impacts of sprawling cities and simultaneously create more

liveable communities.

The promise of the future is to change land-use pattems and growth patterns to minimise

land consumption by first redeveloping brownfields and other degraded lands. Beatley and

Manning in their book The Ecologt of Place (1997) identify several strategies for more

sustainable development including growth containment, increasing average densities, protecting

open space and natural lands and infill, reurbanisation and brownfields. Growth in most North

American cities is comprised of single-family, suburban development on the periphery of city

boundaries. Suburban developments eat up relatively cheap green-field sites, and avoid the more

expensive and polluted brownfield sites. To combat this üend some cities, such as Portland,

Oregon, have imposed growth containment boundaries to limit sprawl and refocus growth on

infill and urban renewal (Beatley and Manning, 1997). Infill and urban renewal serve a dual

purpose ofincreasing average densities and protecting open space and natural lands. In European

cities infill is not as important in terms of increasing density. In Germany infill is viewed as an

opportunity to renovate and expand unused rooftop areas by adding attic apartments.

Development of vacant city lots in already dense cities may reduce available opon spaces

necessary for maintaining the microclimate. "In recent decades the reactivation of brownfields in

inner-city areas has become a key task of urban redevelopment in Germany"(Strubelt and

Weldelin, 2000, p.59). There are numerous problems associated with the redevelopment of

brownfield sites including:

¡ New uses do not always suit the old buildings;
. The areas formerþ used for indusfiial purposes have a bad image;
. Potential \ilaste deposits from decades of industrial or military use can make reuse

difficult;
. Purchase of land is difficult; and
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. Ex-urban land is cheaper and requires no remediation.

The Ruhr Region of Germany focused their efforts of structural change around the

reutilization of old industrial brownfield sites to alleviate pressures on greenfield sites. Vancouver

has extensive experience redeveloping inner city industrial sites into residential neighbourhoods,

recent examples include False Creek South, False Creek North, Coal Harbour and the proposed

Southeast False Creek development.

Since current spatial planning patterns contribute to consumption of resources and the

production of wastes, consideration of smaller-scale developments based on ecosystems concepts

can reduce the detrimental impacts of cities on the environment. Reduction of daily fansportation

needs of residents is one way to create a healthier environment in cities. Cities planned to

incolporate a variety of uses such as housing, recreation, and commerce within walking or

cycling distances are better able to. reduce dependence on the automobile. Shorter tavel distances

encourage the use of public transit especially as availability and cost of parking make car travel

less convenient (Beatley and Manning, 1997). Ecosystem planning encorrages planners to

consider small-scale systems, where employment and services are located near to housing.

Reduction of travel distances must be combined with environmentally sustainable alternatives,

such as bicycle infrastructure and eflicient public transit (Stnrbelt and WendelirU 2000). Residents

can not be expected to choose alternative modes of transportation if the infrastructure is not in

place. Thinking of cities as ecosystems allows planners to anticþate the needs of residents witlún

a system (city or neighbourhood) whether it is access to transportation alternatives or services

located within close proximity. A neighbourhood acts as a closed loop when residents are able to

live, work, shop and play without travelling beyond the boundaries of their neighbowhood.

Planners must allow for this type of integration of uses to occur.

Once an understanding has been gained of how cities can fr¡nction in a more ecologically

efficient manner, then the behaviour of end users and residents must also be accounted for.
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Environmental Behaviour

In their report for the European Commission ntled European Sustainable Cities (1996),

the Expert Group on the Urban Environment identified the relationship between individual

behavioural choices and the context in which they occur as one of the rnost important benefits of

the ecosystems approach. A significant body of literature has been devoted to the study of

environmental behaviorn. Kaiser, Wölfing and Fuhrer (1999) provide a comprehensive review of

this literature in an article titled "Environmental Attitude and Ecological Behaviour".

Ultimately it is the day-to-day decisions of citizens that will determine the ecological

sustainability of a city or region. "Every state of balance in the urban environment is defined and

desired by human beings and it requires constant human effort to keep or establish such

ecological situations" (Environmental Advisory Council, 1992, p.204). In their present state,

sustainable lifestyle choibes cause either gfeater inconvenience or cost to the consumer; taking

the bus is not as convenie,nt as driving and purchasing an organic apple costs twice as much as a

regular apple. Citizens willing to support environmentally sound lifestyle choices do so because

they are informed about the consequences of their decisions.

While the first task of ecosystems planning is to provide ecological options to

conventional planning, the second equally important task is to better inform citizens to facilitate

change in behaviour patterns that lead to a healthier environment. Education of residents is a far-

reaching task including issues related to goods and services, transportation, and household issues

such as energy consumption and waste reduction. The case studies selected for analysis in the

following chapters highlight the importance of communication Strategies in the education of

residents; particularly in the school project in Gelsenkirchen-Bismark (case 6) and in Waldquelle

Eco-village (case 7).
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2.4 Moving from Theory to Practice

In recognising the need to facilitate learning, many planners and planning theorists have

adopted a social learning approach that emphasises "learning by doing" (Sandercock, 1998, 95).

In the field of sustainable development, the role of demonstration projects as a "necessary

sfrategy" for moving from theory to practice has been advocated in recent planning literature by

van Vliet (2000). Demonstration is defined as "an mea based, site specific planning and design

process and built project, which has a cluster of innovations (new/better technologies, systems,

designs, methods or progfams) that shows potential adopters the benefits of ernploying these

irnovations" (van Vliet, 2000, p.191). Demonstration projects are considered here as an

alternative to the comprehensive planning model that focuses on the application of expert

knowledge by planning professionals (Sandercock, 1998).

The concepts of ecosystøns planning covered earlier in this chapter (water systems,

energy flows, material and waste flows) are not difficult to conceptualise. The diffrculty with

sustainable development is in implementation of these concepts into built representation. Barriers

to implementation are well documented in nearly all accounts of ecological planning practice

(van Vliet,2000; Hahn and LaFond, 1997; Beatley,2000). The exercise of overcoming barriers

provides planners and designers with the opportunity to learn new methods and approaches to

ecological planning. Implementation of demonstration projects increases capacity within the field

for future applications of ecological planning. The comprehensive planning model emphasises

extensive scientific research before implementation and does not encourage learning or

innovation. As a result sustainable practices are not tested.

Demonstration projects also play a role in the dissemination of infonnation and ongoing

opportunities for learning about the practical results obtained. The realisation of projects allows

for monitoring of new technologies that have not been tried and tested, which allows for

modification in future projects. Results from ecological projects need to be communicated to

further the body of knowledge and to encourage new standards, policies and procedures in the
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planning and building professions. As the number of successful demonstration projects increase

in a region, the preconceived risks and barriers are lessened. Individual demonsfration projects

becorne models for wider application.

Finally, demonstration projects contribute to the goal of facilitating changes in the

behaviour of individuals. Like professionals, individuals have preconceptions about innovative

practices that need to be overcome. As demonstration projects with ecological features are

successfully completed, individuals can experience features firsthand. Through that experience

individuals will develop an understanding of the benefits of ecological planning and possibly

change their behaviour patterns in other environmental arsnas as well.

2.5 Conclusion

"The new metaphor of 'city as ecosystem', coupled with ttre rise of urban ecology as both

a theory and a practice, is driving the international emergence of urban environme,ntal

management and sustainable urban design"(Tyler, 2000, p. 2l). Tyler goes on to identify the

fundamental challenges of planners in the 2ls century as the ecological restructuring of urban

form and development of ecological efficiencies in urban systems. Planning for cities at the end

of the 20th century still focuses on public works - end-of-the-pipe solutions. The theoretical

component of this research has identified alternatives to the status quo, and provided some

examples of alternative practice.

The following chapters consider seven dernonstrations of ecological planning in Germany

and one in Canada. The projects attempt to marry the principles of ecological planning related to

natural systems with strategies for implementation. These projects point to the importance of

demonsfation projects in providing an opportunity to learn from the barriers that were overcome

during the process and those that were not.
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Chapter 3 describes seven experiences of ecological planning in the Ruhr Region of

Germany and Chapter 4 provides a Canadian example of Southeast False Creek in Vancouver.

Knowledge gained from the study of concrete projects and the planning strategies used for

implementation can be tansferred to inform planners in other geographical and cultural settings.

Experiences from other regions are not ready-made solutions, but provide a foundation for

localised stategies working toward sustainability. Chapter 5 attempts to relate lessons learned

during the planning implementation of the Ruhr cases to the Southeast False Creek project in

Vancouver.
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Chapter 3. Urban Ecosystems:

Implementation Strategies in the Ruhr Region

3.1 Introduction to the Ruhr Region of Germany

The Ruhr Region (Ruhrgebiet) is located in Norttr 'Western Germany in the Land of

North-Rhine Wesþhalia (NRW). The Federal Republic of Germany covers an area of about

357,000 square kilornetres. The population in Germany is the largest in European Union with

81.8 million; followed by ltaly (58 rnillion), the United Kingdorn (57 million) and France (56

million) (Kappler, 1997). The population of NRW is about 18 rnillior¡ with a density of 527

persons per square kilometre (ISOCARP, 1999). Düsseldorf, the capital city of NRW, sits on the

western boundary of the Ruhrgebiet.

Figure 3.1 Map of Germany
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The Ruhr Region has a population of 5.4 million (KVR, 1997). The area of the Ruhr

Region is roughly de{ined as the area running from Hagen in the East, to Duisburg in the West

(up to but not including Düsseldorf). The rnain cities include Bochum, Bottrop, Donmrnd,

Duisburg, Essen, Gelsenkirchen, Hagen, Hamm, Herne, Mulheim and Oberhausen. Of the cities

within the Ruhr the largest is Essen with a population of 612,000 followed by Dortrnund

(597,000) and Duisburg (533,000) (KVR, lgg7).

Figure 3.2Map of the Ruhrgebiet (Ruhr Region)

Source: KVR Website

The rise of the Ruhr Region to one of Europe's largest coal mining and iron and steel

producing areas began in the middle of the 19th Century. Dorfnund, Essen and Bochum were

once among the World's most importarit coal mining towns and today not a single mine operates

between them (Neill, 1992). The coal production has ceased because the main coal seam has

reached a depth of 1,500 Íretres below the surface, and the quality of coal is higher than
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necessary for energy production. ln it's heyday the region employed 260,000 miners, today only

60,000 jobs remain, by 2020 it is anticipated that coal will no longer be extracted in Gennany

(Grohé and Kunzrnann, 1999). Unemployment in the Ruhr stands at about 117o, higher in some

cities which were traditionally more reliant on one industry for employment (Gelsenkirchen) and

lower in others which have been better able to diversi$ (Essen). The rate of unemployment in

other areas of Germany is about 6% (Kappler,1996).

The first efforts of regional restructuring were initiated in the 1960's, with the creation of

new Universities. The purpose of education in the Ruhr had traditionally been to produce

engineers for the mining and steel industry, now the focus has shifted to high technology and

medicine (Kunzrnanr¡ 2000). Today cities within the Ruhr are becoming increasingly competitive

with other IT regions in Germany (Frankflrrt am Main and München). To attract and keep the

highly educated and talented population in the Ruhr; recent restructuring efforts have emphasised

quality of life and improvønents in the natural environment

The most influential and widely known effort of regional restructuring in the Ruhr was

the work of the IBA Emscher Park. The lnternational Building Exhibition Emscher Park was

initiated by the LandNorth-Rhine Wesþhalia to run for a period of ten years - 1989 to 1999. The

goal was "urban development, social, cultural and ecological measures as the basis for economic

change in an old industrial region" (IBA Finale, 1999b). As alluded to in this brief summary, the

Ruhr continues to face many challenges for its future development. Little consideration in this

research project has been paid to pressing social issues, which are of crucial importance, such as

increasing unemployment, polarisation of the rich and poor, and promotion of a nelv image.

Instead, this research is limited to efforts focused on ecological restructuring and promotion of

urban ecosystems.

The Ruhr Region offers a unique opportunity to follow the development of ecological

planning and implementation strategies from theory to practice within a concentrated time frame.

North-Rhine Wesphali4 particularly the Ruhr Region has been slower than other Lcinder n
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Germany to pursue ecological planning initiatives. Widespread environmental degradation and

declining industry presented an unprecedented opportunity to embrace ecological restructuring as

a catalyst for change. Ecological standards, environmental policies and implementation prcgrams

were developed with the backing of the NRW government, which has prompted the development

of over 120 ecological demonstration projects in a ten-year period. The experience of ecological

planning in the Ruhr provides an example for Vancouver and other regions keen to undergo a

similar transition, putting ecological planning into practice.

3.2 Case Study Investigation of Implementation Strategies

Case studies of programs and demonstration projects within the Ruhr Region and the

surrounding communities, were selected as the best means to learn about practical experiences of

planning for urban ecosystems. The projects v'¡ere selected to represent three approaches, to

planning, defined in this case as 'implementation strategies'. The strategies are categorised as

political programs, Local Agenda 2l processes, and innovative projects. The selection of cases

also represents different levels of plarming, including regional, city and local levels. The seven

projects selected compromise a cross-section to heþ provide insight into the different levels of

activity initiated in the Ruhr. The following section introduces the three 'implementation

strategies' and the specific cases used to explore each strategy.
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Table 3.1 Summary Matrix of Selected Case Studies

Political Programs

Case 1. IBA Emscher Park - Regional level
Case2. Solarsiedlung Programm - Regional level

Political programs catì take many forms, but most come from either the Lrinder

(provincial) government or the local authorities. The two selected programs are the IBA Emscher

Park and the Solarsiedlung program initiated by the tand NRW and are implemented on a

regional level. The IBA is a unique program \¡rithin Germany, and will not likely be ernulated in

Canada. However, it has played an instrumental role in the development of sustainability issues in

the Ruhr. In fact, it is difficult to find projects in the Ruhr which are not the direct result of the

IBA Emscher Park activities. Political progtams are often associated with funding opporhrnities

that make implementation less of a financial risk than 'bottom-up' initiatives.

Local Agenda 21

Case 3. Gelsenkirchen Lokale Agenda 21 - City level

The third project is the Local Agenda 21 planning process in Gelsenkirchen. Since the

European Conference on Sustainable Cities and Towns, in Aalborg, Denmark in 1994, there has

been a concerted effort of European local governments to develop a Local Agenda 21. North

,,.,,..,,ttt1.i.RÇS..i0n4l...,...,:..,,..,,,.

L IBA E-*h.
Park

2. Solarsiedlung
Program

3. Gelsenkirchen
Local Agenda
2l

6. School Project
Gelsenkirchen-
Bismark

7. IValdquelle Eco-
Villase

4. Hamm Eco-
Cenfre

5. Münster Bike
Infrastructure
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American cities on the other-hand have demonstrated a limited interest in LA 21 processes.

Selection of a LA 21 process was important for two reasons, Canadians have very little

experience in this field of knowledge and because LAzl processes can be used to ¿set the stage'

for a paradigm shift to ecosystems thinking. Local Agenda 21 processes rlre examples of planning

on a city scale. In the case of Gelsenkirchen, I,A 2l processes rvere used to facilitate the

development of several high profile demonstration projects.

Innovative Projects

Case 4. Hamm Eco-Centre - Regional level
Case 5. Münster Bicycle Infrastructure - City level
Case 6. School Project Gelsenkirchen-Bismark - Local ievel
Case 7. Waldquelle Eco-Village - Local level

In addition to the planning programs and processes it is important to learn how innovative

demonstration projects are realised and what they look like. Concrete examples are the strongest

argument for ptaruring more ecologically oriented cities. The projects chosen to represent

innovative projects were selected because of unique features and the role they play in reducing

the impacts of cities on the environment. The Hamm Eco-Centre is a business park, which

focuses on providing ecological services and supporting companies involved in ecological

building. The project is classified here as regional because the Eco-Cenüe provides jobs and

services for residents in the surrounding region. The Münster Bicycle infrastructure has been

selected to represent citywide ecological transportation planning. Although Münster is outside of

the Ruhr, it is located within NRV/ and has taken on a leadership role in educating cities within

the Ruhr about bicycle planning. The third project is selected because of the emphasis placed on

ecological design and collaborative planning efforts involving children. It is a school project

located in Gelsenkirchen-Bismark, and serves as a local level example. Finally, Waldquelle Eco-

Village is selected to demonstate an ecologically oriented residential settlement. This project is

located in Bielefeld, just outside of the Ruhr Region, but is exceptional in its holistic approach

and offers valuable inspiration for ecosystems planning.
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The seven case study descriptions, to follow, are loosely organised around the sarne

structure. Some discrepancies occur due to the variety and scope of projects. The first page of

each case acts as a swnmary and provides the reader with key facts about the project. Each case

study is organised into the following sections: 1. Project Description, 2. lmplementation

Strategies, 3. Original Concept - ecological and social, 4. Planning and Design Process, 5. Urban

Ecosystems Concepts, and 6. Outcomes and Conclusions. The German case studies are presented

in the following order:

3.3 Political Programs

Case 1. IBA Emscher Park
Case 2. Solarsiedlung Program

3.4 Local Agenda 21

Case 3. Gelsenkirchen Local Agenda 21

3.5 Innovative Projects

Case 4. Hamm Eco-Centre
Case 5. Münster Bicycle Infrasfructure
Case 6. School Gelsenkirchen-Bismark
Case 7. Waldquelle Eco-Village

Page

36
47

58

66
77
91
102
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Case 1. Political Programs: IBA Emscher Park

Name of Program: Internationale Bauausstellung (IBA) Emscher Park

Site: Ruhrgebiet (Ruhr Region), North-Rhine Westphalia

Scale of Project: Regional

Population Ruhrgebiet - 5.4 Million, Emscher Park Area - 2 Million

Participating Cities: Bergkamen, Bochum, Bottrop, Castrop-Rauxel, Dortmund,
Duisburg, Essen, Gelsenkirchen, Gladbeck, Herne, Herten, Kamen,
Lünen, Mülheim an der Ruhr, Oberhausen, Recklinghausen,
Waltrop

Co-ordination IBA Emscher Park GmbH (Agency)

Ecological Concept: All projects must meet ecological requirements related to
water, energy, building materials, waste, traffic, open spacs

and landscaping, and construction rnethods.

Social Concept: Projects promoting the cultural history of the region and

schemes for employment creation were favoured in the
selection process.

Figure 3.3 Oberhausen Gasometre

Photo: Werner J. Hannappel. (2001) Lichtzeichen und Landmarken im Ruhrgebiet. Oberhausen:

Ludwig Galerie.
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1. Program Description

"The goal: urban development, social, cultural and ecological measures as the basis for

economic change in an old industrial region" (IBA Finale , 1999b). The IBA worked with the

private sector and municipal governments (of volunteer cornmunities) to realise joint projects

with an environmental, cultural or innovative theme. Within the te'n-year duration (1989-1999),

over 120 projects were realised worth about DM five billiorU of which 213 were from public funds

and ll3 from private investrnents (IBA Finale, 1999b). Projects were selected under several

action themes including: Development of a Green Framework - based on the creation of the

Emscher Landscape Park, the Regeneration of the Emscher River System, Working in the Park,

Preservation of Industrial Monuments, Innovative Housing Construction and Development, and

Social Initiatives, Employment and Training. The IBA Emscher Park is an example of large scale

regional restructuring that has changed the face of the Ruhr Region and the attitudes of people

living within and outside its boundaries.

2. Bacþround

IBA is the abbreviation for Internstionale Bauqusstellung (International Building

Exposition) and is synonymous with quality and innovation in architecture and urban design.

Germany has a long tradition of building expositions. During the fnst two decades of the 20th

Century six different expositions were held. Then not again until the l4/eissenhof Siedlung n lg27

located in Stuttgart, which was organised by Mies van der Rohe featuring the work of prominent

international architects such as Le Corbusier, Walter Gropius, and Peter Behrens. There were no

expositions held during the war and the next was to be held in Hannover in 1951, and then Berlin

1¡lg57 (Ghirardo, 1996, p.108). Until this time IBA expositions had focused qn single sites,

experimenting with the latest theories in architecture and urban plannin g. Tn 1979, Berlin

embarked on a ten-year program which involved multiple sites, and for the fust time addressed
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the renewal of old building stock (MacDonald, 1995). The Berlin IBA "should engage Berlin's

historic fabric, its social problems, and the economic exigencies of depressed areas" (Ghirardo,

1996, p.108). Similar aspirations provided inspiration for the creation of an IBA in the Ruhr

Region. The IBA was to provide a catalyst for regional restructuring.

The Ruhr Region has been the heart of coal and steel production in Gemrany for the last

century. During the 1970's, the face of the region began to change; coal deposits became

increasingly inaccessible and steel and iron production had modernised leaving high

unemployment in its wake. As these industries shut down one-by-one, they leave behind large

derelict and polluted sites - scars on the landscape. Regional planning in the Ruhr seemed

incapable of dealing with such social and physical change, and in the late 1980's the Ministerium

/ì)r Stødtentwicklung und Verkehr (State Ministry of Urban Development and Transport) took the

initiative and developed a ten'year program for regional reconstruction based on the Berlin IBA'

The IBA Emscher Park was to act as 'A workshop for the future of lndustrial Regions' (Grohé

and Kunzrnann, 1999).

3. Implementation Strategies

The title of 'IBA Emscher Landscape Park' was selected because it was provocative and

unimaginable to suggest that an operi se\¡ver could become a park. The Emscher River had been

canalised and acted as an open sewer for the last 50 years, hardly an image associated with the

word 'park'. Creation of a landscape park running east-west through the region was based on

Robert Schmidt's 'Open Space Plan' of the early 20th Century (ISOCARP, 1999). The landscape

park and the re-naturalisation of the Emscher River formed two of the central themes for the IBA

.Emscher Park' concept. In additiorU five other areas of action contributed to the overall aims of

the IBA approach. These seven afeas are (Grohé and Kunzrnann,1999, p.10):

' Regeneration of the natural landscape by establishing the 'Emscher Landschoftsparn"; a

regional park systern covering over 300 squme km,
. Re-naturalisation of the Emscher River System,
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r Preservation and reuse of lndustrial Monuments,
. 'Arbeiten im Park' (working in the park); development of indusnial and technological

parks on brownfield sites,
. Housing Construction and Urban Development; modernisation ofhousing and

development of new innovative housing schønes,
. Promotion of culture, cultural industries and cultural events, and
. Development and promotion of regional tourism.

There \¡/as no master plan or blueprint to follow; instead projects would be selected based on

ecological, social, cultural and architectural princþles. The approach was to use individual

projects under the defined thematic areas of action to build-up incrementally a new image for the

region. Cities from the Ruhr were invited to particþate in the progran¡ and seventeen cities

responded. Some cities, such as Gelsenkirchen embraced the opportunity because they

desperateþ needed new impulses into their community. Gelsenkirchen worked v/ith IBA staffto

develop twelve projects, while other cities, Mulheim for example developed no projects at all.

IBA CrmbH employed thirty qualifred experts in different fields (landscape architecture,

housing, economic development, culture, ecology and communication) and operated under the

guidance of Dr. Karl Ganser. IBA was responsible to three advisory bodies, the Board of

Trustees, the Steering Committee, and the Supervising Board. The role of the agericy was to

support and approve project proposals, they were not directþ responsible for proposing projects,

but in some instances they were instrumental in their development. Thus project development was

both a top-down and bottom-up process. In 1989 a'Call for Projects' was issued and nearly 400

projects, all based on the overall concepts of the IBd responded. Within months IBA had begun

its activities, working with local actors to develop and implement projects.

Project selection was based on compliance with a number of ecological and cultural features

outlined in a series of position papers. The project criterion, as outlined by Grohé and Kunzrnann

(1999) were:

' Wherever feasible the project should be realised on a brownfield site or by reñrbishing
existing structures;

. Each project must be selected from an interdiscþlinary competition;

. Each project requires a full consensus of affected actors;
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r Each project must meet predetermined quality goals and criteria for architectural quality,

energy conservation, irnaginative landscaping, conservation of sensitive micro-economic-
systems,local commitnent, partnerships, participation, self-organisatiorL procedural

implementation and low maintenance costs;
. Each project was overseer by a working group, who screened for quality criteria,

procedural transparency and punctuality;

' Projects should have financial support with creative, well targeted, or flexible financial

rneasures beyond normal channels;
. Procedural transparency and participation was essential to guarantee the consensus of

users and the public for a project;
. Projects must display horizontal and vertical co-operation across institutional and

administrative boundaries;

' When appropriate, implementation of a project should be paired with labour qualification
measrres and/or emplo5rment initiatives; and

. When appropriate, each project should have a cultural dimension to attract additional
public interest.

For each project a working group was established to ensure that quality criteria were upheld, and

to assist in trouble shooting by providing expert advice and moderating services.

4. Central Concepts (themes)

The primary focus of the IBA was to create a new image of the Ruhr Region, to reverse

the stigma of polluted skies and degraded environmental landscape. IBA needed to concentrate on

aesthetics, to enhance the natural features of the area and the cultural history. This approach to

sustainable development within the Ruhr dernonstrates forward thinking by the Minister and Karl

Ganser, who guided the IBA activities, because the 'IBA Emscher Park' philosophy was decided

upon four years before the Rio Conference held in 1992. The IBA program required that high

quality ecological and social standmds were achieved in order to receive the IBA stamp of

approval. The ecological and social concepts are described in the following sections.

Ecological Concept

The ecological quality criteria and standards for IBA projects cover the following topics:

water, energy, building materials, waste, fraffic (mobility) management, open space and

landscaping, construction and costs and financing. These elernents can been seen in projects on a

lmge scale, such as the transformation of industrial to park uses in the Duisburg-North Landscape
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Park. The area was re-naturalised, and planted with üees transforming the site from polluted

derelict land to a park sprouting with vegetation; thus creating urban habitat for wildlife and

recreational opportunities for residents of the area. On a smaller scale, all new housing projects

treat rainwater on-site and reduce heat energy inputs though better insulation measures. Small-

scale changes such as these are the most important legacy the IBA can leave behind in terms of

Figure 3.4 Duisburg North
Landscape park 

rÉ r\vrLrr 
sustainability. If planners consider rainwater

üeafinent and energy saving measures in day-to-

day development activities femendous strides have

been made, elsewhere planners who are lacking the

experience of the IBA are still sceptical of the

merit and usefulness of such features. The IBA

also prioritized the redevelopment of brownfields

sites to help preserve valuable open space' This

policy has since been adopted by several

municipalities who want to prevent greenfield

development and repair the scars in the urban

fabric. The following table outlines the ecological

criteria of IBA projects.
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Table 3.2 IBA Ecological Criteria

consumption of drinking water

se rainwater, separate it from sewage

canalised brooks

not pollute water during construction
offof soilsthe

Apply state-oÊthe-art modular systems, easy to operate

energy demands (constructively)

regenerative energies

not water heated by electricity

Select materials from energy and water saving production processes

Do not use tropical woods
Do not use products containing asbestos, PVC, FCKW, formaldehyde, isocyanat

se natural, poison-free products

Avoid waste, reduce, reuse and recycle as far as possible

Collect and separate waste, compost natural wastes

Do not leave the site contaminated after constrcution

individual traflic: "stadt der kurzen Wege" city of short distances

available parking (try to reduce requirements by 20Yo)

the project to public transport
lt to and

Care for longer term development plans

Save and enlarge the variety of plànts and animals
lc

not build on green field sites

soil de-sealing potentials wherever feasible

green surfaces (rooß, facades, yards)

biotops ("knit the green fabric")

land to the (40Ya of a site should be

Avoid demolition and reuse of buildings

Reuse or recycle reusable material

Avoid interference into humus soils and groundwater

Leave contaminated material on the site

se local economic circuits (material, energy, water, etc)

luxury standards

Calculate realistic recurring costs

at higher quality with lower costs

new sources of funding
and enforce flexibility of funding

Source: Grohe and Kunzmann, 1999
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SociaVCultural Concept

The region has a land:use development history unique to industrial regions. Towns were

developed around industrial plants, rather than around trade and commerce located in the town

cenües. The IBA has sought to preserve this historical legacy by protecting and renovating

industrial landmarks. The Zeche Zollverein and the
Figure 3.5 Zeche Zollverein
Industrial Renovation Project Oberhausen Gasometer are two examples of such

projects. IBA also sought to promote culture in the

region by providing inæresting music halls located in

renovated industrial buildings. Whenever- possible

redevelopment of an old site, or constructign of a new

site was paired with employnent and training initiatives.

In the planning and design phases emphasis was

placed on collaboration, community building and self-

heþ measures. IBA did not simply want to provide one-

time impulses into a region but rather act as a catalyst for

learning and empowerment of citizens. Seven housing

projects were carried out under the concept of "build simply and by yourself' - where

homeowners rilere involved in the desigq and construction phases of their homes. The main focus

of IBA, in terms of social and cultural aspects, was to irnprove the quality of life for residents,

employees and tourists in the Emscher Regron.

5. Planning/Design Process

Conventional planning processes for large projects can take up to eight years, but because

the IBA wanted to realise as many results as possible within the frst five-year ternL a streamlined

process was developed. There were three conditions that needed to be in place before a project
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could be fully developed: the site must be available, the planning rights for the site must be in

order, and the financing should already be organised. It is a coûtmon misconception that IBA had

funding to support different projects. IBA had an annual budget of 7.5 Million DM, to be

allocated for wages, public relations, communication, expert advice, studies, workshops and

congfesses. However, the IBA stamp of approval allowed projects preferential ffeatnent for

access to thirty-six existing funds, available through normal channels. IBA Emscher Park

mobilised 4.5 billion DM of investment in the Ruhr Region, over l/3 was from private interests.

With these three conditions in place and when project approval had been granted, then the project

could move into ttre development phase.

i 'IBA Emscher Pmk' established permanent 'working groups' that rilere responsible for

planning and development of éach project. The working group was made up of mernbers from all

parties involved in the project: the architectural team, consultants, construction companies, city

staft the ChurclU and the community. The task of the working group was 
10 

deal with problems

in the context in which they arose, helping to streamline the decision making process. Under the

current planning systern, each departrnent involved would review the plans looking for problems -

each problern would then be addressed individually. The working g¡oup attempted to deal with

these problems as they arose, receiving approval in incremental steps. Working groups were also

able to invite experts to assist if technical or other problems were encountered. This resulted in a

very effective learning process, where city ofücials could receive advice on a matter, therefor

reducing the political risk of decision making. The City of Gelsenkirchen gained considerable

knowledge about ecological planning during the IBA Emscher Park. City stafÏwere involved in

the development of twelve IBA projects and were able to learn a great deal from particþating in

these working groups. It was hoped that this knowledge and experience would affect day-to-day

planning practice beyond the duration of the IBA Emscher Park.
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6. Urban Ecosystems Concepts

The regional scale of ecological planning of the IBA Emscher Park

makes it difficult to extract specific urban ecosystems concepts from the

philosophy and approach of the IBA program. Different elements of ecosystems

planning do exist in individual projects. The Mont-Cenis Sodingen project has

incorporated the largest photovoltaic surface to date into the building design,

and is able to generate enough energy to meet 50% of its needs. Thus reducing

the energy inputs in forms of fossil fuels required to operate the building.

Housing estates and business parks have integrated rainwater management into

their: designs, without channelling water into the conventional wastewater

system - moving toward closed loop systems in water treaünent. The main

accomplishment of the IBA in terms of ecosystems planning has been to change

Figure 3.6
Rainwater
Management

the attitudes of planners, developers, and contractors. Providing individuals with the experience

and confidence in building systems that enable planners to continue to plan and build more

sustainable developments. Now planners in Gelsenkircherq one of the most economically

depressed regions of the Ruhr, assess every new development plan for the possibility to

incorporate solar panels into the design. This focus on ecological planning issues would not have

become part of the consciousness of planners without a push, provided by the IBA. While

individual projects were able to address inputs and outputs on site, an¡ we will see in the Hamm

Eco-Centre and School project of Gelsenkirchen-Bismark, the legacy of the IBA will be its ability

to change and influence the human behaviour aspect of ecosystems planning.

7. Outcomes and Conclusions

The accomplishments of the IBA Emscher Park program are twofold" first over 120

ecological projects were realised in a ten-year period, and the second outcome was a positive
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change of attitudes toward ecological planning (discussed finther in Cases 2, 3,and 6). The

completed projects cover a broad range of themes, from housing to self-built houses, from

ecologically focused business parks to mixed-use developments, and the renaturalisation of the

Emscher River to the preservation of industrial culture artifacts. The projects lvere able to provide

hands-on learning experiences for local govemments who particþated in the IBA. The changes in

attitudes of planners toward ecological planning can be seen in Gelsenkirchen. Hopefully this

momentum can be maintained and expanded in the future.
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Name of Program

Site:

Scale of Program:

NRW Population:

Organisation:

Case 2. Political Programs: Solarseidlung Program

50 Solarsiedlungen in Nordrhein Westfalen

North-Rhine Westphalia (various locations)

Land (provincial) / Implementation local

- 18 Million

Landesinitiative Zukunft senergien NRW
c/o Ministerium für Wirschaft und Mittelstand, Technologie und

Verkehr des Landes Nordrhein-Westphalen (MWMTV)
Haroldstrasse 4, 40213 Düsseldorf

Stage of Development: 22 of 50 projects are underway

' Solarsiedlung Project - Gelsenkirchen-Bismark

Location: Gelsenkirchen-Bismark

Site: 4 hectares (adjacent to the School Project)

Architect/Developer: Northern section - Peter Hübner, Plus+ Bauplanung GmbH

Southern section - Interboden GmbH

EngineeringÆnergy Concept: PlanungsBtiro Graw

Construction Period: 1998 - 2001

Ecological Concept:

Energt Concept: Utilisation of solar collectors, photovoltaic cells and

passive design PrinciPles
Green ßuíldìng: Rainwater management on-site, close proximity to

transit.

Figure 3.7 Solarsiedlung Gelsenkirchen-Bismark Southern Site design by Interboden22
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1. Program Description

North-Rhine Wesçhalia (Ì.IRW) is the largest energy producing Ldnder in Germany, and

to maintain this position in the future NRW has targeted regenerative and future energies. The

Landesiniative Zulunftsenergien NRÚF (State Initiatives on Future Energies in NRW) was

founded in April 1996, with the intent to support development, production and use of innovative

technologies in energy production. The initiative provides a platform for an exchange of

information emphasising innovative technologies for the efficient production and use of energy,

and also on re,newable energies. There are fifteen different areas of working groups including:

foreign trade, housing and construction, energy concepts for specific branches of industry,

biomass, fuel cells, onergy services, energy stolage, co-generatio& power plant technologies,

photovoltaics, geothermics, solar heating, heat pumps, hydro-electric power and wind onergy.

The program for 50 Solarsiedlungen in Nordrhein-llestfolen (50 Solar Energy Housing

Estates in NRW) is a joint initiative of the Landesiniative Zula'mftsenergien and three other

Ministries (Economic Affairs, Housing and Construction, and Science and Research) and was

formulated n 1997. The program supports the construction of 50 Solar Housing Estates within

NRW by providing subsidies and ørgineering and planning exnertil. The aim of the project is to

reduce energy requirements through solar construction methods, and where possible to cover the

remaining energy needs with solar ørergy. To date, twenty-ttvo housing estates in NRV/ have

attained the status of a "Solar Energy Housing Estate".

The housing estate located in Gelsenkirchen-Bismark illustrates the outcomes possible

through the Solarsiedlung Program. Gelsenkirchen-Bismark is the first 'Solar Energy Housing

Estate' to be developed within the Ruhr Region; it began development in 1998 and was

completed in 2001. The development contains 72 housing units, on 4 heciares, with annual

heating requirements 40-60o/obelow 1995 heat insulation requirements. Solar collectors are able

to provide 650/o of all hot water demands, and photovoltaic units cover 4O%o of the power
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demands. Other projects within the Ruhr are being proposed in the cities of Bochum, Dorsten,

Duisburg, Gelsenkirchen-Lindenhot and Rheinberg.

2. Implementation Strategies

The frst phase of program implementation was to distribute information to the planning

authorities, contractors and architects within North-Rhine Wesþhalia. The first document 'Mit

Der Sonne Bauen' (Building with the Sun) was written and distributed to raise awareness of the

new program and ñrnding opportunities. This was followed up by two informative documents

'Planungssleitfaden 50 Solarsiedlungen in NRW' and 'Plannen mit der Sonne: Arbeitshilfen fi)r

den Sñdtebau', which provided planners with the practical and technical information (and

computer software) to assist in the planning and application process. The guides also provide

information for additional measures required to promote a holistic approach to housing

development including, the integration of the estate \Miftin local utilþ services, ecological

requirements such as the use of appropriate building materials, and proximity of the estate to the

public transportation system.

The program requirements determined by the Landesinitiative were based on a desire to

develop an energy concept focused on the inclusion of both passive and active solar design. The

program specifies three construction requirements for solar housing, and each development must

contain at least two of three conditions:

l. Passive solar construction: Heat energy consumption must be reduced to 600/o of the 1995

heat insulation regulation,
2. Production of hot watel; Solar energy must contribute to a minimum of 600/o of energy

requirements,
3. Supply and consumption of electicity: Aminimum of 1/3 of the average annual electricity

must be produced by solar energy.

When it has been determined that two of three conditions has been met, then the project

will obtain the status of "Solar Energy Housing Estate". The four Ministries - Economics, Urban

Development, Resemch and Construction - have co-ordinated their subsidy progr¿lms to assist in
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the construction of the housing estates. The amount of subsidy awarded will be determined by the

amount and complexity of technology, for example the installation of photovoltaic cells may

receive gteater assistance than installation of ttrermal insulation due to the cost of equipment. The

Landesinitiative also provides additional technical support through access to experts and ongoing

research progr¿rms to monitor the production and consrunption of energy within the housing

estates

3. Energy Concept

.The Sun provides the earth with free energy in the form of solar radiatior¡ harnessing that

energy and converting it to a form suitable for human use is one of the most promising alternative

energy so¡rces. The primary focus of the ecological concept for the 'Solar Energy Housing

Estates' prog1am is to harness this energy through passive and active solar design. The project in

Gelsenkirchen-Bismark contains 72 housing units, on 4 hectares. Two energy concepts have been

tested on the site. The northern section of the site, designed by Peter Hübner and his finn Plus+,

Figure 3.8 Peter Hübner -
Traditional Style Solar Housing

contains 29 units. Each house is responsible for the capflre and use of solar energy. The southern

section contains 43 units, designed by Interbod en 2l,where units are linked into a shared energy
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system. The entire development has experienced savings on arutual heating requirements 40-600/o

below the 1995 heat insulation requirements. Solar collectors are able to provide 650/oof all hot

water demands, and photovoltaic cells cover 40% of the power dernands.

Passíve solar constructìon: "To use solar energy efficientþ, one must take advantage of the

position of the sun. Proper orientation allows a home to maximise heat gain in the winter and

minimise unwanted heat gain in the summer"(Corbett and Corbett, 2000, p.3a). In passive solar

design lots are usually oriented in a north-south direction. The Solarsiedlung Program is

interested in learning of ways to maximise passive solar planning without restricting the positions

of houses because attractive urban spaces need fleúbility in the positioning of houses. Passive

design usually calls for larger windows to be located on the southern façade, to allow low

intensity light to enter the building. The 'Solm Energy Housing Estate' in Gelsenkirchen'Bismark

displays these princþles of design in each section of the site. Houses in the southern portion me

oriented north-south and have larger windows on the southern façade, and smaller windows

facing north. The houses in the northern portion of the site display variation in the orientation of

the buildings, they are oriented east-west but the roofs are angled north-south to maximise the

positioning of solar collectors.

Solar collectors: Solar collectors capture energy from the sun through a transfer medium of air

or liquid. Heat energy can be stored in water in insulated hot water tanks, and used to meet the

hot water requiremørts of a household. Solar heated lvater can then be used in washing machines

and dishwashers to furttrer reduce the electrical demands of household appliances. Gelsenkirchen-

Bismark is able to cover 65% of hot water demands through the installation of 440 square metres

of solar collector panels.

Photovoltaíc cells: The conversion of solar energy to electrical energy is possible with

photovolatic cells. The electrical energy can then be stored in a battery or distributed to the utility

gfid. In Germany electricity providers are decentralised and sell energy to clients based on short-
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term contracts. Electricity produced by solar panels can be sold to the power companies for 99

DM per kilowatt (kW). Residents in Gelsenkirchen-Bismark Settlement are able to sell the energy

they produce, but pay for additional electricþ they consume as in any other housing estate.

Through this method they are able to generate savings in energy costs over the long term. The

'solar energy estate' standards for reducing energy also contribute to financial savings, as homes

require less energy for heat because of insulation standards, and use less elecfticity for heating

water. The installation of photovoltaic cells Gelsenkirchen-Bismark has achieved reductions of

total power demands by 40Yo, the installed output of the cells is 88 kW.

Suppty ønd consumptíon of solar energy: The energy concept for the housing estate utilises

two different approaches to the production and consumption of solar energy. In the northern

section of the site each home is equipped with both solar collectors and photovoltaic cells. This

approach has been popular with homeowners because they have conftol over their own energy

production and consumption. The homes in the northern section wgre also popular with buyers

because they are consffucted in a traditional style, masonry building. The housing units located in

the southern portion of the site utilise an energJ concept based on grouping of homes. Energy

generated through photovoltaic cells is stored tn a'kopfstation' (main station), servicing gloups

of five to ten homes, and then is redistributed back to those households. The benefit of this

system is that energy is not wasted. For example if one family goes on holidays the surplus

energy would be used by other families in the group, rather than being lost as in the individual

collection systems. The group systems are more energy efficient but required more organisation

and co-operation between residents. The collective system is not as popular with homebuyers -

they prefer self-contained systems.

Thermal ínsulutíon: One of the criteria required to achieve status of a 'Solar Energy Housing

Estate' is a 600/o reduction of energy consumption specified under the '1995 Thermal Insulation

Regulation'. Improving standards of building insulation, to protect against heat loss, is the first
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step to reducing energy consumption. Doors and windows are the most common places for heat

escape and require double sealing to minimise losses. Several of the 'Solar Energy Estates' have

met the production of hot water and electricity consumption requirements, and have achieved

energy reductions of 25-30Yo, which is the '1ow-energy-house' standard. The prograrn also

supports ttre renovation of old buildings, in which the two key features are the improvement of

insulation and the installation of solar panels or photovoltaic cells. Projects involving the

renovation of older buildings provide greater opportunity for reduction of heat losses and are

appealing to landlords because of the financial benefits of reduced operating costs.

Other Measures: Additional measures taken to ensure a reduction in consumption of electricity

include solar heated water used in washing machines and dishwashers, and the installation of

natural gas for cooking. By heating water with solar energy rather than electrical energy, savings

of 35o/o can be achieved. Stoves using natural gas can reduce the consùmption of conve,lrtional

stoves by up to 40%o, also contributing to a reduction in carbon diodde emissions by 55o/o. These

measures can generate savings of 800 DM per year per household'

Ecological Component

The Solarsiedlung Prograrn encourages holistic planning by demonstrating

environmentally friendly design, a high degree of energy effrciency, and by encouraging the users

of buildings to play an active role in the reduction of emissions (Landesinitiative, Undated d).

Othsr ecological concepts include estates must be located within city areas, they must be well

connected by public transit, and there is a maximum of 400 square metres for the fooçrint of the

building, are included in the 'Building with the Sun Planning Guide'. However' the

Landesinitiative felt they were limited in their ability to dernand additional ecological aspects

because of the high standards of energy requirements. The estate at Gelsenkirchen-Bismark

incorporated rainwater management into their planning and building design, and is located within

Sminute walk ofthe Line 301 U-Bahn Station.
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Social Component

Social aspects are dealt with in a similar manner as additional ecological concepts; they

are included in the planning guide but are not a requirement of the program. Some of the issues

included in the guide are barrier free design, access to laundry facilities, position of the se,ttlement

in relation to child care services and schools, and also communication efforts aimed at educating

residents about the solar features of their home. The guide indicates that residents should be

included in the planning process where possible, and informed by way of brochures, lectures and

other means about the features and benefits of solar energy. The aim of solar estates is that

residents will become more aware of their impacts on the natural environment and alter their

behavioul in appropriate ways. Education is particularly important in the early phase when

residents may be purchasing household appliances such as a refrigerator, dishwasher, washing

machine and dryer, because low energy models result in gleater ensrgy savings.

4. PlanninglDesign Process

The program '50 Solarsiedlungen in NRW' is intended to create a level of comfort for

local planning authorities with the principles and practical applications of solm energy building

methods. To ensure local authorities gain experience working with the technology, planning for

the solar housing is carried out through normal channels. Completed and approved building

designs must then prove their ability to meet desired requirements to obtain NRW support.

The process used to guide projects through the planning and design phases are outlined in

the following paragraph. The frst step is to contâct the Landesinitiative to obtain the necessary

standards to be met by the proposal. Cities may then hold a competition, inviting different

architects to submit site and building designs. An alternative approach would be to generate a

proposal with a predetermined energy concept, and then hire an architect to complete the

buildings in accordance with the plan. In the case of Gelsenkirchen-Bismarþ the site layout was
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conceived as part ofthe school project designed by Peter Hübner (see case study 6), prior to the

development of thp solar housing project. The solar housing estate in Gelsenkirchelr-Bismark was

not associated with the IBA Emscher Parþ except portions of the site had already been used for

the school and self-build housing projects. Once the proposal has been approved by the ctty

planning staft an investor must be found. These steps all follow normal planning procedures, but

then the finalised proposal must be submitted to the Landesinitiative fot review. The proposal is

studied by a group of experts frorn the fields of planning, engineering and energy to determine if

the plan meets the requirements. They discuss the project with the city and the contractors to

optimise details of the plan, and then they decline or accept the proposal. Once the project has

been:accepted it will receive the status of a 'Solar Energy Housing Estate' and will be available

for financial assistance under the REN program (Rational Energy Utilisation and Use of

Renewable Energy Sources). The main task of the Landesinitiative is to co-ordinate the projects,

to help with the steps that should be followed, provide technical advice, and assistance with

funding opportunities.

The fnst 22 projects of the'50 Solarsiedlungen in NRW' confirm the important role of

cities and their local authorities in the success of implementation. It is a necessary stç to build up

competencies ofall persons, groups and associations involved in solar projects and to encourage

local administration to work together across different fields of specialisation. It is hoped that upon

completion of the 50 projects the relationships and conditions necessary for future programs will

have bee,n initiated.

5. Urban Dcosystems ConcePts

Energy is an integral component of the function of ecosystems. Until recently the sun

provided the only signifrcant energy input for ecosystems, the development of fossil fuels has

infoduced energy ouþuts to which ecosystems are not well adapted too. "Burning fossil fuels is

contributing to a rise in the earth's ternperature through the greenhouse effect' Air pollution, also
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created by the burning of fossil fuels, can damage human health and mental capacity. Urban

design must be modified so that it can operate on renewable energy forms that do not negatively

affect the environment's ability to sustain human life" (Corbett and Corbett, 2000, p. 55).

Harnessing solar energy in Gelsenkirhcen-Bismark has contributed to a decreased

reliance on the burning of fossil fuels, reducing the environmental impacts of the settlernent.

Heating requirements have been reduced by 607o, solm collectors contribute 65% of the

necessary hot water, and photovoltaic panels provide.4O% of the power inputs of the estate.

Small-scale production of energy can also contribute to savings in energy consumption because

conventional large-scale plants have low efficiency rates over long distance transmissions. The

Soahsiedlung Program has facilitated movement toward a closed energy cycle loop, where

energy is generated on site, and produces zero emissions. New technologies and combinations of

energy concepts have already reduced the reliance on burning fossil fuels, and through programs

such as these knowledge can be gained about the flexibility of designs, and the potential energy

savings that can be experie,nced.

6. Outcomes and Conclusions

Upon completion of .the '50 Solar Energy Housing Estates' it is hoped that significant

gains in planning and technical experience will have been gained for building with solar

technologies. Thus far,22 of 50 projects have been approved and are in various stages of

development. The experiences of two models of solm housing in the Gelsenkirchen-Bismark

estate provide an indication of acceptability within the housing market. There are differing

opinions about the styles of homes and the traditional style masonry buildings seem to be more

popular than the more modern wooden framed buildings. One interviewee pointed out that too

much planning went into the energy plan and that the architecture was not pleasing. Although
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gfeat sftides have been made in reducing energy use and integrating solm panels into the housing

design, pains must be taken to ensure the overall quality of thg project is maintained.
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Case 3. Local Agenda 21: Gelsenkirchen Lokale Agenda 21

Name of Project

Site:

Scale of Project:

Population:

Co-ordination:

Budget:

Initiator

Selected Projects

Gelsenkirchen Lokale Agenda 21

City of Gelsenkirchen, North-Rhine Westphalia

City

- 285,000

aGEnda-21-Büro
Leithestrasse 39
44886 Gelsenkirchen

100,000 DM

Agenda-2 1 -Arbeitskreis Schule (parents, teachers, students),

Umweltamt, Frauenbiro, Kirchenkreis Geslenkirchen und
Wattenscheid, aGEnda-2 1 -Büro and Bezirksschülervertretung
Gelsenkirchen

Gelsenkirchen Kaffee, the aGEnda-2I-CD, 'Gemeinsam' a

language workbook for children, Projektablauf, and Ökoprofit.

Ecological Concept:

Solar Energy:

Green Buildíng:

Social Concept:

Quality of Lífe:

Figure 3.9 aGEnda-21 Presentation for Projektablauf Success

Gelsenkirchen has embraced solar technologies to guide future
development in the city
Green building is a necessary co-requisite for the future of a city
image to complement solar development

LA2l efforts need to address quality of life and social issues in
Gelsenkirchen, as factors which are equally as important as

environmental issues.
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1. Program DescriPtion

The city of Gelsenkirchen has a population of approximately 285,000, and a high

'nemployment 
rate of l8%. The traditional economy in Gelsenkirchen was based primmily on

production and processing of coal and steel, and was once referred to as the 'City of 1,000 Fires''

Arguably, Gelsenkirchen has been one of the hardest hit cities of industrial decline in the Ruhr

Region. The IBA Emscher Park was a turning point for Gelsenkirchen because the IBA proglam

introdtrced ecological planning to Gelsenkirchen as a tool for bringing about structural change. As

IBA was coming to a close, the Social Democrat Government, with the support of the Green

party and Christian Democratic Party, decided to initiate a Local Agenda 21 (LA 21) process in

1997. Before the process could begin the local government administration office was reorganised

and an office of the Environmsnt (IJmweltamt) - headed by Michael von der Mühlen - was

created. The Local Agenda 21 office, aGEnda-21-Büro, was established on December 6, 1998

under the direction of the (Jmweltamt and in co-operation with the Lutheran Church. The

aGEnda-2l-Büro has two staff members and an administrative assistant with an annual budget of

100,000 DM.

The chronological development of Local Agenda 21 in Gelsenkirchen is better described

as a movement, rather than a process. In 1996 the local Fachhochschule (commwity college)

offered a workshop for discussingLA2t in Gelsenkirchen, and 40 people registered based on the

description in the course catalogue. The first phase of the workshop focused on identifying the

problems and issues faced by residents in Gelsenkirchen. The second phase was a visioning

process to try and determine what would make Gelseikirchen a better place to live. Finally,

participants formed working groups which focused on specialised issues. Each workng group

was assigned a 'counsellor' from the aGEnda-2l-Büro or from the lJmweltamt tohelpmoderate

and guide their activities. Most of the projects developed through the LA 21 process in

Gelsenkirchen stem from the efforts of these working gfoups. Gelsenkirchen has taken a unique
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approach to the implementation of LA 2l by concenüating on concrete projects rather than

extensive public processes.

2. Implementation Strategies

Chapter 28 of the United Nations Agenda 21 calls for local communities to create their

own local version of sustainable development, a Local Agenda 21, and provides vague guidelines

for communities entering into ttre process. However, most cities approach the process through a

series of steps (that may vary) as laid out by ICLEI (1995): (1) agree on a philosophy, (2) identify

problems and causes, (3) form objectives, (4) prioritise problems, (5) set and identify targets for

action, (6) create programs to address the targets, (7) formalise into an action plan, (8) implement

and monitor, and (9) evaluate and feedback. Experience has shown that this visioning process and

development of an action plan can be long and drawn out, with citizens eventually losing interest.

Summarised with the following quote 'the operation was well done, but the patient is dead'. With

limited funding and staf{ ttre City of Gelsenkirchen decided that the most effective way to pursue

a LA 2l process was to not have a process at all, but instead to focus resources on the

implementation of projects.

The aGEnda-2l-Büro acts as the co-ordinating body for project implementation, but is

directly responsible to the City Environmental Deparfrnent (Umweltamt). T\e aGEnda-2l-Büro

seeks out existing programs a¡rd initiatives that could be built-up through LA 21, and generate

results as quickly as possible. The LA 21 stafffocused on projects with a high visibility and high

probability of success. "success of projects affects promotion"; successful projects are able to

generate media attention, and raise awareness and support of citizens.
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3. The Project Approach toLA2l

Exemplary projects provide a medium to convey the principles associated with Local

Agenda 21. The aGEnda-2l-Büro hopes to generate support by changrng the attitudes of citizens

about environmental problems, which comes about through concrete projects. This approach is

acceptable to the new Mayor, appointed in 2000, who is anxious to make a difference in a city

that is struggling to keep up with regional decline and structural change. The projects selected by

the aGEnda-Bäro are very diverse and raise awareness of different environmental and social

issues facing Gelsenkirchen. Many projects have been completed or are currentþ under

development; five of these projects are Gelsenkirchen Kaffee, the aGEnda-2I-CD,'Gemeinsam'

a language workbook for children, Projektablauf, and Ökoprofit.

aGEnda-21-CD: Gelsenkirchen has a large population of immigrants from different ethnic

backgrounds. The concept behind the music compact disk (CD) is to raise awareness and

understanding of the different cultures. The CD serves several purposes, to raise awareness of

multicultural issues and LA 2I, and to promote the city of Gelsenkirchen.

Gelsenkírchen Kaffee.' This project is a One-World and Figure3.l0 Gelsenkirchen
Coffee Project

aGBnda-2l project that promotes "Bio-Columbia-Kaffee". The

aim of this project is to support sound ecological farming and

harvesting practices in developing countries. The coffee

production methods have been certified. One-World programs

are concerned with creating a more equitable balance of wealth

between the richer and poorer nations of the world. This project

has now spread to include other cities within the Ruhr including

Essen, Oberhausen, Gladbeck, Westerholter and Bottrop, each

with their own distinct 'local' packaging.
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Gemeínsam.' In some neighbourhoods in Gelsenkirchen, the percentage of immigrants is very

high and children are faced with the challenge of learning multiple languages. The aGEnda-büro

and the Lutheran Church designed a workbook to assist young children, parents and teachers with

overcoming language barriers. Each booklet has German and English vocabulary, and also space

for a third language to be added. Gemeinsam is German for the same as. The work booklet was

well received and there are plans to produce a bigger and better version.

Projektablauf: The aim of this project was to mobilise the youth of Gelsenkirchen and to teach

them about the environment at home and in the developing world. A sponsored riln was organised

under the theme of 'Agenda 21, Environment, Energy and Photovoltaics'. Over 3,300 students

and 1,000 teachers participated in the run raising 67,000 DM. Half of the money raised was given

to the schools and the other half was used to purchase 3 kW of photovoltaic panels. Energy

produced from the new panels is sold back to the electricity provider. The school receives 99 DM

per kW. The money earned will be used to puchase an equivalent area of photovoltaic cells for a

school in Asia or Africa as part of the One-World initiative. This program was also very well

received resulting in over 15 newspaper articles and two awards. Gaining recognition from the

NRW government for excellence in public relations for sustainability, and by the Alianza del

Clima for the best low budget project. The City Mayor and the Minister from NRW attended the

inauguration ceremony held on ill{.ay 23,2001.

Okoproftt: The concept of Ökoprofit was developed in Graz, Austria with the intetrt to educate

local businesses and to help orilners identiff changes in production processes that could reduce

waste and resource consumption, and in turn increase profitability (Beatley, 2000). The focus of

the project is to promote closed-loop production. Gelsenkirchen has adopted the program because

it effectively addresses issues of ecological and economic interests that benefit both business and

the community. The ten companies involved receive new information and ideas in a workshop

setting, and receive assistance monitoring inputs and ouçuts. The project has been successful in
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changing the behaviour of participating companies and has raised awareness among local

business owners. The program will be continued and expanded.

Ecological Approach

The ecological approach to Local Agenda 21 builds on the momentum generated during

the IBA Emscher Parh and is in line with strategies to promote Gelsenkirchen as a solar city. In

the early 1990's, several conditions indicated that Gelsenkirchen was well positioned to make the

jurnp from coal production to alternative energies, and in particular solar technology.

Economically, the focus on solar technology is feasible because of the historical experience of

energy production of the cþ. Several firms were already involved in various stages of solar

collebtor assembly. This meant however, that the irnage and physical environment of

Gelsenkirchen must be adapted to promote new, clean technologies. The new technologies go

hand-in-hand with other ecologicat planning concepts, introduced to the City of Gelsenkirchen by

the IBA program. The Local Agenda 21 initiative fits into this overall development scheme.

AGpnda-2l-Büro staff promote environmental awareness, and through individual projects are

able to demonstrate how issues of the economy and society are interrelated. The goal is to affect

the everyday thinking and actions of people - especially administration - by developing and

promoting ecological projects.

Social Approach

Unemployment tates are high in Gelsenkirchen and the local governmsnt focuses

considerable effort on the creation of employment often through incubation centres and training

programs. The Local Agenda 21 program is looking for new opporhrnities to improve the quality

of life for citizens through projects that address social, economical and environmental problems

to promote change. The aGEnda-21-CD, the'Gemeinsam' langtage workbook for children, and

Projektablauf attempt to integrate social and environmental issues. One of the obstacles

encountered by the aGEnda-2l-Büro is the general attitude that LA 21 should focus on
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environmental problems. The aGEnda-Büro plans to become more involved in social issues

because they believe that environmental projects produce positive results that make people feel

good, but sometimes the results do not ensure long-term improvernents in the community, and

therefor the results me superficial.

4. Planning/Future Directions

"The challenge is to expand from a project, but without becoming a program, instead to

become a principle". To guide the future development of LA21 in Gelsenkirchen, an 'Agenda

Beirat'(council) has been forrned. The council is made up of 12 members, who are active in city

development and are well respected by the community. Members do not represent their

organisations while serving on the council, but instead represent a variety of backgrounds and

interests. The council includes two business owners, two city staff, a social worker, the Director

of Schools and Culture, a union re,presentative, a church member, a foreigners office mernber,

three menrbers of political affiliations, two members of the scientific community, and three

members from the LA 2l working groups. One of the tasks of the council is to create political

pressure for the LA 2l processes. The members are well connected and have the ability to select

and ensure the success ofprojects.

The next phase will be to make sustainability a more concrete issue in Gelsenkirchen, an

issue with political responsibility. To do this the council is charged with the task of determining

the key principles of sustainability which impact the city of Gelsenkirchen. This may be done

through a visioning process and/or the development of indicators. Ideally, LA 21 needs to have a

dialectic approach, a combination of process and innovative projects to be successful.
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5. flrban Ecosystems Concepts

The role of Local Agenda 2l processes in an ecosystems approach to planning is to

generate public and political support for erivironmental changes that affect social and economic

conditions in the community. Local authorities make decisions every day that affect the

functioning of r¡rban ecosystems. Gelsenkirchen has ernbraced solar energy technology, a

technology that will ultimately reduce the energy inputs required from polluting fossil fuels.

Support from the political level increases the frequency and scale of projects, those commr¡nities

that do not have political support struggle to implement ecological concepts. The Ökoprofit

program is an attempt to close loops by reducing raw materials and ørergy inputs into the day-to-

day operation of businesses, while benefiting the company economically. The marriage of

ecological, social and economical interests will continue to generate support for Local Agenda 21

in Gelsenkirche,n, and result in reduced impacts on the natural environment.

6. Outcomes and Conclusions

Local Agenda 2I n Gelsenkirchen is relativeþ new program and is does not operate

without ,its difficulties. While several successfirl and well-received projects have been

accomplished, the aGEnda-2l-Büro is having trouble finding their role within the community'

The aGEnda-2l-Btiro would like to address social and economic issues in concert with

environmental issues, but other gfoups already work within those spheres and they fear stepping

on the toes of others. Early indicators suggest that focusing on projects is a very good approach to

LA 21, but it will be difficult to make the jump to the next level - without "letting the patient

die". The LA 2l initiative throughout Germany and Europe is still very young and requires

monitoring over the corning years to determine if LA 21 can provide a platform for encouraging

more sustainable forms of development.
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Case 4. Innovative Projects: Hamm Eco-Centre

Öko-Zentrum NRW, HammName of Project:

Site:

Scale of Project:

Population of Hamm:

Arch itectu relPlanning :

OBI Marha:

Initiators IandNRW, City of Hamm, Chamber of Architects and the

Chamber of Craftsman, IBA Emscher Park, LEG daughter

company of MGG

Construction Period: 1993-l996,but some sites are still available

Ecological Concept:

Ilrban Desígn/greeníng: ll3 of the site is designate a nature preserve.

Green Buíldíng: Green roofs, passive solar design, insulation standards, and the

use ofnatural Products

Energt and Heatíng: Solar energy, co-generation power plant and ground source

heating supply used in the design of OBI

lAatur Management: Rainwater is treated on-site

Social/Business Concept:

Oho-Zentrum:

52 hectares (125,000m2) site of the old coal mine 'Zeche

Sachsen' in Hamm-Heessen

Local-scale, services the region

-190,000

Architektengruppe Stadt Raum (Münster/Dtisseldorf)
FIHS Planner + Architekfen BDA (Kassel)

Facilitate the flow of knowledge from theory to practice.

Pilot project for ecological store construction and test ofthe
market for ecological products.
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1. Project DescriPtion

The'Zeche Sachsen' coal mine operated in Heessen-Hamm for over 50 years, it closed in

1975 with 2,100 jobs lost. The site was heavily polluted with toxins from the old mine, and then

decontaminated and reopened to the public in 1988. In 1993 the concept for an ecological

business park promoting environmental construction methods and technologies came to fruition

with the help of Karl Ganser and the IBA Emscher Park. The site was designed to maintain over

1/3 as natural reserve, and the other 213 to be developed into a business park. The development

was designed to respect the cultural history of the site through the preservation of an old

farmhouse, now the Öko-Zentrum headquarters, with the old machine shop converted into the

Alfred Fischer Messe Hall. Also located onsite is a pilot project of German mega-chain OBI

Heimwekermarkt. The store experimented with ecological building construction and also carries

environmental products to match each conventional product. From an ecological and social point-

of-view the öko-Zentrum business park has provided an infusion of innovation and creativity to

the city of Hamm.

2. Bacþround

In 1986 the Land of Norttr-Rhine Westphalia (NRW) held an architectural competition

for an ecological housrng estate, during the process it became quickly apparent that most

architects and contractors knew very little about ecological construction. Due to this lack of

knowledge NRW decided to gather the existing theoretical information and assist in the taining

of architects and other professionals to encourage green building in NRW and Germany' To

facilitate this task the city of Hamm and NRW estabtished the institution Öko-zentrum NRV/

(eco-centre) and an adjoining ecologically focused business park'

The business park is located on a brown{ield, site of the former coal mine 'Zeche

Saschen' and coking plant, located in Heessen a district within the city of Hamm. The mine was
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in operation from 1912-1975, and, \¡iias reopened fifteen years ago after decontamination. To date

over 30 million DM have been paid for clean up of the toxins on site, and is expected to continue

for another twenty years. High levels of contaminants in the soil eliminated ttre potential for

housing development on the site.

3. Original Concept

The institute Öko.Zentrum founded in 1993 acts as the anohor for the business park. The

main foc¡s of the Öko-Zentrum is to provide links between ecological planning theory and

practice. The buildings constructed and operated by the Öko-Zentnrm are intended to provide

exarnples of good practice. Companies located in the business park must also focus on

environmental technologies and building techniques, or their products and services must meet

certain environmental criteria. The incubation centre, located in the HamBau building, provides

space for fifteen to twenty start-up companies in environment related businesses. A pilot project

for an OBI Market, similar in size and rnerchandise as Home Depot, with an ecological focus is

also on site. OBI is the largest marketing chain in Germany and their experiences with green

building and supply of gteen products is expected to influence construction and products in other

Figure 3.11 Hamm
Öko-Zentrum Office
located in Renovated
Farm House
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new OBI stores. The OBI market enables consumers to make purchasing decisions based on a

wider selection of products that are not as harmful to the environment, or their health.

Ecological Concept

The theme of Öko-Zentrum is to provide a link between the theory and practice of

ecological construction and environmental technologies; therefore the construction of buildings

on site must act as demonstration projects. Environmental guidelines focused on water and energy

- the prerequisites for support by IBA Emscher Park - and the creation of healtþ interior

environrnents. The guidelines aimed for much higher standards than current German building

standards. Öko-Zentrum worked with individual companies and architects to ensure that

standards were upheld and even in some places pushed fûrther, this was especially a challenge

working with OBI because their architects are normally concerned with low cost construction -

similar to big box retailers in Canada.

Urbun Design and lJrbøn Greeníng: The site is designed to maintain over 1/3 of the 52

hectares as open space for the preservation of nature and recreation uses. The pile of mining

debris was landscaped to accentuate the natural topography of the site, and has been planted with

fiees. There is limited structured landscaping throughout the site, in most places native grass

species are encouraged and mowed only twice a year. The abundance of natural vegetation

encourages ïvildlife with many endernic species found in the park. Preservation of open space and

naturalised vegetation are key features for ensuring wildlife habitat in urban ecosysterns.

Buildings designed to incorporate green roofs and rainwater collection ponds also contribute to

urban greening. Urban design guidelines stipulate that no building should be higher than four

stories to respect the surrounding low-density settlement. Restoration of old buildings on-site (the

old farmhouse and the Alfred Fischer Halle) heþ to maintain the cultural heritage of the site.
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Figure 3.12 HamBau
Building demonstrates
ecological construction
concepts

Green Buíldíng: The ecological requirements necessary to ensure the political support of IBA

Emscher Park are related primarily to water and energy. Building construction utilising passive

solar design and green roofs are key components of energy and rainwater management concepts.

Green roofs also conhibute to urban greening of the site and help maintain the mirco-climate.

Natural lighting, heating and cooling based on passive design further reduces energy

requirements of a building. Increased insulation standards contribute to a reduction in enerry

inputs by reducing leaks and preventing heat loss. In addition to measures taken to reduce impacts

on the natural environment, construction of buildings at Öko-Zentrum emphasised

environmentally friendly building materials.

The OBI Market construction included ecological measures such as rainwater

management, green roo{ solar collectors for heating watet, sþ lights for natural lighting, ground

so¡rce heating, PVC-free insulation and selection of materials which are produced in an

environmentally sound way, and are not harmful to humans. The a¡chitects attempted utilise

wood for construction wherever possible; the roof supports are also constructed with wooden

beams. In the event of fire, wooden beams hold up better than steel because it takes longer for the

fire to penetrate into the beam and collapse is less likely. The floors are covered with linoleum
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because it is the safest type of flooring - other products contain PVC's. In rooms with carpet

flooring, environmentatly friendly brands were used. Shelving units were constructed without

formaldeþde; they were formed with wooden chips, usile a combination of sap and pressure to

hold the material together, normally glue is used as the adhesive eiernent. All pieces of furniture

were rnade of wood not plastic. gring natural materials cuts down on ouþuts of pollutants during

the manufacturing and disposal or recycling stages of the product lifecycle,

Energy and Heatíng.' Power generation utilises localised

production, to minimise energy loses during fiansmission,

which are associated with larger centralised plants. All

businesses located in the Öko-Zentrum are serviced by a

co-generation power plant. The energy efficiency of a

combined system is about 85% using gas, which is much

higher.than coal (50%) or solar (ls9/Q.Small power plants

lose less heat during üansmission and are therefore more

efficient' A larger coar generated power plant services the 
Figure 3.r3 Alfred Fischer

surrounding settlement. OBI incorporated ground source Halle BuildingRenovation

heating and passive solar energy techniques into the building designlo meet heating and cooling

requirements of the store. Ground source pumps extract heat from the Earth, with capabilities to

deliver three to fïve times more heat per unit of energy consumed than conventional space heating

systems (Roseland, 1998). OBI Mmket capitalised on sþlights and a greenhouse structure to

provide natural light. Resulting in substantial savings on lighting costs, other new stores will

likely be built in the same style.

öko-Zentrum encouraged all businesses to adopt solar energy whenever possible. Many

buildings, including the OBI Market, have solar thermal collectors. The main office building,

adjoined to the 'incubation centre', has incorporated a solar converter on the southern façade. Air
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is trapped between a brick wall and glass surface where it is heated by the sun. Warm air is

distributed throughout the building by a ventilation system. Solar collectors located on the Alfred

Fischer Halle heal water to be used for shower facilities. One of the businesses located in the

'incubation cenfre' is a solar panel retailer. The owner is knowledgeable about financial

assistance packages offered by government progtams, assisting the transfer of information to

clients both on and offsite.

ll/ater Manøgemenf.' One of the key ecological concepts for the Öko-Zentrum was to manage

rainwater locally, on-site. Rainwater management depends upon gfeen roofs to reduce the speed

and amount of run-off, water then moves through a series of swales and collection ponds that

allow rainwater to slowly infiltrate into the groundwater table. Rainwater from the 14,000 square

meter OBI Market roof is collected and used for toilet flushing and watering plants.'Paved

surfaces throughout.the development are constructed with interlocking paving bricks that allow

rainwater to infiltrate, examples include the main road, sidewalks, and parking stalls of OBI

Market. Rainwater management measures on the site reduce disruption of the localised

hydrological cycle, and reduce loads on the city wastewater collection infrastructure.

Waste and Trønsportøtíon: The Federal Environment Ministry defines all waste management

standards in Germany and all businesses in the Öko-Zentrum adhere to these regulations. Traffic

management is "nothing really exceptional". Most buildings have some adjoined parking spaces

and there is a car pmk near the entrance. The OBI market, located at the far end of the site ûorn

the train station, has a huge big box style parking lot. The Heessen-Hamm üain station is within

walking distance of the site, and is has good signage to direct visitors. There are plans to build

another train station but it would cater to the movement of goods; the location between the Ruhr

and Berlin, and proximity to the Hamm Hauptbahnhof makes this aviable option.
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Social/Business Concept

Oko-Zentrum: Companies located in the Öko-Zentrum Business Pmk operate under normal

market conditions; the central theme of ecological building techniques and environmental

technology rnean that the business compliment - but are not financially depurdent - on each

other. The Öko-Zentrum Institute is a consulting business that focuses on providing advice to

both professionals and non-professionals about ecological building. The services provided by the

Öko-Zentrum are:

. Organisation of fairs and exhibitions, conventions and congresses (in the Alfred Fischer

Hall - the former machine shop);
. Provision of training courses - architects can receive a masters degree in ecological

building, other builders can gain accreditation for green building courses;
i Document division implements the ffansfer of knowledge through pamphlets and

building hand books;
. Management of the business park, working with engineering and service firms on-site.

The primary focus is on promotion and trade fairs rather than research and development, targeting

specialists and professionals, because the centre needs to generate enough income to support itself

independently from subsidies provided by NRW.

OBI Mørket: The Market is a pilot project to test ecological building techniques, to determine

the extent of savings possible by reducing heating/cooling and lighting costs, and to test the

receptivity of the local markets for ecological products and building mattrials. Ecological

products are presented side-by-side with conventional products; normally environmentally

friendly products are grouped in one corner ofthe store. The products are given a special "öko-

logisch" (eco-logical) label, and some of the benefits are listed on a banner - drawing attention to

the value of the product. For every conventional product, OBI strives to provide an ecological

alternative. The store has also invested in training programs for staff members, instructing staffin

ecological building skills to complernent their product knowledge. Lessons learned in the pilot

project will impact the construction of new stores, for example the green roofs, natural lighting
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and solar panels have been found to substantially reduce costs and will be incorporated into the

construction of future stores.

Figure 3.14 OBI Heimwerkermarkt Store Façade - featuring ecological building

construction and' öko-logisch' products

4. Planning/Design Process

Hamm is one of the weaker cities in the Ruhr Region. The concept of the Öko-Zentnrm

was touted as being able to attract much needed innovation to the area. Hamm has no university,

as other cities in the Ruhr do, to use as a magnet for young professionals and IT companies. The

öko-Zentrum concept was supported the IBA Emscher Park, and especially by Karl Ganser who

was able to help find financial support for the project. As with all IBA projects the funding came

from several so¡rces including 213 frompublic money - the City of Hamm, and Land NRW - and

1i3 from private investment. The park is now relatively independent of funding and subsidies, so

the jobs created are likely to continue. The Öko-Zentn¡m employs twenty-five staff and the entire

site has approximately 200 employees.
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The design of the park and individual buildings was carried out in collaboration with

members from the Öko-Zentrum Institute and the IBA co-ordinating body. The role of IBA in the

planning process was to push normal development procedures to ensure the project could be

realised in a short period of time. The guidelines developed for ecological building standards

were required by the Öko-Zentrum, to ensure legitimacy of their goal of sustainable building

promotion, and also for the IBA who require innovation in energy and water to gain their stamp

ofapproval.

5. Urban Ecosystems ConcePts

The Hamm Öko-Zentrum illusûates the need to create employment while generating an

increased understanding of the impacts of the built form on the urban snvironment. Ecological

concepts explored in the construction and planning phase of the Öko-Zentrum consider rainwater

cycling on-site, small scale power generation, alternative energy sources including solar and

ground source, and re-naturalisation of a derelict mining site. These measures reduce the inputs of

fossil fuels for space heating and reduce the pollution outputs associated with burning fuels. The

micro-climate of the site is protected by ensuring ample vegetation and water remains within the

local ecosystem.

The Oko-Zentrum also contributes to reducing the impacts of cities on the environment

by promoting the transfer of knowledge to ensure other buildings in our cities are built to reduce

inputs and ouþuts. Educational and promotional campaigns aim to influence the personal

decisions rnade by architects, contractors and skilled labourers. OBI Market facilitates the goals

of the öko-Zentrum by providingarange of environmentatly friendly products and information

to encourage consumer choice. Without adequate information and selection consumers may not

be sawy enough to be aware of the impacts of their choices. Products that reduce environmental

impacts often also benefit human health. Natural products do not contain PVC's, pesticides,

fungicides or formaldeþde, chemicals that are found in many conventional building products.
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The öko-Zenfum is important for ecosystems planning because it provides the means for people

to change their behaviour and begin to create an urban environment that is more respective of

ecological cycles.

6. Outcomes and Conclusions

The Hamm Eco-Centre shows great promise for providing consumers with alternatives to

conventional construction methods and materials. Without choices it is difficult to expect citizens

to change their consumption patterns. The OBI Market offers an ecological alternative to almost

all products, but benefits to customers are not well communicated. ln many cases the difference

in building materials can have impacts on human healttU but those risks are not clearly

articulated. Future uses of the site are still being worked out. For example, the Öko-Zentrum

institute recently hired staffmember to promote better use of the Albert Fischer Halle, but several

obstacles must frst be over come - they need equipment like tables and chairs. Finally, the

Hamm öko-Zentrum provides a much needed centre for products and services for ecological

building skills and techniques to the Ruhr. However, ongoing tensions and competition between

the Ruhr cities has meant that other cities have not bene{ited from the resources and knowledge of

the Öko-Zentrum.
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Case 5. Innovative Projects: Münster Bicycle Infrastructure

253 kilometres (1996)

Radstation Hauptbahnhof: Main Bicycle Station \¡rith 3,300 pafking spaces

Síte Planner/Archílect: Brandt & Böttcher
Trøffic Planner: StePhan Böhme
Construction Períod: 1996'1999

Corimunication Agency: Mobilé
Stadthaus 1 Bürgerberatüng,
Heinrich-Brtihling sfasse 9
48127 Münster

Ecological Concept:

Mode of Transport:
Urban Desígn ønd greening:
Green Buíldíng:

Name of Project:

Site:

Scale of Project:

Population:

Infrastructure:

Bike Paths:

Social Concept:

Quahty of Life:

Heølth and Safety

Communication Concept:

Münster Bicycle Infrastructure

City of Münster, North-Rhine Westphalia

City/Regional

- 280,000 with 55,000 students

Traffic planners favour bike and pedestrian modes'

The 'Promenade' doubles as park space.

The Radstationincorporates active and passive solar
energy methods into the design of the building.

Residents enjoy reduced pollution, noise and increased

activity levels in the old town centre.

Cycling increases physical fimess and is a safer mode of
üansport than the car.

The city and Land are trying to ge,nerate support for
bicycle use by providing information about alternative
modes of transport at Mobilé offices.
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1. Project Description

Münster is located approúmately 100km north of Dorünund, and is not part of the

Rurhgebiet. This case has been included in this repoft because Münster has taken a leatlership

role in the promotion of bicycle planning inthe Land of North-Rhine Wesþhalia. Münster is one

of the finest examples of bicycle planning in Germany (Beatley, 2000,p.172).

There are over 253 kilometres of cycling paths in Münster, including the 4.5km

'Promenade' around the heart of the old town. The city has actively promoted use of the bicycle

and other altemative modes of fiansportation by increasing the necessary infrastnrcture. There are

nine park & ride stations around the city providing over 300 secure bicycle parking places, not

including the new Rodstation HaupÍbahnhof (Hbfl, completed tn 1999, which has capacity for

over 3,300 bikes. The city also operates a communication offrce - Mobilé - which provides

residents with services and information related to different modes of transportation available in

Münster

Cycling has many benefits both ecological and social, but without the necessary

infrastructure city planners can not expect to reduce automobile traffrc in the city cenües.

Münster provides an example of the measures that can be taken to provide for and promote

expanded bicycle use.

2. Bicycle Philosophy

The development of bicycle infrasffucture in Mänster can be úaced to the '1947 Trufftc

Plan' of head engineer Herr. Feuctinger. The faffic plan called for construction of main arteries

to connect outlying communities to the heart of Münster. The main emphasis of the plan was to

facilitate the flow of automobiles into the city centre, bike lanes were added to the road system to

allow cars to ffavel without the nuisance of bicycles. In Medieval times, a wall and moat

protected the city from invasion; when the wall was destroyed and the moat filled in the 18th
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century it was replaced with a 'promenade'. Bicycle lanes, according to the 1947 plan, feed

¿irectly onto the promenade, efl'ectively creating a ring road 4.5 kilometres in length, around the

heart of Münster. As in most European cities, the old town cenffe has several streets dedicated to

pedestrians and also an increasing network of streets with traffic resffictions, provide a safe

environment for cyclists. These existing foundations for bicycle use, and a university student

population of nearly 55,000, has led Münster to be considered as one of the most bike-friendly

cities in Germany.

City authorities began to support alternative forms of transportation in 1969 when it was

first recognised that Mtinster would not be able to accommodate the anticipated growth in

individual automobile use. There ¿ue now 15,232 persons who commute from Münster, and

another 52'493 enter the city every day (Model City Münster Statistics). In the 1980's, the city

ran a promotional campaign in which 72 commuters used three different modes of üansport to

illustrate the spatial demand of different types of transportation. To commute into the city by car

with an average of 1.2 persons per car, 60 cars would be required - the parking requirements for

60 cars is 1000 square metres. The same 72 persons commuting by bicycle require 90 square

meftes of parking space. Finally, if those 72 persons commuted to the city by bus they would

require an area of 30 square metres (the area of the bus). This campaign \¡ras used to generate

Figure 3.3 Münster Modal SPlit
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public and political support for the aggressive pursuit of alternative modes of transportation. The

primary focus of transportation planning in Münster is to make alternative forms of transportation

as attractive as possible.

Improving the infrastructure, by systematically expanding the cycling network and other

facilities, has been the approach of the city of Mtinster to encourage alternative forms of

transportation. One of the most significant invesfinents in the bicycle infrastructure was the

removal of 100 automobile parking places at the main train station replacing thern with, initially

with 400 bicycle parking spaces, then with the new 'Radstation' (bike station) which has parking

capacity for over 3,300 bikes. The city has also embarked on a progfam provide easy access to

information about different modes of transportation, with the hope of urcouraging residents to

'get out of their cars'. The efforts of city authorities have been rewarded with a high percentage

of transit and bike users, the modal split for Münster n 1994 was 47.45o/o automobile use,

I2.l2o/o bus, and 40.43o/o of trips were made by bicycle (or foot). During rush hour 1200 cyclists

per hour use the promenade compared to 800 cars per hour on the main arteries.

The main development objectives for alternative transportation in Münster are:

. To reduce urinecessary automobile traffic in the old town;

. To increased support of bicycle travel by providing covered bike parking whenever
possible at focal points of transfer from one mode to another; and

¡ To improve the network for cyclists and the promotion of attractive offers in local public
transit.

Ecological Concept

"Thers are few mobility options more environmentally-friendly than bicycles. They are

zero-emission, take up relatively little space, are inexpensive, are available to the young and old

alike, and provide their users with important physical exercise" (Beatley, 2000, p. 166). Bicycle

use is an atfiactive alternative when side effects are compared \Àrith automobile use; cars consume

enotmous resources and produce both affnospheric pollution and noise (European Commission,

1999). The ecological components of traffic planning in Münster include modes of transport,
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urban design and greening, infrastructure such as bicycle paths/lanes, and the new Radstation

(main bike station).

Mode of Transporf: Environmentally füendly transportation alternatives in Münster do not rely

solely on the development of bicycle infrasfructure, but also on other forms of public transit

including the bus and train. A daily cornmute may encornpass several different modes of

transportation. For example, many people ride a bike to the train station, take a train and then use

a second bike for the last leg of theil cornrnute. Another cornmuter may choose to drive to one of

Figure 3.15 Streets in
the centre of Münster
are shared by
pedestrians, cyclists,
buses and taxis

Münster's 'Mobility Stations' where they switch to bicycle or bus for the remaining distance to

the city centre. The city is working to create options that are favourable to commuters. The

ecological benefits of reduced automobile use in Münster are cleaner air, less noise pollution,

greater and safer access to the centre by foot or bike, and a more attractive environment for

outdoor cafes and people watching. Reduction of automobiles and the space required for parking

allows the city to develop other, greenel uses of the space.

Ilrban Desígn and Greeníng: Atree-lined'protnenade' and park fonns a ring around the heart

of the old town centre where the moat and city wall once stood. The park provides not only

recreational and transportation benefits, but also supports habitat for birds and other small

animals. The trees and green space help to maintain the microclimate of the city centre. Urban

ecosystems rely on natu¡al spaces for habitat and climatic control. The reduction of automobiles
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also reduces the amount of paved surfaces in the city that disrupt rainwater run-off pattems. The

design of ulban spaces in Münster provides necessary hansportation infrastructure while

simultaneously encouraging gteener use of space.

Figure 3.16 Münster tree lined 'Promenade' surrounded by park

ßícycle Paths/Lanøs; Cyclists want to get from point A to point B as directþ as possible, and

the ability of cyclists differ depending on age, physical ability and experience. To accommodate

different users and types of use the bicycle network needs to be vast and diverse. The network has

been built-up over many years and includes over 253 kilomefies of cyclist routes. The network is

comprised of paths that separate cars and bikes, lanes that integrate bikes into the road network,

"environm€,lrtal lanes" which include both bikes and buses, and also bicycle roads where the bike

has the right-of-way and cars must yield to the cyclist. Without adequate bicycle infrastructure,

for all ability levels, promoting alternative mobility choices is a mute point. Planning for more

environmentally friendly transportation options requires invesfnent into infrastructure. Münster is

fortunate because the fundamental requirement of integrating bicycle planning into taffic plans

has been established for many years. Planning for bicycle use has also impacted the area within

the old to\iln centre. Most streets in the city centre are primarily reserved for pedestrians -

although bikes can use these zones at night - have limited automobile access. For example, the
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main street through the old town is limited to bus, taxi, bicycles and pedesftians. The nadition of

bicycle use in Münster demands special attention to infrastructure for cyclists that includes not

only bicycle paths and lanes, but also parking and storage opportunities.

Radstatíon: The increasing use of bikes in Münster has created a need for solutions to an over

demand of bike parking places. The streets are sffewn with bikes, sidewalks are blocked, all

parking racks have been filled, and damage and theft is common. ln an effort to alleviate this

problem and to reinforce support for bicycle use, in 1991, the city replaced 100 automobile

parking places at the Hauptbahnhof (main train station) with 400 bícycle parking places. Even

those additional 400 places were not sufficient and in 1996 the city began to plan for an

undergroun d Radstation (bike station).

Figure 3.17 Münster Radstationlocatedat the Main Train Station

Construction of the new radstation was completed n 1999, for a cost of 13 Million DM-

two million below budget - with capacity for over 3,300 bicycles. The City hopes the new station

will increase the number of bicycles used when changing modes of transport, especially among

commuters. The key objectives are to provide good quality services and short ftansition times.

TIte Radstotion is a multiple level structurc, which utilises the old pedesmian underground

walkway connecting the Hbf to the city centre. In the 1970's pedestrians were routed

underground to avoid disruption of trafTic in front of the h'ain station. Now, as the automobile
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loosens its grip on city centres, pedestrians are once again crossing at street level - leaving

underground pÍIssages unused.

Within six months of completion the Radstation had reached 70o/o of the total parking

capacity. The station offers short term and long term pmking spots, which are double-stacked and

hytlraulically operated. The hours of operation are from 5:30am to 11:00pm (Mon-Fri) and

7:00am to 11:00pm on the weekends. The prices are very affordable: 1 DM per day, 12 DM per

month, 120 DM per year and a personalised parking place is 180 DM per year. Other services

include a bike wash, bike repair and rentals, and a shop for accessories. The operation of the

Figure 3.18 Row of
double stacked bikes
in the Radstation

station employs 8 persons (Mobil:NRV/). The completion of the Radstation has increased interest

in bicycle use in a city where it was already popular, and provides a safe place for bikes. Ongoing

discussion about how to improve Radstation services include consideration of scanners for

license plates or electronic cards to improve transition times.

The Radstation is also notable because it incorporates principles of active and passive

solar energy design into the building construction. The building is constructed with glass that

traps heat frorn the sun and warrns the building. The ground also moderates the temperature

keeping the building warm in the winter and cool in the summer. There are solar collectors on the

roof and the enerry generated is used to meet some of the lighting requirements. Located above
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the main access ramp is a gauge showing energy production of the panels, thus heightøring

awafeness of users of the capacity of natural systems to provide energy.

Social Concept

Quølíty of Líþ: Bicycles as a form of fransportation have, in addition to environmental benefits,

social benefits. Unforhnately most of them are non-quantifiable, like increased access to facilities

by the young and elderly and the economically disadvantaged. Economic benefits for individual

households are also a factor, such as "a drop in the share ofhousehold budget devoted to the car,

reduction of working hours lost in üaffic jams, reduction of health costs thanks to the effects of

regular exercise" (European Commission, Lggg, p.15).Towns with a high percentage of trips

made by bicycle also have a certain ambience, which is appreciated by both residents and visitors

alike. The city of Munster likely enjoys other benefits to the qualrty of life due to reduced air and

sound pollution, increased number of public places and safety for children in both residential

areas and the city centre.

Health and Safety: Münster has worked hard over the last two decades to improve the safety

conditions of the bicycle network. Opportunities exist for cyclists to travel separately from

automobile tafTic or integtated within the road network. For novice cyclists it is an important

requirement to feel safe, travel on designated bicycle paths and streets can heþ to accomplish this

(although no one in Mänster is a novice). In those cases where bikes and automobiles meet, it has

been a priority to ensurc that automobile drivers are aware of cyclists. Münster has tried many

different solutions to deal with bicycle/automobile relationships (to be discussed further in the

section on transportation planning). Statistical data for accidents involving bicycles has remained

steady over the last 25 years, even though bicycle use (and car use) has continued to increase

during this period. The total accidents account for both automobile and cyclist accidents

combined. To reduce the number of accidents involving child¡en the city insffucts bicycle safety
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courses within the schools, and there is a bylaw that requires children under 10 to ride on the

sidewalk.

Table 3.4 Münster Bicycle Safety Statistics

Sour ce : Münster StadçlanungsamVVerkehrsplanung 200 1

Bicycle safety issues are also a concern of city administratiorL on averago 20 bicycles a day are

stolen or damaged. T]¡e Radstation andother mobility transfer ceritres try to address this probløn

by providing covered, or individual bike lockers with keys issued to applicants to protect bikes

from the elements, damage and theft.

Communication Strategies

Mobité is an information office developed to assist Münster residents with their transportation

needs. Mobilé is located in the heart of the old town where it can attract attention from shoppers

and tourists. It was felt that any other location, i.e. the train station, would cater to specific users

and would not be utilised by people using bicycles or automobiles as their main fonn of

transportation. The office employs two full-time staff and one part-time member who receive an

average of 4,000 inquiries per month. The ofüce not only provides users with information about

train and bus scheduling but they also sell transit tickets. Mobilé is funded 30% by the city of

Münster and 70o/o by the public transit company. The Mobilé office is unique because residents

are supplied with a range of services and information on transportation alternatives, advice on

bike storage and other related issues.

9
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7,992
8,831
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NRW: The Land of North-Rhine Westphalia has established a working group for promoting the

use of bicycles within interested cities. There are twenty-four cities involved in the project and

they receive firnding from NRW to run advertising campaigns, and publish documents and

brochures. The most recent billboard campaign has tried to change the image of bicycles from

being associated with alternative lifestyles to create a more mainstream acceptance. Every

September, NRV/ sponsors an "International Bicycle Messe (fair)" in Köln. The organisers try to

focus the event to promote the senses and better health - rather than the technical infrasüucture

aspects of bike planning.

3. Transportation Flanning

The city of Münster employs 25 bicycle planners, some of whom concentrate on

promotional campaigns providing information to Mobilé and

the pubric. Bicycre infrastructure is financed through the city Figure 3' 19 Bicycle lanes

in the city centre

'Works Departrnent responsible for road construction. Bicycle

costs are included in the construction and maintenance of

roads the city has no distinct budget for bikes. However, the

Radstation was funded 50o/o by NRW, 30o/o by the City of

Münster, and the remainder through private firnds. Publicity

work is supported mainly by NRW with the city contributing

30% of all costs. Additional services also require extra staff,

as mentionedthe Radstationhas 8 staff members and Mobilé

employs 3 staff.

Technical infrastructwe planning in Münster is based

on tlree aspects, which will be discussed very briefly, they are bicycle networks (lanes and

paths), treatnent at intersections, and Mobility Stations. The focus of bicycle infrastructure
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concentrates not only on designated paths, that can be integrated or separate from automobiles,

but also on the treatnent ofbicycles on other streets. In residential areas, bikes are encouraged

because they help to moderate the speed of automobiles. Some one-way streets allow bicycles to

travel in either direction which serves two purposes, to slow fiaffic and to create a direct (A to B)

route for cyclists. Measures have also beeri takeri to provide bike paths on dead-end streets and

cul-de-sacs, which allow through access for bikes but not automobiles. Locations where

automobiles and bicycles meet afe the most common places for accidents.

At intersections cyclists have two options, they can cross with the pedestrians or they can

travel with car traffic. Münster has tried to increase awareness for bicycles at intersections by

creating two stop lines at lights. The fust line is for bikes and 15 metres behind is the second line

for cars, the position of bikes in front of üre cars forces automobile drivers to be aware of their

presence. An advantage of this system is that a separate light system (used to give bikes a head

start) is not required. However, Münster also has an advanced light system for cyclists, timed at

1lkm an hour, to allow bikes to travel without stopping.

Mobility stations are located at key locations throughout the city. The pilot project was

carried out in lgg3-g4 at Münster Cenrrum Nord (north centre). Centrum Nord is the business

cenffe of Münster and provides thousands of jobs. The first stage of the project involved the

construction of a train station, to remove some of the car parking spaces, and provide covered

bike parking. The city received so many complaints of theft and damage that a 'cage' which

could hold 80 bikes in a secure environment was built. Users applied for a spot in the 'cage' and

paid for a key - 20 DM. This concept r,vas so successful it has been expanded to other train and

bus stops, and eventually to Park & Ride stations where car drivers switch to bike or bus to enter

the city centre. Mobility stations have markers that indicate distance to the clty by different

modes of transport, for example 19 minutes by bus, or 14 minutes by bike' Tlte Radstation,

Mobilé and park & Ride stations in Münster have set new standards for providing bicycle

infrastructure, providing a precedent for other cities in the Ruhrgebiet and Vancouver.
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4. Urban Ecosystems Concepts

Urban ecosystems concepts are reflected in transportation systems based on bicycle and

pedestrian travel, demanding less inputs and creating fewer outputs than the private automobile.

The Münster fransportation network also depends on other forms of transit, including the üain

and bus, which are also much better options than the private automobile. Bicycles require input in

the form of energy exerted by the operator, whereas cars require fossil fuels to operate. Ouþuts of

automobile use include noise and atmospheric pollutants, where bikes on the other hand have

'zero-emissions'. Bikes also require less space for storage compared to the automobile, allowing

other uses for the additional space in the heart of cities. Bicycles also require less paved are4

reducing sealed surfaces that disrupt natural drainage qystems and contaminate rainwater with oil

residues.

Without the necessary infrastructure for bicycles and avenues for providing citizens with

accurate information of the costs and impacts of the automobile, our cities will continue to be

dominated by planning for the automobile. Münster has addressed these issues with the

development of the Radstation and the Mobilé communication office. Other benefits of bicycle

use include increased levels of personal healttu and pedestrian and cyclist activity in the city

cenfe.

5. Outcomes and Conclusions

Although planning for bicycle use in Münster is much more advancêd than in most cities,

it could be considered that some measures are reactionary. There is considerable demand and

need for the development of more infrastructure - especially parking facilities. Mtinster has more

bicycles than inhabitants and it can be difficult to navigate the sidewalks because bikes are stre$/n

in atl directions. But, we shouldn't complain about a city where bike use is so prominent. The

bicycle planning efforts over the last two decades have provided Mtinster planners with lessons
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for future improvements. The planning staff is open to all new challenges and the largest

challenge will be to encourage other Ruhrgebiet cities to follow in their footsteps.
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Case 6. Innovative Projects: School Project Gelsenkirchen-Bismark

Name of Project: Ökologische und Mulitkulturelle Gesamtschule

Site: Laarstrasse/Bramkampsffasse

4 5 889 Gelsenkirchen-Bismark

Scale ofProject: Local

Architects: Btiro plus+ Bauplanung GmbH, Prof. Peter Hübner

Landscape Architect: Christof Harms

Structural Engineer: V/eischede & Partner

Initiator: Evangelische Kirche von Vy'estfalen (Protestant Church) and the

, CitY of Gelsenkirchen

Environmental Consultant: Transsolar

Construction Period: 1997-1998 (classroom 3 - 2001)

Ecological Aspects:

Urban Desígn: The layout is along a covered street, complete with a
piazr.a. The classrooms look like row houses'

Green Buitdíng: Buildings have green roofs, the main building material is

untreated timber.
Urban Greeníng: The landscape plan encourages children to develop and

maintain flower and vegetable gardens.

Natural ventilation, and passive heating and lighting.
Rainwater is separated from the waste\üater system'

Energt and Heatíng:
ÍVater:

Social Aspects:

Socíal Concept:

Collaboratíon:

The classrooms should look and act like a second home.

Students should be responsible for their environment.
Students were involved in design and construction of the

buildings, especially their classrooms.
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1. Project DescriPtion

Civic buildings such as schools are a valuable rnedium through which sustainable

development can be promoted. Schools can be built as demonstration projects for green building

techniques, thus enabling the public sector to lead development by example (Beatley and

Manning, tgg6). Schools serve a dual purpose because they can also act as laboratories in which

children learn about (and how to deal with) ecological issues and envirorunental responsibility'

The school located in Gelsenkirchen-Bismark goes beyond this task by promoting

multiculturalism and encogragement for students from an economically depressed area in the

Ruhr

Peter Hübner, a prominent German architect, won the IBA competition for the project.

,,Buildings by Peter Hübner demonstrate in very different ways an intense awareness of the

irnportance of ecological and human concerns while approaching each with inventive imagination

and the latest developments in design and building 
Figure 3.20 .Outdoor, Cafe

iechnology" (Jones, 1996, p.1). TTús pic,ject has been amongst Olive Trees in the

School Foyer

regarded as highly innovative because children, teachers

and parents were involved in the planning and design

phases. The building fosters a sense of pride and

belonging, as it doubles as a community centre.

The school is conceived as a village, with the

main buildings, such as the city hall and theatre lining a

covered street. The main enfiance of the building

functions as a piqzz4 where students can sit in a café

atmosphere among Olive Trees. The classrooms are not

located in the main building of the school, but rather in

three (eventually six) detached buildings' The
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classrooms are designed to look and function as houses. The students are involved in the design,

building and maintenance of their classrooms. 'Learning by doing' is part of the philosophy of the

school, generating a commitment to the building and increased sense of responsibility of the

students.

In addition to the school, the site also contains 28 self-built housing units and 72 solar

village units (discussed in Case 2). The focus of this case study will be on the school, however the

entire site is interesting from an ecological point of view.

2. Bacþround

The city of Gelsenkirchen, population of approximately 285,000, was particulmly hard

hit when the coal and steel industries moved out the Ruhr Region. In the early 1990's,

unernployment in Gelsenkirchen-Bismark averaged about2}o/o; today it is still high at 18%. The

area is also home to a large population of Turkish immigrants, nearly 30o/o of students at the

school are Muslim - 25o/o are Catholic (Jones, 1999, p.2). Low literacy rates among Turkish

immigrants, works to perpetuate a cycle of poverty and unemployment. Tlte Evangelische Kirche

von Westfalen (Protestant Church) sought to break this cycle and to promote multiculturalism

through the consffuction of a new school. Financial support was generated by the church, the city

of Gelsenkirchen, regional authorities, and the Ministry of Education. The project was gained

support of IBA Emscher Park because of the ecological and cultural (social) featwes of the

building. Construction began in 1997, the main building and ¡vo of six classroom buildings were

completed by 1993. The third classroom building was completed in August 2001'
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3. Original Concept

The preconditions of all projects supported by IBA Emscher Park require ecological and

cultural innovation and good quahty urban design. Although the building has many ecological

features, it is especially innovative in its involvement of children. Peter Hübner and members of

his architectural firm plus+, believe that sustainability is not just about ecology, but also social

well being.

Ecological Aspects

IJrban Desígn: The main buildings of the school are laid out along a covered süeet, each

building has a different frnction and appearance. The main foyer of the school is designed to feel

\ke apiazz4 complete with an 'outdoor' cafe. Black olive trees, natural sunlight and a fountain

contribute to the ambience of the piazza. Around the piazz4 are the main buildings of the school

- the City Hall (operated by the City of Gelsenkirchen), a theatre, library and cafeteria. A chapel

and two music rooms are located on the second floor. Located along the street are the chemist,

aquariurn and several classrooms. A roundhouse style workshop terminates the street. The layout

of the main building follows the natural inclination of the site, reducing the amount of frll

necessary for creating a level surface.

Figure 3.21 Classroom
Building with large north
facing windows featuring
balconies designed by
students.
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The classrooms are located in separate buildings; each building contains five classrooms.

The buildings are called houses because they are designed to resemble row houses. Each 'house'

has its own washroom facilities, loft space and garden, some also have balconies (if desired by

the students). The classes are oriented to the nortlu to allow the rooms to be flooded with natural

light but remain cool.

Green Buíldíng: Olaf Hübner, member of plus+ architectural firm describes the ecological

aspects of the building to be second nature. Buildings by Peter Hübner tend to follow the same

formula: insulated concrete foundations topped by lightweight timber construction (Jones, 1999,

p.2). Wood is an easily workable, renewable resource. The wood is untreated, providing an

opportunity for increasing "orientation to nature and the senses" (Hahn, 1994, p.5-4). The smells

and textures of natural products stimulate the senses of the students helping them become more

aware of the environment they live in. Walls can be clad as desired, but usually in timber

boarding. The materials were pre-selected by the architect, the students have more input in the

layout and features such as windows.

The roofs of some buildings are green, planted with natural grasses or small plants. The

roofs are gently angled, or flat and covered with a membrane and then soil for plants. Grass on

the roof helps to maintain the microclimate, and are able to reduce the volume and rate of

rainwater runoff. Rainwater is slowed and then released into retention ponds around the site.

Urban Greeníng: Landscape architect Christof Harms, applied the same concept of 'learning by

doing' to the design of the school gtounds. Part of the educational experience of the students is to

plant and maintain vegetables, flowers and herbs in their gardens. Unfortunately, the extent to

rvhich gardens are developed inevitably depends on the enthusiasm of the teacher. The site visit

on April 3, 2001 revealed that none of the classes had planted or maintained a garder¡ and one of

the best opportunities for 'hands on learning' has not been capitalised upon.
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Energy and Heøtíng.' The three biggest energy consumers in schools are lighting, heating, and

cooling. The same principles are applied throughout the school to deal with energy and heating

systems. The gymnasium can be used to illustate the different measures of passive solar heating

and cooling, natural lighting and natural ventilation. The gymnasium has glass walls on the

southern and western surfaces, allowing sunlight to enter and warm the air. There is also a

'greenhouse' type structure on the roof of the building. The greenhouse is equipped with

automated blinds to regulate the amount of light entering through the greenhouse. Lighting in the

glrm is predominantþ from natural sunlight. Additional lighting, for night use, is provided

through conventional measures. Classrooms have been designed according to a similar principle.

Except, windows in the classroom are oriented north to reduce the amount of direct sunlight. In

classrooms heating is not much of a problem because of thirty or so active bodies. Natural

lighting is very important for the classrooms; the north-facing wall is almost entireþ made up of

windows.

The ventilation systern of the gymnasitrm (and school) was developed in consultation

with Transsolar Environmental Consulting group. There are tunnels (150cmx150cm) running

underneattr the school and the gymnasium. These tunnels are used to facilitate a heat exchange

that warms the air in the winter, and cools the air in the sünmer. The tunnels also reduce the

problems associated with subsidence, the result of coal mining in the region. ln the school, the

sfreet acts as a buffer zone where the temperature is allowed to fluctuate naturally. The g¡rm is

also equipped with two vents that create enough suction to pull fresh air from outside into the

building. Vents on the roof are shaped as a half cylinder designed to capture the wind. As the air

approaches from the west, it is captured by the stnrcture and forced into a smaller space, which

speeds up the wind speed. Air leaves the other side, but the pressure gradient created helps to

operate the ventilation system without additional energy. Tlús is called the 'Venturi Effect'.

Windows inside the gym and the school open to let warm air escape, and create cross ventilation.
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Good architectural design utilising concepts of passive solar lighting and heating, and

capitalisation of local conditions, such as easterþ winds have effectively reduced the amount of

energy inputs into ttre functioning of the buildings. The school also has plans to increase reliance

on photovoltaic cells for the generation of electricity in the future. Reliance on passive energy

design reduces ecological degradation associated with fossil fuels, thus reducing impact of the

school.

Water: All rainwater colleoted on site; rather than discharging the water into the city waste\üater

system it is either reused or returned to the natural ground water t¿ble. Vegetation on the grass

roofs slow rainwater run-oft then water is utilised in the pond under the library and the pond

behind the first classroom building. The pond located behind the first classroom building provides

students with an opportunity to maintain frsh and study aquatic environments. During the site

visit, students were removing excessive blooms of algae from the pond in orde¡ to save their fish

from suffocation, demonstrating an awareness of environmental issues that affect water bodies

throughout the world. Water from the ponds is thon allowed to infilfate naturally into the gtound

water. All {ixtures in the school are low flow.

Figure 3.22'Back
Deck' behind the
Classroom
Building One,
students in the
background are
removing algae
blooms from the
pond
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Social Aspects

Peter Hübner and his office plus+ believe that social sustainability is equally important as

ecological sustainability. The design of the school focuses on the well being and future

sustainability of its students. To accomplish this, students were involved in the planning and

design of their new school.

Each incoming class has the opportunity to design their own classroom (house). Having a

voice in the planning process has given the students confidence and self-esteem. Students were

able to input on design features such as windows, balconies, loft areas, washroom facilities, etc.

For example, windows on the southern wall, looking into the coafoom, are at an appropriate

height for a l3-year.old. By the end of the first day of planning, the architects and students had

completed a model of each classroom. Students were also able to contribute during the

construction phase, mainly with finishing details. Through this process of collaboration students

have learned to value their surroundings, and befier understand the impacts of their behaviour on

the environment.

The classroom buildings are designed to look like (row) houses. Unlike traditional

schools, a student will stay in the s¿tme room, with the same teacher for the duration of their

education. ln an attempt to create stability for students who come from broken or troubled homes.

The students develop a 'bond' with Figure 3.23 Grade6 class posing in classroom loft

their classroom for several reasons: (1)

their voìce was heard during design, (2)

they were involved in construction, (3)

they 'live' in one room for 6 years, (4)

they are able to design and decorate their

loft as desired, and (5) they are able to

cultivate and maintain their own garden.
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Students are also responsible for cleaning their house. A telltale sign of the commitnent to the

school is that there has been no graffiti in three years.

My main impression of the school, gained during an afternoon visit, was that the students

tvere outgoing and confident. On two occasions I was invited for a tour of their 'house' and

garden (back deck). The students seemed to be particularly proud of their loft and garden areas. I

was even invited to take part in an English class. Having read about high unemployment, drugs,

crime, poverty, etc., I did not expect too meet such a wonderful group of students. It appears that

their involvement in this project has been very positive.

' 4. Planning/Design Process

The planning and design phases of this project were unique for two reasons. The first

reason is the inclusion of students in the design process. Normal planning procedures were not

well adapted to this type of process. Under normal circumstances building permits are issued

based on a complete, detailed set of plans. Collaboration with ttre children meant that design

details were not established when the building permits were issued. The City of Gelsenkirchen

approved the 'urban plan' of the development based on a 1:1,000 scale. The second unique factor

was the involvement of the Internationale Bauausstellung (IBA) Emscher Park. The support of

the IBA was instrumental in providing political and technical support for the project. For a

complete discussion on IBA Emschsr Park planning procedures see Case Study 1.

The financing for the school was worked out between the Protestant Church andthe Land

Northrhein-Westfalia. The Land rents the school from the Church, paying 85% of the

construction cost per square meter. Through this agreement, the Church should be able to take

full ownership in 25 years. This agreement was the first of its kind" in NRW, but appears to be

acceptable to both parties. The total cost of the development was 45 million Deutsche Marks. It is

important to note that the role of the IBA was not to fïnance the project, but rather to assist in the

implementation stages of dwelopment.
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5. Urban Ecosystems ConcePts

The flows of inputs and ouþuts are not measured directþ by the school administration,

however some assumptions can be drawn from the ecological principles of the project. The

design of green roofs and rainwater collection (ponds), ensure that water is not discharged into

the city wastewater system. Instead rainwater is allowed to infiltrate to the groundwater table

naturally. To create a closed loop system, other wastewater would also be üeated onsite but this is

not the case. The IBA program did not push the boundmies of ecological design, but rather

focused on techniques that are already proven successful. Lighting of the school depends iargely

on natural light, reùrcing the energy inputs of the building. The ventilation system is also

powéred mainly by natural processes (wind) and the moderating effects of the ground also

reducing energy inputs. The school plans to add solar panels as funds become available which

will reduce their energy needs even further, and potentially generate energy which can be sold

back to the utility provider. A final, long-term consitleration of the circular nature of this project

is the behaviour and attitude changes experienced by the students. Pertraps the students increased

awareness of ecological processes will positively guide decisions in their lives, reducing their

impact on the natural environment.

6. Outcomes and Conclusions

The school project is noteworthy for its efforts to involve students in planning and design

to generate a sense of responsibility for their surroundings. The future success of the project relies

heavily on the teacher; development of gardens and decoration of loft spaces require additional

time and energy beyond regular teaching responsibilities. It seems that the students have gained a

sense of self-worth and confidence by having their voices heard. Public buildings provide an

opportunity for cities to dsmonstrate commifnent to ecological building, and inclusion of
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residents in the planning and construction can promote community building. Hopefully, this will

be one of many projects initiated by the City of Gelsenkirchen and the Lutheran Church.
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Name of Project:

Site:

Scale of Project:

Architects:

Initiator:

Off-Site Manager:

Construction Period

Ecological Aspects:

Urban Desígn:

Green Buílding:
Urban Greeníng:

Energt:

úl/ater'.

Social Aspects

Communíty Governance:
Socíal Housing:

Communíty Events:

High quality design with architects, compact layout,
houses back onto coÍrmon areas to foster sense of
community.
Dry composting toilets and selfbuilt dwellings.
Compact design to preserve natural areas, sparing use of
sealed surfaces, and promotion of native vegetation.
Co-generation power plant onsite, and plans to increase

use of solar power.
Water is drawn from two wells arid is treated onsite.

Plans to construct a wetland have been approved.

Community members make all key decisions as a group

Housing was self built, rent has been reduced in return
for effort during the building phase (sweat equity).
Annual bash - Christi Himmelfahrt (May 24).

Case 7. Innovative Projects: Waldquelle Eco-Village

Seidlung Waldenquellenweg

55,000 m2 in Southwest Bielefeld

Local

Hans-Friedrich Bueltmann and Armin Jung

O kolo gi s che B augruppe Waldquell e

Jochen Wollerhoff

1993-1998
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L. Project Description

The 'Waldquelle' Eco-village is a housing development located in Bielefeld, 100

kilometres north east of Dorftnund. The settlement with approximately 250 residents includes

ninety-five units, of which fifty-two are single family houses with accessory units and seventeen

are social housing. The eco-village is nearly fully developed, only one lot remains undeveloped.

All buildings are designed with steeply pitched red tile roofs, white stucco walls, and

tirnber detailing. Each house has been architecturally designed to reflect the personality of its

Figure 3.24 Waldquelle Eco- owners. The homes share a conunon access road and
Village urban design features

common spaces, red tile roofs, parking is provided on the süeet. The village is well
white stucco and wood accents

connected to the city cenüe via a bike path. The main

ecological features of the project are composting

toilets, an artificial wetland for grey water treaÍnent

(yet to be consflr¡cted), a co-generation plant, and

plans to increase reliance on photovoltaic cells for

power generation. A strong sense of community was

developed among residents during intensive planning

and design of Waldquelle and through shared

aspirations to live in a more ecological way.

The project was initiated by a group of fifteen

families (Baugruppe) who were interested in fomring

a new settlement with an ecological focus - especially in regards to water and energy

consumption. In 1990, the Baugruppe located and purchased a greenfield site; the property is

about 55,000 square meters (40,000 sq. metres zoned for development and 15,000 sq. metres

protected). The Baugruppe worked with the architect to develop a concept for an ecological

development. During the early stages of design, the architects and community members held
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intensive meetings to develop detailed plaris for the operation of the settlement. Construction

began in 1993 and was completed by 1998.

2. Settlement ConcePt

Ecological Concept

Urban desígn: The layout of the settlement attempts to maximise nature and open areas within

the development. Houses are clustered to enhance the open space and common areas within the

development. The cluster is grouped around a common bacþard, but each dwelling has private

and semi-private space for gardening and landscaping. Clustering homes maximises the amount

ofnatural areas that can be preserved; nearly 27o/o of the site is designated as protected natural

area. Protecting natural space maintain

the biodiversity of the site, for both

plant and animal species.

High quatrty design \¡ías

maintained through the mandatory use

of architects for individual homes, and

common design criteria. Design

guidelines stipulate that each house

should have a steep red tile roof, white

walls and should use wood for an

accent. The personality of individual

residents is reflected in the design of

their house and garden. The end result

is very pleasant and interesting.

However, literature related to

Figure 3.25Waldquelle Site Plan houses are

clustered to maximise open space
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sustainable cities call for both a reduction of greenfield construction and (from a Norttr American

perspective) to increase density. Buildings with two or three stories are generally seen as optimal

for density while maintaining a human scale (Beatley, 2000; Calthorpe and Fulton, 2001). The

site designer was marginally able to increase the site density, beyond that of a single-family

housing development, through accessory suites and social housing units.

Green buíldíng desígn: The most significant ecological feature of the Waldquelle eco-village,

is the use of dry composting toilets. The toilets process only biological waste, including human

excrement, organic kitchen and gmden waste. The kitchen and garden \ilastes are crucial for the

functioning of the systsm, without these bulþ, structura! elements the material will become too

compact and anaerobic. The system produces forty litres of compost per person/year. After two

years, the composted material becomes a rich humus material that can be applied directly to

gardens on the site. The toilets serve two roles in the reduction of flows within this development.

The amount of wastewater is reduced, as there is no flushing, and the amount of household waste

is reduced, as biological waste is composted on site.

Other green building initiatives were incorporated into the building process. Sorne houses

experimented \¡,rith cellulose (paper spray) insulation systems, and whenever possible natural and

local materials were used. Wood is a common element throughout but designers found it difücult

to verify where the product originated. The use of natural and local materials encourages

residents to become aware of their surroundings and reduce their ecological footprint. Materials

produced iocally are not transported over gfeat distances and the quality and production processes

can be better controlled.

IJrban green¡ng in the tilaldquelle eco-village has followed fwo approaches. The frst is to

reduce the impact of the development on natural systems by reducing disruption of rainwater

drainage patterns. This was accomplished by reducing the size of streets, creating on-str€et

parking (rather than driveways) and reducing other sealed surfaces. All paved surfaces utilise
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permeable materials to allow water to infilnate through parking stalls and the sffeets. Where

natural drainage is prevented, such as rooftops and streets, rainwater is collected in cisterns for

irrigation purposes. Ecological planning aims to understand the natural processes. Waldquelle

planners attempted to mimic natural processes by managing rainwater on-site. The second

approach to ur.ban greening was to encourage natural vegetation and gardens in both private and

common spaces. The settlement 'Gemeinschaftsordnuøg' (rulebook) encourages residents to

garden with native plant species, and avoid non-native plants such as evelgreen trees- To further

enhance natural habitat for wildlife, the community members plan to construct a wetland to

process grey-water.

Energt ønd Heatíng: A cogeneration plant provides

Waldquelle residents with thermal and electrical

energy. A combination of cogenerated power and

photovoltaic panels, the settlement is nearly self-

sufÍicient except for seasonal fluctuations. The

cogeneration plant produces heat and electricþ with

three motofs, the size of automobile engines, that

operate twenty-four hours a day, seven days a week'

The engines, fuelled by gasoline, are able to produce

twenty-four kilowatt (kW) of thermal energy and

twelve (kW) of electrical energy. The thermal energy

comes from a transfer of heat from the running

engines to the cool water. Heat exchange is

responsible for heating water for use in individual units. The community does not allow the

heating of water by electricity (i.e. washing machines) Íts set out in their

,gemeinschaftsordnung'. The energy generated is sold to the residents, and any surplus energy is

sold to the utility company. Residents pay more for energy than the cost of production and the

Figure 3.26 Photovoltaic cells reduce

reliance on fossil fuel for energy
production
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savings go toward purchase of additional photovoltaic (PV) cells. There are cürently three PV

systems in operation, each generating 100-150 watts of electrical energy. The cornmunity plans to

add more panels every year to reduce the amount of electricity produced with gasoline, further

increasing self-reliance. Small-scale power generation plants, although fuelled by gasoline, have

advantages over centralised large-scale power producing plants. First, it creates awareness rlmong

residents about their levels of energy consumption. During planning, each household was

required to calculate their energy requirements and maximum usage thresholds were set. Each

household committed to reducing their current consumption levels. Second, small-scale

generation also reduces the loss of energy (especially heat) during transmission. The most

ecologically sound approach would be to create a settlement which is self-sufficient with the use

of solar or wind power. Under the existing structure of payments, the residents of Waldquelle

may be able to accomplish this goal. However, reliance on solar energy would probably not be

self-sustaining. Seasonal fluctuations of solar intensrty in Germany provide surplus energy in the

sunmer and deficits in tho winter months. During periods of deficit the cogeneration plant could

supplemørt additional energy requirements.

Wøter use and fieatment in Waldquelle will nearly firnction as a closed loop system when the

wastewater .wetland' facility is completed. Drinking water is drawn ûom two local wells to the

pumphouse where it is treated for iron and magnesium. Fixtures in the houses are low flow and

drinking water is used sparingly. Water consumption for a typical German development is 130

Litres per person/day, at Waldquelle the rate is about 80 Litres per person/day. When Waldquelle

was designe{ the lvater system included a constructed wetland to treat gfey-water before the

Ìvater goes into the public systsm. The wetland has been approved by the City of Bielefeld but it

is uncertain when construction will begin. Upon completion the wetland will be capable of

absorbing wastewater in quantities of three square meters at a time. 'Water will pass through

natural filters of vegetation and sand to rsmove debris and other waste. ln a complete closed loop
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system water would then be returned to the groundwater table, however once water has been

cleaned it will still be discharged into the city rainwater system.

Social Concept

Commaníty Governance: the original Baugruppe arid other members of the community have

been instnrmental in the planning process. During the initial planning, community members were

asked to calculate their water and energy requirements, and this calculation was used to determine

the maximum atlowable use per household. The community members established a

'gemeinschaftsordnung' (rulebook) that includes ecological performance standards, architectural

guidelines and a structure for community governance. Figure 3'27 social
Housing Units

I ln the design stages of development community

members met several times a week. Now residents meet once or

twice a year to make major decisions, attendance of thirty to

forty members is common for each meeting. Voting is required

for decision making, 50% support is required for most decisions

660/o for decisions which are very serious (or expensive). There

are also smaller groups that are specifically interested in certain

topics, such as water, energy or solar panels. The community

members also contribute a maintenance fee that is used to

employ a part-time resident caretaker, and an offsite manager.

Socíal Míx: Waldquelle eco-village was designed to encourage a social mix. In addition to

architecturally designed houses, there are seventeen social housing units and a day-care facility.

The social housing units are built using sweat equity. The contractors completed the basic

construction and then individual residents were responsible for the interior finishing and

carpentry work. The consffuction time was about two years. Rental rates are reduced for those

families who contributed significant effort during construction of their unit.
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The nature ofthe planning process and ideology of the group has resulted in a sfrong

commgnity. There are no community services onsite, other than a day-care, but it has been

acknowledged that a community centre would have been useful. There are few large common

areas in the development; the children are using the future wetland site as a football pitch. The

community has an arurual party, seven weeks after Easter, where they rent a tent, hire bands and

have a potluck.

3. Planning Process

Planning for Waldquelle was complicated by city bylaws and zoning regulations. The

Baugruppe desired several features that were not in accordance with existing city regulations. The

plarurers were able to 'get around' eústing regulations in two ways. The first strategy involved

working with the bylaw EAE 85/95. This bylaw allows multi-family developments to be teated

in a manner similar to condominiums in Canada. This type of developmeNrt means that common

areas, for example stairwells and hallways, are considered private space and are therefore

controlled by the residents of the building. This enabled the planners to reduce the rnount of

sealed surface by building narrower streets and designing on-street patking. The bylaw also

permitted planners to ignore city regulation for setbacks, providing more land for community

open space. The second strategy required members of the settlement to form a business. At the

time of development, it was unlawful to sell electricity for profit. By creating a business,

naditional regulation could not discourage the production and sale of electricity. The creation of

'Waldquellenweg GmbH' also enabled members to share telephone and satellite television

services.

At the time of development the current planning system did not adequatd support gtass

roots initiatives. The settlement concept faced many obstacles from the City of Bielefeld Planning

Deparhnent. Most of the objectives achieved (water treatment, electricþ generation, and street

widths) were only possible through intensive planning and searching for loopholes in existing
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regulations. The Baugrupp¿ also endured considerable financial risk during development, as there

was not access to additional firnding. Current planning does not allow 'alternative' infrastructwe

without traditional systems as a back up. The end result is that the settlement invests twice in

infrastructure, once in naditional systems and then again in the alternative. To encourage this type

of development in the future, bureaucratic obstacles need to be reduced'

4. Urban EcosYstems ConcePts

Waldquelle eco-village is impressive in the holistic approach taken toward urban

ecological planning. The ecological concept addresses issues of water, waste, energy and heating,

urban greening and reduction in the disturbance of natwal systems. Human arid biological wastes

are composed generating forly litresþerson/year of natural material that can be used to fertilise

gardens. The water system nearly operates as a closed loop. Rainwater is allowed to infiltrate

naturalþ, and where this is not possible water is collected in cisterns and used for irrigation.

Water consumption is reduced through water saving technologies, flrd composting toilets that

require no water for flushing. The community also plans to construct a wetland to treat

wastewater onsite. To completeþ close the cycle water would then be allowed to infiltrate into

the local ground water table; unforhrnately this phase will not be implemented for several years

and until then wastewater will be discharged into the city infrastnrcture system. Localised

generation of electricity creates a\ilareness among reside,nts, and consumption patterns me

positively impacted. SelÊsufficiency can be achieved through increased reliance on PV panels

reducing the ecological fooþrint of the settlement. The site layout minimises disturbance of

natural drainage by reducing sealed surfaces (streets and driveways), and compact form allows

27o/o of theland to be maintained as a nature preserue. Natural biodiversity is maintained through

the use of native vegetation for landscaping, which has a positive affect on local climate and

retains habitat for wildlife.
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5. Outcomes and Conclusions

Waldquelle Eco-Village is a valuable case study because it provides an indication of the

types of obstacles faced when planning ecological settlements - in the absence of IBA. Criticisms

of Waldquelle are that project is relativd low density and was developed on a greenfield site.

Parking seems to be inefficient and there is a lack of amenities - store, public space, community

centre, etc. These seem to be rather harsh criticisms when in reality Waldquelle has successfrrlly

incorporated many ecological planning principles into development through an extensive

planning process. A sftong community has developed based on shared values of an ecologically

responsible lifestyle.
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3.6 Conclusion

This chapter identified and discussed the three key implementation strategies utilised to

encourage ecological plaruring in the Ruhr Region of Germany. Political proglams were explored

through two regional level initiatives, the IBA Emscher Park and the Solarsiedlung program. The

City of Gelsenkirchen provided a unique example of a Local Agenda 2l process. The third

strategy, innovative projects, considered the Hamm Eco-Centre, Münster Bicycle Inûastructure, a

school in Gelsenkirchen-Bismark and the Waldquelle Eco-Village. The seven case studies were

selected because each project contributes a different aspect of ecological planning. Collectively

the cases address a full range of sustainability issues including land use, green building design,

transportation, public buildings, residential settlements, economic development, multiculturalism,

and historic preservation.

To summarise the findings of this chapter, each project has been listed below along with

its key strengths or accomplishments.

l.IBA Emscher Park:

. Realisation of over 120 individual projects,
, Making rainwater management 'mainsüeam' in the Ruhr,
. Capacity building within local government planning agencies, architects, and contractors,
. Changing attitudes of residents, planning authorities and local governments about the

value and process ofecological planning.

2. Solarsiedlung Program:

. Increasing technical expertise in sola¡ energy,

' Capacity building within government planning agencies, architects, and contractors,
. Contribution to knowledge of planning with solar energJ'

3. Gelsenkirchen Local Agenda 21:

. Project oriented approach is unique for LA 21 processes,

. Linking of social and economic interests with ecological interests,

. Mobilisation of community youth (school children).

4. Hamm Eco-Centre:

Consistent application of rainwater management, energy conservation methods, and use

native plants for landscaping,
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r Reuse of old buildings, and recycled materials'
. Focus on the nansfeiof knowledge about ecological construction techniques.

5. Münster Bicycle Infrastructure:

. Emphasis of environmentally friendly transport over the automobile,

. Long-term political support for bicycle planning,

' Provision of high quahty cycling infrastnrcture,
. Communicatioã 

"ffottr 
thtough Mobilé (Transportation Information Office).

6. School Project Gelsenkirchen-Bismark:

' Ecological features of rainwater management, and passive heating and cooling,

' Collaboration with students during the design and construction phases,

. .Lifelong learning' teaching students to value their environment, built and natural

7. Waldquelle Eco-Village:

. The best project in terms of holistic incorporation of ecological principles,

. Extensive co-operation betweenresidents andplanners/architects,

' Overcame the most obstacles successfully,
. Development of a community with ecological values'

Two observations can be made about the experience of ecosysterns planning in the Ruhr

Region. The first is that IBA had a tremendous impact on the progress of ecological planning

(among other things - image development, preservation of historic cultural monuments, etc) in the

Ruhr. Ongoing debate rages about the long term value of the IBA, but in terms of ecological

planning the most important impact was to provide planners, architects, construction frms and

others with know-how and confidence to continue beyond the duration of IBA. A second

observation is that planners in the Rulr still have much work,to do in the area of ecological

planning and implementation. Momentum has been gained in the region but these are only seven

projects - two of which are from outside of the Ruhr Region'

The following chapter pfesents a leading example of ecological planning in vancouver,

Canada. The City of Vancouver is undergoing planning for the proposed 'sustainable'

neighbourhood located on the old Southeast False Creek (SEFC) industrial lands. ln the final

chapter, the SEFC case provides a comparison for consideration of the key findings from the

Ruhr for application to Vancouver. The experience of ecological redevelopment in the Ruhr
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provides insight into the planning processes underway in the City of Vancouver

Recomrnendations are based on the application of lessons learned in the Ruhr to SEFC.
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Chapter 4. IJrban Ecosystems Planning

in Vancouver's Southeast False Creek

4.1 Introduction to Vancouver, Canada Figure 4.1 Aerial View of downtown

The city of vancouver is located in J"îïäiland 
Stanlev Park in the

the southwestern corner of British Columbiq

covering ari area of 113 square kilometres.

The population is estimated at 560,000

contributing more than t/o of the regional total

of ¡vo million (City of Vancouver, 2002c)'

Vancouver is part of a working partnership of 
Source: City of vancouver, planning Department

twenty-one municipalities which together form the Greater Vancouver Regional District

(GVRD).

4.2 Ecological Planning in Vancouver

Sustainable development and ecological building practices have been gaining momentum

in the Greater Vancouver Regional Disûict (GVRD) since the early 1990's. A handful of

Figure 4.2C.K. ChoiBuildingatUBC demonstration projects and high profile

features Composting Toilets
green buildings have been successfully

developed heþing to promote larger scale

thinking about imPlementing

sustainability.

The C.K. Choi building at the

University of British Columbia" completed

in 1996, features composting toilets,
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reduction of potable water by 50%o, construction with 507o reused/re-cycled material, and energy

reduction of 35o/o below ASHRAE 90.1 levels (GVRD, 2002). Another well-known green

building is located at22l1 West Fourth, referred to locally as the Capers Building. The building,

completed n lgg3, contains both commercial and residential uses. The building is best know for

its innovative enerry strategies, utilising ground source heat pumps, thermal building materials

and energy efficient fixtures (Green Buildings F'C,2002). A third example is the William Farrell

Building located on Robson Street in downtown Vancouver. The project rtras a renovation for

Telus Head Office completed in 2000. The project aimed to improve energy efficiency thus

reducing air emissions and improve indoor air qualrty (GVRD, 2002). Several neighbourhood

scale sustainable projects are noïv in the planning phases located around the GVRD.

Three neighbourhood scale projects are underway in Surrey, Burnaby and Vancouver.

The East Clayton Neighbourhood in northeast Suney is intended to demonstrate sustainable

community development standards 'on the ground' (GVRD, 2002). The project is located on a

250 hectare greenfield site, initiated in 1998 and approved by council April 2002. The

neighbourhood concept plan, for 13,000 to 15,000 residents, aims to reduce infrastructure costs,

promote neighbourhood vitality, preserve natural systems and increase transportation choices,

Simon Fraser University (SFU), located in Burnaby, has zoning approved for a second

sustainable community. The development of approximately 4,500 homes and 250,000 square feet

of commercial and office space which will accommodate a population of up to 10,000 residents.

Planning is guided by the four cornerstones of sustainability 'oenvironment, equity, economy and

education" (UniverCity News, 2002, p.3). As of September 15, 2002, the developers have been

selected for phase one of UniverCity and planning and design of individual buildings has

commenced. The third large-scale development underway in the GVRD, which is the subject of

this study, is the Southeast False Creek neighbourhood in the City of Vancouver. SEFC is the

only project of the three to be located on a brownfield site in an urban setting.
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Several higher-level policy initiatives are also underway in BC and Vancouver. The

GVRD Sustainable Region Initiative (SRI) has adopted the principles of sustainability to guide

both regional and co{porate policy, and service delivery. The SRI has developed regional

indicators, and cataloged thirty case studies of 'made in the region' sustainable projects. The BC

Buildings Corporation and the Ministry of Finance (Capital Division) are working to develop a

policy for the integration of green buildings principles and practices into the design of

provincially-funded buildings. This initiative provides support for the adoption of LEED as an

evaluation tool (discussion to follow in SEFC Case Study). Most Municipalities in the GVRD

have developed policies for guiding sustainable development notable examples are North

Vancouver, Maple Ridge, Coquitlam, Suney, Burnaby and Vancouver. Many other initiatives

directed at enhancing sustainability in the region and BC also eúst but a thorough review is

beyond the scope of this research.

Southeast False Creek has been identified by a prominent local architect as the best

example of ecological planning in Vancouver and the GVRD (Busby, 2001). The remainder of

this chapter explores the planning ptocess and ecological principles advocated in Case 8 Proposed

Sustainable Neighbourhood: Southeast False Creek. The SEFC case is structured, as closely as

possible, to the German case studies. The list of contents and corresponding page numbers is

provided on the following page"
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Case 8. Proposed Sustainable I\eighbourhood: Southeast False Creek

Name of Project:

Site:

Scale of Project:

Projected Population:

Initiator:

Stage of Development:

Proposed Ecological Aspects

UrÍtan Desígn:

Site Remedìøtion:

Green Buílding:

Urban Greeníng:

Energ/'.

lI/aterz

ll/aste Management;
Transportatíon',

Proposed Social Aspects

Social Housing:
Commercíal Space:

Southeast False Creek

36 Hectares (80 acres) includes 13.6 Ha (30 acres) private land

Local

- 4-5,000 SEFC public land; possible 3-4,000 on private land

City of Vancouver and Vancouver City Council

Policy Statement completed 1999; Environment Plans completed
September 2002; Ofltcial Development Plan anticipated late Fall
2002.

Street pattern will extend the existing grid, density to be

determined.
All material will be moved to the NW corner and

contained.
LEEDTM will be pursued as gteen building assessment

method.
26 Acre (10.6 Ha) public park; community and rooftop
gardens.

Hydro-electric and natural gas supplemented with
(where possible) ground-source heat pumps and solar
panels.
Potable water use: -150 Lifies/capita/day
Stormwater'. 5 4o/o of site impermeable surfaces

Composting facility within neighbourhood.
Varisfy of options: bicycle, ferry, streetcm, bus and

sþrain.

20o/o slccial housing; 35o/ofamily housing.
70,000 square feet of ofüce and commercial space.
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1. Project Description

Over the past decade the City of Vancouver has been engaged in the planning process for

property located on the southeastern shore False Creek, known as Southeast False Creek (SEFC).

In 1990, City Council released 36 hectares (80 acres) of industrial land from the industrial land

base to be used to meet increasing housing demands. Council directed that the city owned lands

of SEFC should be used as a model for "sustainable development" to guide future development in

the City of Vancouver (City of Vancouver, 1999).

The City of Vancouver Council adopted the report Clouds of Change on October 16,

1990, which called for planning initiatives that bring housing and employment closer together.

Increasing the amount of housing adjacent to Vancouver's Central Area to help reduce air

emissions from vehicular fravel (City of Vancouver, 1999). Council also directed that SEFC be

the frst 'sustainable' neighbourhood in Vancouver, incorporating princþles of energy efficient

community design (City of Vancouvsr, t999,p.4).

TIte Southeast False Creek Policy Statement (1999, p.4) describes a sustainable

neighbourhood as "a neighbourhood which integrates with its urban context while meeting the

goals of sustainability by enhancing its social and economic health while preserving the health of

local and global ecosystems". The Policy Statement outlines the vision for the future sustainable

community, featuring a diversity of housing types to promote social mix, including 35Vo of

market housing suitable for families. Plans also call for the creation of a lmge park with ample

opportunities for recreation and the completion of the False Creek Seawalk. The site will form a

complete community with mixed-uses to encourage residents to work, live, play and learn in

SEFC (City of Vancouver, 1999, p.3).

Southeast False Creek was released from the industrial lands based on an understanding

that the City of Vancouver should provide leadership to the rest of the region in environmental

protection (City of Vancouver, 1999, p.4). Alternative rneasures for energy, water and waste

management have been considered for application not only to the SEFC site, but also to the
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region as a whole (Compass Resources, 2002b). Demonstration projects are the key to moving the

discussion of sustainable urban development into a transformation of the planning, design and

consfuction of cities (van Vliet, 2000, p.189). The development of SEFC as a model sustainable

community is a key project in the attempts to move urban sustainabilþ forward in Vancouver,

the greater region and Canada (CMHC, 2001).

2. Bacþround

Southeast False Creek is located on the lands between Cambie and Main Süeets, from the

shoreline of Fatse Creek to 2nd Avenue. The study area includes approximateþ 13.6 Hectares (30

acres) of privately owned land located between l't and 2nd Avenue. The remaining land are4

nearly 45 acres, is owned by the City of Vancouver.

Figure 4.3 Map of Southeast False Creek in Context of Downtown Vancouver
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In the 1900's Southeast False Creek was lined with sawmills and shingle mills,

employing over 10,000 workers (Macdonald, 1998). In the 1930's the Vancouver Salt Company

consffucted the Domtar building which is the only heritage structure expected to be retained on

the city owned land (City of Vancouver, 1999). During the Second World War, employment at

SEFC reached its peak. By the 1960's, only a vmiety of steel producing and forest processing

factories remained. As industries continued to vacate in the 1970's, City Council decided to

Íezone much of the land for housing and parks. The 1986 World EXPO acted as a catalyst to clear

the lands along the north end of False Creek. "The end of the 1990s presents an almost blank slate

at Southeast False Creek north of l't Avenue - a site that soon will be as vacant as it was at the

end of the 1890s" (Macdonald, 1998, p3).

In addition to the proposed sustainable neighbourhood, the site has been selected as a

potential Athlete's Village if the Whistler / Vancouver 2010 Olympic Bid is successful

(discussion to follow in section 5 Planning and Design Processes). The Athlete's Village would

require 550,000 square feet of the proposed residential units to be converted to athlete

accommodation for the duration of the games. Additional infrastructure and amenities will also be

required and will be determined as the Olympic Bid Committee completes their final Bid Book

submission.

3. Ecological Aspects

Planning for SEFC is focused on the three dimensions of sustainability, the social,

economical and ecological, to ensure development of a successful and sustainable urban

neighbourhood. However, as SEFC is the frst large-scale urban development in Vancouver to

integrate all three dimensions, a significant amount of background work has been required to

identify and research the ecological components of the planning and design process. The results
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of research and planning efforts for the SEFC neighbourhood are outlined in the following

sections.

Urban Design

Southeast False Creek is intended to be a predominantly residential, mixed-use

community located along the waterfront. The close proximity of SEFC to the central business

district, directly across False Creek, and the need for a positive return on investment ensure that

the site will be developed to the highest density possible while meeting ecological performance

targets. As of September 2002, the urban design features of SEFC are still in the conceptual phase

of planning and development. The first stage in the development of a design concept for SEFC

was the Southeast False Creek Design Charrette hosted by the City of Vancouver in 1998. The

charrette provided the basis for development of a set of ten urban design principles.

The design charrette "aimed at determining whether the draft policy statement and

guidelines would compromise development in any way and at demonsûating that a dense urban

development can be sustainable in a manner appropriate to scale, location, context, opportunities

and constraints of the site" (CMHC,200I, p.1). Three teams comprised of architects, landscape

architects, engineers, developers, planner-regulators and students were selected to participate in

the charrette. A fowth team, comprised of three design team engineers and ttree etrgineers from

the resource team, provided additional technical support on issues related to theories and state-of-

the-art technologies of ecological planning. Fiona Crofton (1998, p.9) identified four coÍrmon

themes to emerge during the design charrette: incremental/phased development, fleúbility and

adaptability, ecological infrastructure or working green, and multi-functionality. ln their

respective proposals, the th¡ee teams were able to capture 100% of rainwater for reuse while

provicling accommodations for 3000 to 3500 residences. All designs could provide one parking

space per unit, but suggested that fewer spots may be preferable. The plans differed in building

massing and in energy performance. The charrette results have been used to inspire conceptual
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planning for SEFC, strengthening the commonalities (i.e. reduced patking and street structure)

and exploring the alternatives (i.e. building height and energy plans).

The preliminary urban design features of SEFC were formulated during the design

charrette. The traditional grid pattern will be extended north into the site to help integrate the

neighbourhood into the existing urban fabric (City of Vancouver, Undated c, p.1).The grid is

favourably considered because it provides for a street hierarchy enabling different users

(pedestrians, cyclists, automobiles and transit) to navigate the site. The other key feature

suggested during the design charette is the creation of a large urban park along the waterfront in

Figure 4.4 SEFC Site Layout Option - Shows Street Layout and Major Park
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Source: City of Vancouver, Major Project Steering Committee, 2001a, p.3

the northwestern portion of the site. The park will be approximately 26 acres which comprises

more than hatf of the City owned lands. Further exploration into the form of SEFC has resulted in

ten urban design principles.
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The City of Vancouver (City of Vancouver, Undated c) developed the following urban design

guiding principles:

1. Integrate the development into its urban context;
2. Develop a distinct identity;
3. Create a vibrant cenfe;
4. Create a large waterfront park;
5. Extend and maintain the existing street grid as a point of departure;
6. Focus public life on the streets;

7. Form urban space in three dimensions;
8. Clearly define public and private territories;
9. Develop a diversity of housing and built forms;
10. Learn from Vancouver's recent experience with built form (ie False Creek North and

Arbutus Walk).

The ten urban design guidelines do not adequately address the ecological planning aims for

SEFC; not enough consideration has been paid to the environmental performance issues of the

site. The urban design features including site layout, orientation and density will impact the

function of green infrastructure systems and flows within the site (FCM, 2002). The City of

Vancouver intends to further develop the guidelines as part of the Official Community Plan.

Figure 4.5 North False Creek Redevelopment Project (left) and

Arbutus Walk (right) Examples of Vancouver Urban Design

As of July 2002, the City of Vancouver is undertaking a study to determine the desired

density of the site including the privately owned lands between l't and 2nd Avenue. Density on the
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site will range from east to west, integrating City Gate's high-rise towers to the east and the low-

rise buildings of False Creek to the west. Several large-scale redevelopment projects within the

City of Vancouver, such as North False Creek (the Concord Development), Coal Harbour and

Arbutus Walk provide working examples of high-density liveability. Southeast False Creek will

draw on these examples of building form and massing. Additional urban design features of SEFC

are the reuse of the Domtar Salt heritage building, a small harbour and a commercial cenü'e

located on I't or Manitoba Ave,nue to service the neighbourhood.

To ensure that ecological performance targets are met urban design principles can be

modelled on ecoqystems and closed loops. For example, building orientation can be based on

maximum solar exposure to reduce high quality energy demands for space heating. Site layout

and massing can have implications for rainwater management and should be designed to mitigate

run-off. Measures to facilitate rainwater management on-site include ample green space

throughout the site for absorption rainwater from rooftops and paved areas, and alternatives such

as green roofs and cisterns. Streets designed with reduced widths and impervious materials

facilitate \ilater management, reduce embodied energy and do not impede pedestrian or cyclist

travel. Decisions early in the design phase of development can facilitate other aspects of

ecological planning including green building, urban greening, water management, energy

management and transportation.

Site Remediation

Over the past century SEFC has supported industrial activity and not surprisingly much

of the land contains heavy metals and hydrocarbon contaminants (Macdonald, 1998; City of

Vancouver, 1999, p.68). The most heavily polluted area of the site is the western portion parallel

to the Cambie Street Bridge.

The remediation of SEFC soils is a complex issue and efforts over the last seven years

have utilised different technologies with limited results. Remediation costs have not been added

to the development calculations because soil cleanup must go ahead for any development
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scenario. The performance targets indicate that "a minimum of seven shategies are addressed to

Figure 4.6 Ground contamination on the deal with contaminated soils" (city of

Westem Portion of Southeast False Creek Lands Vancouver, 1999, p.82). The city is

considering different options

including capping the polluted soil on

the northwest portion of the site to be

maintained as parkland, contributing

to the total (26 acres) open space

requirement of the site. The polluted

soils will be used to create varied topography. One suggestion is to link the seawalk to the

Cambie Bridge deck using contaminated soil as the fcundation.

As with the brownfield redevelopment projects in the Ruhr, the redevelopment of SEFC

will seek to improve the ecological conditions found on the site. Over half of the site will be

designated park space and the waterfront shore will be re-naturalised. The vision for SEFC is to

"increase ecosystem health and habitat value on site" (City of Vancouver, Undated b, p.2).

Green Building

Green building design for the Southeast False Creek neighbourhood has been addressed

through environmental rnanagement plans (water and waste, urban agriculture, energy, and

üansportation). The various strategies identified in the management plans will be integrated to

form the basis of the Offrciat Developmørt Plan (ODP). The accomplishments will be evaluated

under the LEEDTM assessment system.

In 2001, Vancouver Cþ Council unanimously approved a process to consider an

environmental assessment method for Southeast False Creek and all new civic buildings. Since

that time, City staff, in partrrership with the Province of British Columbia and the GVRD, have

worked to adapt the US Green Building Council rating system to the BC and Canadian context

(City of Vancouver, Undated a). The BC version has recently been submitted to the US Green
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Building Council for review and ratification (Keen Engineering, 2002, pD-l). LEEDTM is a

building standard that aims to improve environmental and economic performance of commercial,

institutional and high-rise buildings using established and/or advanced industry principles,

practices, materials and standards (US Green Buildings Council, 2002). The BC version is based

on LEEDTM 2.0 but is translated to reflect BC and local references and standards (Keen

Engineering, 2002, p.D- 1 ).

Buildings are evaluated in a number of categories and awarded credits (totaling 69).

Based on the number of, credits received the building will be non-certifiable or designated

LEEDTM Certified, Silver, Gold or Platinum. The analysis is based on five quantitative categories

including sustainable sites, water efficiency, enorgy and afinosphere, materials and resources and

indoor environment quality (US Green Building Council, 2002). The environmental management

plans for SEFC address these five categories with some overlap. However, the criteria for indoor

environmental quality has not been specifically addressed thus far in the development of an ODP'

Presumably, SEFC will draw on the GVRD building materials research (Keen Engineering,2002,

D-1).

There are a numbgr of concerns that arise with application of LEEDTM to foster green

building practices in SEFC and Vancouver. The energy management report completed by

Compass Resource criticized the criteria for being prescriptive rather than performance based

(Compass Resource, 2002d). Performance based criteria allow gteater flexibility in the design and

implementation which contributes local solutions to ecological planning problems. The standards

for LEEDTM are static and require updated versions to keep up with quickly changing technolory.

The Green Building Council has tried to cleal with this shortcoming by including credits for

innovation and design processes. The assessment system does not prornote education or ways to

address changes in resident behavior. Green building schemes which rely on technological

improvønents do not always achieve the projected savings in electricþ and water because

resident education progfams have not been implemented (Altevers, 1999). LEEDTM is a self
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assessed progrÍrm where developers apply for certification. Technical assistance is provided by

the US Green Buildings Council for evaluation of the building but not for the design and

construction phases when advice is more likeþ needed. A single point is awarded for having an

accredited LEEDTM professional on staff which perpetuates the LEEDru trademark but does

little to transfer knowledge of green buildings to other individuals. In addition, it is not clear who

will be responsible for the on-going monitoring of the buildings and communication of results-

The LEEDTM assessment tool promotes linear thinking by segregating different criteria

into six themes. The relationships and integration of different building components are not

emphasized. A systøns approach would try to address the interaction between criteria. For

example, in \üaldquelle (see Case #7) it is forbidden to heat water with electricity. Appliances

that require hot watsr, such as dishwashers and washing machines, use solar heated water or heat

from the co-generation facility, thus reducing overall energy consumption' Water use is

considered from both a water efficiency and energy efficiency perspective. LEEDTM does not

facilitate innovative thinking about the interaction between the different criterion.

Urban Greening

The urban greening of Southeast False Creek will ørcompass a variety of forms including

gfeen roofs, green streets achieved through tree planting and landscaping, and reduction of sealed

surfaces. However, the most significant greening aspects will be the creation of a large waterfront

park and the development of an urban agriculture plan (City of Vancouvel, 2002a).

Twenty-six acres, located mainly in the western portion of the site, are identified for the

development of a large urban park. The park is intended to provide recreation opportunities to the

surrounding neighbourhoods, the rest of the cþ and region (City of Vancouver, Undated c, p2).

Features of the park include a waterfront wallavay for cyclists and pedestrians. Portions of the

shoreline will be restored to a natural state providing for increased ecosystem health and habitat

on the site. To further improve habitat conditions some areas will be forested and planted with a

variety of plant species.
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The Sheltair Group report, Visions, Tools and Targets, identifies the following targets for

open space in SEFC (City of Vancouver, 1999, p83):

r I range of habitats for at least 30 species of birds are provided in SEFC;
. 600/o of the open space in SEFC has significant habitat value;
. 25o/o of the roof area in SEFC is designed to carry plant life;

' 80% of the foreshore in SEFC has habitat value;
r No more than 54% of the overall site is covered in impervious material.

The tradition of industrial land use in SEFC has degraded the environmental

conditions on the site. The water in False Creek and the soils are polluted and require

remediation. Over the last ten years of relative inactivity in the are4 False Creek has managed to

slowly restore itself. Disruption of the contaminated soil during construction is a concern to city

staffi Restoration of False Creek and the natural habitat on-site will greatly irnprove the

Figure 4.7 Waterfuont Walkway joining
SEFC to the older South False Creek

Neighbourhood

environmental conditions and recreational

value of SEFC. Completing the reclaimation

of False Creek's waterfront in its entirety from

industry to public amenity. A second smaller

park will be located at the foot of Ontano

Street in the eastern portion of the

development.

In addition to the waterfront Park,

SEFC will be planned to incorporate an urban agriculture süategy into the ODP further

enhancing the greening on the site. An 'Urban Agriculture' study commissioned in August 2002

is one of the five consultant environrnental reports prepared for the City of Vancouver. This is

the first time that an urban agriculture strategy has been completed as part of the ODP process

for redevelopment and may serve as a demonstration for future developments (City of

Vancouver, 2002a p.1). A target of 12.5o/o of the produce consumed by SEFC residents to be

gfown on site was identified in the Sheltair Report (1997). Part of the consultant study will

consider the feasibility of this target.
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Community and rooftop gardens play a key role in closed-loop processes because they

help to integrate water management, waste management, energy reduction and urban greening

goals identified in the policy statement. For example, rooftop gardens reduce the amount of

impermeable surface area on site and have the capacity to retain rainwater to be re-used rather

than collected and piped to wastewater treaünsnt csntres, thus reducing the load on municipal

infrastructure (City of Vancouver, 2002a, p1). Food produced in community and rooftop gardens

can be consumed, thus reducing the ecological footprint of SEFC residents. Organic wastes

generated on-site can be composted and used as fertiliser in neighbourhood gardens. Energy and

emission reductions can also be achieved through a reduction of automobile trips required to

purchase produce. Also, rooftop gardens act as insulation reducing the amount of heat energy

lost through the building envelope. The consultant report will attempt to quantify the decreases

in stormwater, organic waste and energy use for heating and cooling (City of Vancouver, 2002a,

p.1).

The components of urban greening on the SEFC site include a lmge waterfront park,

green rooß and community gardens. Additional measures integrated into site design will also

contribute to the 'gfeenness' of the site. For example, streets will be lined with úees and natural

drainage will be explored as a water rnanagernent option. Public squares will have generous

landscaping similar to the older, South False Creek neighbourhood. These efforts will help to

provide rnban habitat for birds and other local species helping to meet the target of thirty bird

species in SEFC (City of Vancouver, 1999, p'83).

Energy

As part of the ODP development, the City of Vancouver commissioned a private anaþsis

of the energy options for Southeast False Creek. Compass Resources Management in association

with Holland Barrs Planning Group, Busby + Associates Architects, and Pottinger Gaherty

Environmental Consultants produced Towards Sustainable Energt Options for Southeast False

Creekin the spring of 2002. The report is comprised of four documents that analyse energy issues
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and options for SEFC. The findings do not provide much support for alternative energy systems

in SEFC based on an anaþsis of the energy industry in BC, the environmentaVclimactic

conditions in Vancouver, and the anticipated density of the development.

The dominant components of the energy industry in British Columbia are hydro-

electricity and natural gas (Compass Resource, 2002a p.9). Nearly 93% of BC energy is supplied

by BC Hydro, and most of that energy is produced by hydro-electic generation (Compass

Resources, 2002a, p.17).Existing hydro-electric facilities are among the cheapest and non-

polluting means to produce electricity (Corbett and Corbett,2000, p.89). It is very diffrcult for

altemative energies to compete in the BC mmket because of the structure of the market and the

perceived cleanness and affordability of hydro-electric snergy. Natural gas is the other main

sogrce of energy for buildings in Vancouver. In the near term, natural gas is a relatively low cost

energy source that can serve as an intermediate step in the conversion to alternative or renewable

sonrces in the future (Compass Resource Management,20024 p.l4). The known environmental

impacts of natural gas are land impacts associated \¡vith drilling and transmission, and impacts on

local air quatity and greenhouse gas emissions. In additiorU natural gas is a non-re'lrewable fossil

fuel with known global reserves expected to last only another 50 yems at today's rate of

consumption - 200 years if estimated sites undeveloped are added (Compass Resource, 20A2a,

p.13). The energy analysis also explored potential sources ofrenewable energies.

The report provided an analysis of six alternative means of powor production and

renewable energy use including solar energy, ocean current, tidal or \ilave energy, biomass

energy, heat pumps, and fiiel cells and micro-turbines. With the exception of solar energy and

heat pumps the alternatives were quickly dismissed because of high costs and/or tmfavourable

climatic or environmental conditions in Vancouver and SEFC (Compass Resource, 2002a)' *A

total of approximateþ 41 GV/.h of solar energy falls on this site each yem, roughly four times the

expected energy consumption of buildings within the site' (Compass Resource, 2002a p.28).

Only one half of the SEFC will be built up (over half is dedicated park space) and not all rooftops
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are suitable for solar collectors. The orientation of the site, shadowing, preservation of views and

competing uses (rooftop gardens) further reduce available surface areas. Furtherrnore, less than

12-160/o of incident solar energy can be converted into high-grade electricity with current

technologies. Application of PV panels in SEFC would result in a ten-fold increase in energy

costs ov91 cu¡¡ent practice (Compass Resowce, 2002q p.28). HoweveÍ, current technology for

the capture of low-grade heat for heating air or water is more cost-effective provided there is

adequate space for collectors. The more viable option identified for space heating requilements in

SEFC are ground or ocean-source heat pumps.

Heat source pumps can potentially reduce energy demand for space heating and cooling

by two-thirds to three-quarters (Compass Resource, 2002a p.35). High capital costs and

environmental limitations of the SEFC site provide obstacles to the installation of this technology.

Drilling and installation of vertical heat loops raise concern of further contamination across soil

horizons. Optimal conditions for heat pumps occur when there is a gfeater temperature

differential between the ground and air, and the perfonnance is highest when the source is water.

City staff does not support the use of ocean-source pumps because the impacts on False Creek are

unknown. The SEFC development provides an opportunity for the City of Vancouver to further

develop this technology as ground source heating has already been successfirþ implemented in

the Capers Building on West 4ft lGreen Buildings BC, 2002)'

The layout and density of the proposed developmelrt cause additional problems for

energy management on the site because the current urban design plans for SEFC conflict with the

optimal layout for an energy efficient site. The current plan is oriented to the north to maintain

views of False Creek and the North Shore Mountains. To maximise passive solar and preserve

opporturities for roof mounted solar collectors the plan should orient buildings to the south' The

Compass Resource report suggests that units should have lmge balconies on the southern façade

of the buildings (Compass Resource, 20OZb). The land surrounding the south of the site slopes

away from the Mount Pleasant Neighbourhood toward the water edge. The currsnt plan calls for
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tatler buildings to be located along the southern edge, particularly on the lands betweeri I't and 2nd

Avenue to maximise views from all new buildings. Shorter buildings would be located nearer to

the water edge. This layout creates problems with shadowing, reducing solar access for buildings

closer to the water. The consultant has proposed another layout solution with green fingers

penetrating into the built portion of the site. Taller buildings would be located on the water edge

shadowing False Creek but optimising solar access for all buildings on the site. The proposal is

under consideration but doesn't appear to fit well with Real Estate Deparünent's development

plan to maximise views and ensure a greater return on the City's investrnent.

Based on this analysis of the enerry issues and opportunities the consultant provided

eightlpotential energy strategies for the site (Compass Resource, 2002b):

1. Reduce embodied energy in buildings and infrastructure;
2. Increase energy efniciency of buildings;
3. Increase use of local, efficient, or renewable sources of energy;
4. Enhance energy managornent in the site;

5. Establish a micro-grid and pooled power backup solution;
6. Reduce energy use in management ofparks and opør space;

7. Reduce energy use for transportation; and

8. Acquire low-cost offsets to mitigate any residual impacts from energy use and supply for
the site.

It is beyond the scope of this case study to discuss each of the consultant strategies in detail,

however there are some important aspects which should be briefly touched on here. Strategy

Two, suggested a20o/o improvement over ASHRAE 90.1 (1999) as ari energy efficiency target for

building construction. The consultant feels that this standard is feasible and can be met without

major cost increases (Compass Resource,2002b, p.27).As discussed above, the suggested

renewable energies (Strategy Tlree) are gtound and ocean-source heat pumps, solar hot water and

PV cells, passive design and district heating. The consultant felt that the costs were too

prohibitive and that "it is not feasible for SEFC to be self-sufficient in overall energy supply in

the near future" (Compass Resource, 2002b, p.41). Strategy Four - enhancing energy

management, can be accomplished through tlnee methods: local storage technology, advanced

monitoring and control technology, and advanced metering systetns to enhance information and
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control. The consultant believes that Strategy Five, the establishment of a micro-grid and pooled

back-up, is "a very novel and potentially valuable energy strategy for the site" (Compass

Resource, 2002h, p.47). Çunent practice would require twenty to thirty onsite generators as

emergency back-up and separate wiring qystems for critical building services. The consultant

recommends development of a "co-ordinated and proactive plan" for a unique and cost-effective

pooled back-up solution that could in the fi.rture, offer on-site energy production options

(Cornpass Resource, 2002b, p.45). The final three strategies consider alternative embodied and

operating costs of park construction and operation, fansportation and suggest several low-cost

offsets to achieve a reduction in overall energy in the city of Vancouver (Compass Resource,

2002b).

The Southeast False Creek energy management plan does not suggest any ne\il direction

for alternative approaches to energy mariagement for large-scale residential projects. The report

states that "alternative and renewable sources of ørergy may not be sufficient or affordable for

meeting the entire needs of SEFC community as it goes to market in the next decade" (Compass

Resource, 2002ab p.14). Aside from ground-source heat pumps, the report focuses mainly on

energy reduction strategies such as enhanced energy management and reduced ernbodied energy.

Many of the consultant suggestions are not higtrly visible and do little to raise the profile of

energy systems. tt is doubtful if the lnternational Olympic Committee will be irnpressed by the

energy management efforts proposed for SEFC because Sydney (2000) utilised solar energy and

Lillehammer (1994) used ground-source heat in several buildings. The plan also fails to recognise

the importance of public education as a tool for changing consumer behaviour.

Closing the loops of energy production and consumption for Southeast False Creek

requires a more equal balance of energy production on site. The current market for energy in BC

dictates that hydro-electric is the most economical source and therefore renewable energies and

infrastructure are undesirable because of high up-front capital costs. The importance of inputs and

outputs were recognised in three of the consultant strategies. Avoidance of ptoducts with
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embodied energy reduces the overall input of energy into the development. High efficiency

standards ensure that the development does not lose heat energy through the building envelope,

also reducing the energy requirements for buildings. Small-scale on-site energy production, for

example PV cells and ground-source heat pumps, reduce the overall energy fooçrint of the

development. An ecosystems approach requkes that the performance of buildings, infrastructure

and technologies contribute to gteater sustainability at the neighbourhood level. Multiple aspects

of the individual strategies from the energy plan need to be integrated to provide the best

solutions for the SEFC neighbouihood.

Water

i 5 abundance of rain in the winter months and periods of drought in the srlrnmer ensure

that water management on the SEFC site is one of the key ecological concerns (Keen

Engineering,2002,p.B-6a). The hydrological cycle is a clósed loop, therefore wat€r managetnent

should reflect the natural cycles by capturing, using, üeating and releasing water in a

decentralised manner. In urban areas, such as SEFC, \ilater management should focus on

reduction of potable water use, supplemented where possible by captured rainwater, and then

treatment and release. Smaller decentralised systems based on infiltration of run-off and

biological treatment of wastewater have less of an impact on localised hydrological cycles and

maintain high quality water sources (Altevers, 1999)'

Tlte Southeast False Creek lVater and \laste Management Plan, completed in March

2002, was developed by Keen Engineering Co Ltd in association with Kerr Wood Liedel

Associates Ltd., Gartner Lee Ltd., Holland Bans Planning Group Inc., Busþ * Associates, and

Lees & Associates. The plan is based on three complimentary components: potable water,

sanitary treatment, and stormwater managernent. Three options are presented for each component

and evaluated, each offering a higher degree of conservation or water reuse for the site. The goal

of the management plan is "to determine the reductions in potable .rilater usage and site

impervious area that can be achieved practically and cost-effectively" (Keen Engineering,2002,
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p.B-l). The Policy Statement proposed the following targets: 100 Litres/capita/day and 54o/o

impervious surfaces, the consultants agreed that these targets are not difficult to meet and can be

improved upon.

Potable Water Use

The anticþated potable lilater use for SEFC is categorised into residential demand

(mainly indoor), industrial, commercial and institutional demand (ICD and outdoor demand

(irrigation). The rnajority of water consumed in SEFC will be residential water demand. For the

purpose of this report, a base case of 330 lites/capitalday was determined by averaging water

consumption in the newer Vancouver neighbourhoods (Coal Harbour, False Creek North, etc), in

olderiWest End aparfment buildings, and single family units in Vancouver (Keen Engineering,

2002; B-31). Three options to reduce residential water consumption in SEFC are presented in

table 4.1. The options discussed arq

, Option l: Curent Best Practices,
Option 2: Stormwater Harvesting, and

Option 3: Greywater Reuse.

The most promising and cost effective approach is to require efficient fixtures and

appliances in all units, as shown in Option I (Keen Engineering,2002, p.B-a9). Option 1 reduces

water consumption by as much as 50%o. Conventional toilets and clothes washers are the largest

consqmers in residences and have the greatest impact on water conseryation targets (Keen

Engineering,2002, B-16). Other recommendations to reduce consumption include practising

effrcient water management through leakage control, outdoor watering practices and metering.

Option I also depends on long-term research, monitoring and evaluation to ensure that water

conservation estimates are met.
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Water Usage
Options

Consenation Methods or
Guidelines

Water Usage
Litre/capita/day

Additional
Cost per unit
* annual
maintenance

Baseline:
Current City of
Vancouver Practices

City of Vancouver Plumbing
Code
No other conservation methods
used

I

330

Option 1:

Current Best
Practices

3&6 litre dual-flush toilets
53 lire/load clothes washers
5.7 Lknlr. shower head
3.8 L/min faucets
do not allow leaks to persist

Education flyers provided for
residents
Do not continually run water
when brushing teeth
Use cooking water (cooled)
and tea & coffee for irrigation
Xeriscaping to reduce irrigation
needs

t67 $1,000

Option 2:
Stormwater Reuse

, Same as Option 1, plus
r Harvest stormwater for toilet

flushing

t44 $2,400 unit
/ $4,800/yr
for 100 unit
building

Option 3:

Greywater Reuse

. Same as Option l, plus

' Recycle greywater for toilet-
flushing

137 $2,250 unit
/ $9,600/yr
for 100 unit
buildine

Table 4.1 Summary of Potable Water lJsage Options and Estimated Additional Costs

Source: Keen Engineering,2002, Section B

Options 2 and 3 yield only moderate improvements over the per capita water

consumption rates resulting from measures implemented for Option 1. Harvesting stormwater or

recycling greywater for toilet flushing can save a maximum of 36 litres/capita/day because toilets

use 3 or 6 Litres per flush. Water collected from rooftops for harvesting or from greywater

sources (water from bathroom sinks, bathtubs and showers) provide an excess of water for re-use

only in toilets. In addition storage, filtering and treatment, and construction of a dedicated piping

system are energy and space intensive operations reducing the ecological value of water

conservation.
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The bundle of measures in Option 1 is rnost efficient and cost effective option for

reduction of potable water use. Keen Engineering also recommends installation of smaller scale

pilot projects, such as composting toilets, rain barrels, greyrvater recycling, rainwater reuse and

green roofs, to promote sustainability that can be applied to other projects in the region.

Sanitarv Treatment Plant

The sanitary treaûnent component of the managernent plan deals with blackwater

generated by residential users. Blackwater is liquid-borne waste from plurnbing fixtures such as

toilets, kitchen sinks, dishwashers, clothes washers, floor drains, etc (Keen Engineering, 2002,

p.B-52). The options explored in the water management plan me:

Option l: New Sewage Treatnent Plant for SEFC,
Option 2: Stand-alone Plants for Individual Buildings, and
Option 3: Combine Sewage Treatment Facility with Composting Facility.

Option 1 proposes the construction of a new sewage treaûnent plant for SEFC. This type

of sewage treatrnent would be cost-effective only if no infrastructure existed or if the

infrastructure was at full capacity and could not be expanded economically. The capacity and

infrastructure is already in place and can be utilised (Keen Engineering,2002, p.B-55).

The economics do not favour stand-alone sewage treatnent when municþal piping and

fieatment systems are available, but a demonstation or research facility may be feasible. A stand-

alone plant has been proposed by the consultant for the elementary school, options include Solar

Aquatics or a Living Machine. The capital cost of the plant would be approúmateþ $500,000

and would require an additional $10,000 per year for operation (Keen Engineering,2002, p.B'

56). The discharge could be held in a water storage pond and used for irrigation in the sünmel

months.

The third option recognises the potential synergies betlveen sewage treatnent and

composting processes. A composting facility has been proposed for the site and the wastes could

be processed in one building with blackwater treatrnent above ground and the compost

underground (Keen Engineering,2002, B-57). This option is problematic because of the high
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density anticipated in SEFC, lack of deep-ocean outfall for wastewater, and expense of land,

construction and operating costs (Keen Engineering,2002, B-58).

Although not listed under the Sewage Treatnent options, the option preferred by Keen

Engineering for SEFC is a reduction of water and sewage flows to existing facilities rather than

deating with sewage treatnent on-site. The potential economic benefits associated with water

conservation include savings from deferred or reduced capital costs, and operation and

maintenance costs (Keen Engineering, 2002, p.B-59). Reducing water volume increases capacity

of existing facilities for water feafinent, transmission, purnping and distribution and se\ilage

conveyance and treatment. Sewage treaünent plants servicing Vancouver require upgrades,

costing residents an estimated 1.5 billion dollars. "Any reductions in demands attributable to

metering or water conservation would directly reduce these costs" (Keen Engineering, 2002, p'B'

60).

Ecological wastewater treatrnent in decentralised facilities, such as Living Machines or

Solar Aquatics, have not gained widespread acceptance in western countries. However,

dernonstlation projects such as Bioworks in Kotding, Denmark Ítre on the rise. The IBA

ecological guidelines also did not deal directly with wastewater, instead choosing regional scale

treatment as part of the River Emscher Reconstruction located in the city of Bottrop. Beyond

inclusion of a demonstration project the greatest gains in wastewater treatnent in SEFC will be

through the reduction of wastewater entering eústing city infrastructure.

Stormwater Management Ontions

The final component of the water management plan considers stormwater mariagement

options available for the SEFC. Stormwater management deals with all issues associated with the

impact of rain falling on the site (Keen Engineering,2002, p.B-63). The Sheltair report identified

only one target for stomlwater management, that "no more than 54% of the overall site is covered

in impervious material" (Clty of Vancouver, 1999, p.83). To help meet this target, Keen

Engineering (2002,p.863) defines two types of impervious areas: total and effective.
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Total Impervíous Areas tIA) - is the percentage of the basin covered by impenetrable, hard

sur/hces such as roof lops, roads, sidewallrs, driveways ond patios-

Elfectíve Impervíous Areas (EIA) - is the percentage of the basin that is directly connecled

tõ- ûte storm drain system. If runoff from an impenetrable surface is infiltrated into the

ground, or stored and used for another purpûse rather than running ofi the surface is

óonsidered to not be directly connected and its qrea can be subtacted from the TIA

colculation.

The SEFC target of 54% will be based on the effective impervious are4 rather than the total

impervious area. The EIA calculations do not include the land area associated with the waterfront

park because then the calculations would not be transferable to other Vancouver neighbowhoods.

To make the calculations applicable to other neighbourhoods 8.7 Ha have been included which

meet the minimum standard pmk area of 1.5 acres per 1,000 residents (Keen Engineering,2002,

p.B-70). The calculations are also based on a rainfall capture target of 35mm. The target is

determined by taking 50% of the 24-hour, Z-year rainfall amormt from a local Intensity'Duration-

Frequency curve (Keen Engineering, 2002, p. B-6a).

The stormwater management options proposed for the SEFC are:

B ase-line : Conventional Stormwater M anagement Servicing,

Option l: Best Management Practices and Low lmpact Development Initiatives,

Option 2: Stormwater Harvesting for Indoor Water Use, and

Option 3: Extensive LID Measures with Storage for Indoor Use'

Each option incrementally reduces the EIA, but also increases the life cycle cost of the plan. The

option are presented in the following table along with the estimated TIA and EIA calculations.

The baseline scenario is based on conventional practices with standard road widths, on-

sfeet parking on both sides of the street and gutter and curb drainage. The TIA for a traditional

type development is72o/o and the EIA is 620/o,the impervious area is almost the same because

very little water is permitted to infiltate into the soil. This type of developme,nt results in an

irnpervious area that is higher than the Sheltair performance target of 54o/o (City of Vancouver,

1999, p.83). In additiorU this scena¡io will require a treafnent facility to fieat on average 383,000

cubic meffes of stormwater run-off before it is discharged into False Creek (Keen Engineering,

2002,B.-74).
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Option 1 airns to irnplement a combination of Low Impact Development (LID) and Best

Management practices (BMP) to reduce the impervious area of the SEFC site. The main features

are reduced road widths and gleen roofs on 25o/o of thebuilding roofs. This option would require

a smaller treatment facitity because of lower runoff volumes; the volume would be reduced to

6,000 cubic metres. Option 1 would meet the Sheltair target of TI A 54o/o, the EIA would be 43o/o

(Keen Engineering, 2002, 8-76).

Option 2 aims to further reduce the impervious area and offer solutions to supplement

potable water with rainwater collected from rooftops. Rainwater from the rooftops is considered

to be the cleanest water available on site and can be reused in toilets without intensive treatrnent.

The estimated TIA is 5Io/o anct the EIA is 4!o/o, a mere 2%o improvement over Option 1. The

treatrnent facility will be the same capacity as Option 2 because it has roughly the same EIA. The

cost premium per suite would be approximately $2100 compared with $900 for Option 1'

Therefore, Option 2 is twice as expensive as option 1 for minimal improvements in EIA values'

Option 2 is also less desirable because it conflicts with performance tmgets to provide 25o/o Sreen

roofs and goals for urban agriculture.

Since the conclusion of the Keen Engineering study, a third option identified by City of

Vancouver staff has been added to the discussion of stormwater management. This option applies

extensive LID measures with on-site storage for indoor use and does not require construction of a

wetland facility. The estimated TIA is 7To/obut the EIA has been reduced to only 23%.

The results of Keen Engineering's analysis indicate that options 1 and 3 for stormwater

management are preferable. The second option does not meet the other perfolmance targets

identified for the site (green roofs and urban agricultt¡e) and has a high cost per writ of

approximately $2100. Depørding on the level of commifinent from city staff and Council for

ecological planning, the third option provides the most progressive solution. The third option

deals with all rainwater onsite and does not require a wetland facilþ, thus enabling the site to

simulate hydrological patterns on ær undisturbed natural site. The third option achieves nearly a
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Table 4.2 Stormwater Management Options for Southeast False Creek

Stormwater
Management

Consenation Methods or Guidelines Retention
Pond

Cost of
Retention
Pond

Cost per
unit
Estimate

Baseline:
Conventional
Stormwater
Management
Servicing

TIA:72o/o
LIA:620/o

I Standard development (std. road width,
parking both sides, roof leaders

connected to storm sewer)

underground parking on all lots
25o/o landscaped areas around buildings
capture 35mm rain
95o/o of waterfront park can capture

35mm rain
25Yo open space captures 35mm rain

3000 cubic metre detention pond for
freld

8,000
cubic
meües

Estimated
$1.5
million

$260

Option 1:

Best Management
Practices and Low
Impdct Development

TIA:54Yo
F,IA:43o/o

' underground parking
. reduction in road u/idth - parking on

only one side ofthe street
r gr€€n roofs on min. of 25%o of

buildings
. 75%o landscaped areas around buildings

capture 35mm rain
. 95Vo of waterfront park can capture

35mm rain

' 7,o/oopen space captures 35mm rain
. xeriscaping techniques for private

landscaping
. 3000 cubic metre detention pond for

field

6,000
cubic
meües

Estimated
$l million

$900

Option 2:
Stormwater
Harvesting for Indoor
Use

TIA:5lVo
ßlA:4lYo

¡

on membranes

same as OPtion 1 excePt for the

following points
50% of road runoffconveYed to
drainage swales
stormwater harvesting of rainfall from
all roofareas for use in toilets
no green roofs; rooftoPs are

constructed using conventional torch-
I

6,000
cubic
metres

Estimated
$1 million

s2100

Not
required

s1900Option 3:
Extensive LID
Measures with
Storage for lndoor
Use

TIA:72o/o
ßI-\:23o/o

. underground parking

. reduction in road width - parking on

only one side ofthe street
. l}}Yoofroad surfaces conveyed to

drainage swales
r green roofs on 90% ofbuildings

(growing medium 150mm dePth)
. l}}o/ooflandscaped areas around

buildings can capture 35mm rain
. l00Yo ofwaterfront park can capture

35mm rain
. l0}o/o ofopen spaces can capture 35

mm rain
. 6000 cubic metre detention pond for

fïeld

Not
required
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closed stormwater circuit by ensuring that little runoff enters the City wastewater infrastructurc

system.

\ilaste Management

The solid waste management plan for SEFC strives to reduce the total material volume to

reach landfills by diverting recyclable and compostable materials from the u'aste strearn.

Modifications of the Sheltair waste perforïnance targets provide a foundation for the development

of a 'Solid V/aste Management Plan'. The plan was complete{ in }day 2002, by Keen

Engineering in conjunction with the water management plan. The report explores opportunities

for the reduction of the three main waste sfteams: garbage, recyclables and compostables. The

three streams are frrrther separated into sectors for identification of the infrastructure and policy

support requirements. Throughout the report, promotion of waste separation, and education of

residents, employees and visitors has been emphasised as a key component in a successful waste

management strategy.

Tlhe revised solid waste management targets for SEFC are: (Keen Engineering,2002'p'C-17)

, The quantþ of municipal solid waste disposed (not including construction and

demolition waste) to be liO kglcapita/year with a moderate diversion rate scenario, 48

kg/capita/year iith an opti-* diversion rate scenario. (Reduced from 200

kg/capita/year)
. The amount ãf organic waste diverted from the SEFC waste steam to be 65

kglcapita/year with a moderate diversion rate scenario, 88 kg/capita/year with an

opti-"- âiversion rate scenario. (Reducedfrom 100% of organic waste)

' All leaves, yard waste and tree debris are to be managed within SEFC. Q'lo change)

' For all construction and demolition waste, the following specific targets are provided:

o Recycle 75o/o of construction waste,

o Recycle 90% of demolition waste from a concrete structufe,

o Recycle 70o/o of dentolition waste from a wood structure,

o Recycle 100% of the concrete generated during initial site developme'lrt'

The waste management plan addresses the three components of the waste stream garbage,

recyclables and compostables in the context of existing infrastructure and services in Vancouver'

Garbage is a regional service, waste materials are collected and transported to landfills, most are

located outside of the Lower Mainland. Recycling has a regional and international scale
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depending on the final destination of gathered materials. Some of Vancouver's waste material is

sold to markets in Asia and the United States (Keen Engineering, 2002, p.C-z).The Keen

Engineering solid waste strategy focuses on demand management and education as the main tools

to reduce the flows to landfills and increase the material diverted into recycling programs. Multi-

family households are each estimated to ganerate 668 kg of waste per year', 84o/o of this waste

represents recyclables (Keen Engineering,2002, p.C-12). In additioq SEFC will serve as a pilot

project for organised community composting, the most localised component of the waste

management plan.

Figure 4.8 Southeast False Creek Proposed Waste Flows and Diversion

Hazardous
0.007%

Garbage
36V"

Recycling
49o/o

Compost
t5%

The proposed strategl should
result in a 64% diversion rale

þr SEFC.

An optimal diversion rate þr
SEFC would be 88%.

Composting of organic waste material at the neighbourhood level enables SEFC to

reduce waste ouþut from the site. If material can be processed in a decentralised manner then

energy expended on transportation, processing, and the cost of land for landfills can be reduced.

Nearly 1/3 (by weight) of the waste stream in SEFC is compostable (Keen Engineering,2002,

p.C-25). The perfiormance target for composting is to divert 65-88 kg/capita/year from the waste

stream and to process the material on-site. Suitable technology for an on-site, neighbourhood-

scale compost unit for SEFC is the modular Aerobic Wright System. The approximate capital

cost of the system is 5398,000 combined with an annual operating cost of S57,000 not including

land and engineering costs (Keen Engineering, 2002, p.C-30). This system, if located on-site,
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would raise the profile of composing and eliminate transportation distances. Further, "by utilising

the compost on-site, organic waste composting has the potential to be a 'closed loop' recycling

system" (Keen Engineering, 2002, p.C-27)'

Local waste infrastructure requirønents for SEFC have been determined by sector, each

addressing the needs of garbage, recycling and composting systems. Five sectors have been

identified by Keen Engineering (2002, p.C-18) including community, multi-family residential,

industrial, commercial and institutional (ICI), construction and demolition, and open space and

pmks. SEFC offers the City an opportunity to implement waste management features into the

design, development and operation of the community providing a chance to monitor the results.

Examples from the plan include:

Residential units and businesses can be designed to accommodate separate bins for waste,

recycling and composting
Industriãs will be encouraged to work together to develop synergies through an eco-

industrial network (Keen Engineering, 2002).

Sustainability Centre which can provide a variety of innovative services including an

equipment 1ibrary, bottle depot, re-use-it store, barter board, education centre, etc (Keen

Engineering, 2002, p.C-37).

Integration of infrastructure for garbage, recycling and composing streams can facilitate

behavioural change in the day to day activity of SEFC residents, employees and visitors. The

report continuously calls for support in the form of promotion and education to be provided by

the city in co-operation with land developers and building owners'

Solid waste management planning is an important aspect of ecological planning, however

such efforts to divert waste süeams are 'end of the pipe' solutions. A more effective waste

management strategy "requires co-ordination among all players in the supply chain, in order to

ensure that materials are designed, packaged, transported and assembled in a manner that

minimises material use and that facilitates reuse and recycling" (Sheltair Group, 2001, p.30). The

waste management system in Germany requires that producers of materials and packaging are

responsible for entire life-cycle of their products. Until waste producers take responsibility for

¡
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their products, education and promotion of consumers is the most effective rüaste management

strategy available for SEFC. The following section on transportation is the last issue to be

discussed under the heading of Ecological Aspects.

Transportation

To ensure a liveable and environmentally sustainable neighbourhood the transportation

and circulation systems for SEFC will focus primarily on pedesfian and bicycle paths, and transit

linkages (City of Vancouver, 1999, p49). The SEFC Policy Statement identifies three key policy

areas to be considerecl during the development of the ODP. The three areas are 1. pedestrian

access and the waterfront walkway-bikeway, 2. transportation and streets, and 3. parking and

loading. To assist in the development of the ODP, the City of Vancouver has requested a

'Transportation Study þr the Sustainable Development Community to be Located on the

Southeast Shores of False Creek'from a private consultant. As of August2002 only the terms of

reference have been released to the public and the anticipated completion date is October 2002.

Completion of the pedestrian and cyclist access to the False Creek segment of

Vancouver's waterfront has been a priority of the City since the early 1970's (City of Vancouver,

1999, p50). The City aims to increase the convenience of pedestrians and cyclists to minimise

automobile dependency and increase liveability. Linkages to the surrounding neighbourhoods and

the Cambie Street Bridge will be explored to facilitate envi¡onrnentally füendly transportation

modes. A major focus of the transportation consultant report will address how pedesüians and

cyclists can be accommodated on the street network in SEFC. Some discussion has been

Figure 4.9
Proposed
Streetcar Line
along I't
Avenue
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generated around the possibility of 1o Ave being primarily designated to accommodate the

süeetcar, cyclists and pedestians (City of Vancouva,2002b,p.7).

The remaining two areas identified in the Policy Statønent, 'Transportation and Streets'

and 'Parking and Loading', will be addressed in detail in the consultant report. Only general

objectives and anticipated issues regarding pmking and loading have been generated thus far.

Parking issues and objectives include the provision of minimal parking spaces, design of parking

to contribute to liveability while maintaining a practical level of service and to promote flexibility

and adaptabihty in parking structures to allow for change in use over time (City of Vancouver,

1999, p.57). The policies regarding transportation and streets should make up the bulk of the

consultant report. The consultant is expected to conduct research into two phases. The fust phase

considers 2021 base case scenario and the downtown streetcar, and the second phase considers

sustainability measures.

The '2021 base case scenario' described next considers the effects of traffic gro\¡rth on

the SEFC development, and anticþates the expected number of trips when build-out is complete.

This analysis also considers alternative modes when calculating anticipated automobile usage.

The consultant has been instructed to determine the internal transportation infrastructure

requirements including street characteristics, public transportation location and frequency of

service. The final component of phase one is an analysis of the streetcar as "another atfactive

alternative mode in a multi-level üansportation system" (Cþ of Vancouver, 2002b, p.7). By

202I, theproposed streetcm will link SEFC to Granville Island, Science World, Concord Pacifìc,

ChinatowU Gastown and the Waterfront Station. ln the meantime, bus service will be used to

increase ridership on these routes. The analysis of the streetcar scenario will also include a variety

of conceptual designs, plans and cross-sections of how the süeetca¡ will be accommodated on the

sÍeet. The proposed sffeet network is based on the existing gfid and has block dimensions

typically found in Vancouver (260x450ft). *Extending this pattern into the SEFC site would

allow for legibility, clear access, and diverse development parcelizations, and would help fuse the
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new SEFC neighbourhood with the form and character of surounding areas" (City of Vancouver,

2002b, appendix C p.23).

Alternative transportation modes will be addressed in phase two of the Consultant report -

Sustainability Measures. The stated goal of the Policy Statement is to develop SEFC as a model

for sustainable development. As part of this commiûnent, a wide range of sustainable

transportation options must be considered to provide futwe residents with a range of modes of

travel. The objectives of the second phase are to (City of Vancouver,2002b, p.28):

. Challenge existing standards to support decision making SEFC a sustainable community,

' Explore-a varietyìf potential best practices and regional and site specific transportation

demand management (TDM) measures,
. Undertake a conceptual design and cost estimate of widening the west sidewalk of the

Cambie Bridge foi pedestrians and cyclists and identify possible route connections to

SEFC,
. Revise the 2021base case scenario to reflect the anticipated mode split shifts expected

from adopting a recommended package of sustainable measures for SEFC.

Research will be conducted on a variety of best practice examples of sustainable

üansportation and analysed for possible application to the SEFC site. The City has identified the

following measufes or pfograms for further study (City of Vancouver, 2002b, p8):

. Regional üavel demand management (TDM) measures such as tolls, parking charges, and

fuel taxes,

' Local TDM measures such as parking demand management,
. Carpooling/ridesharing and car cooperatives/cm sharing proglfims,
. Incentives for residents to use more environmentally efficient modes,
, Feasibility of a "community" or "shuttle" bus servioe to transit stop locations,
. Improving education and awareness of sustainable transportation,
. Prómoting advanced technologies that €ficourage non-automobile modes'

To reduce automobile dependence importance the study will exploring alternative modes of

hansport including a private passenger ferry service and the downtown süeetcar' Each measure or

program will be reviewed in terms of the respective and cumulative impact on the anticipated

modal split (City of Vancouver, 2002b, p.8).

The Sheltair performance targets related to the transportation study include (City of

Vancouver, 1999, p.82):
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. l00o/o of dwelling units are located within 350m of basic shopping needs and personal

services.
r { minimum of 600/o of street area in SEFC is dedicated to walking, cycling and transit

uses.
. 100% of residential units in SEFC are located within 350m of transit service'
. Residents of SEFC travel no more than 3,392 kn per year for daily shopping and

commuting.

' No mo.e than 1,498 kg per year of carbon dioxide are emitted from ffansportation related

activrty in SEFC.

Each of the other four environmental managernent plans, Water and Waste, Urban Agriculture

and Energy address the feasibility of the performance targets. In the case of the transportation

management plan, the Sheltair Group targets and recommendations have not been identified for

firrther research.

If SEFC is to be an exemplary sustainable development planning model then the

philosophy related to the auto must shift from primary to secondary or tertiary importance. In

Münster, plaruring for bicycle lanes and co-ordinating alternative transportation modes is more

important than the automobile (see Case 5). Two of the main focuses of the fransportation study

commissioned by the City of Vancouver are to anticipate trips generated and travel demand

management options. Instead the study should focus more on transportation alternatives such as

bicycle lanes, a new downtown streetcar and passenger ferry service and explore ways to

integrate with existing services (Sþfain and Translink). The Münster case provides an example

of communication efforts by the City to help residents understand their travel options. This could

be applied specifically to the SEFC site but may be more economically feasible on a city wide

scale, as seen in Münster.

Transportation is the final section of this discussion of Ecological Aspects for Southeast

False Creek. The following section addresses the Social Aspects of the development plan

including social housing, coÍlmercial space and community facilities'
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4. Social AsPects

Social Eousing

The City of Vancouver has developed specific guidelines for household and income mix

in Southeast False Creek. "A minimum of 35o/o of the total units on the land norttr of 1" Ave

should be suitable for families with children' (City of Vancouver, 1999, p.13). Twenty percent of

the units developed should be non-market. Of those, 2/3 should be suitable for families with

children and the remaining 1/3 should be available to low - and moderate - income singles,

seniors and persons with special needs. The remaining non-social housing units will be rental

housing and joint development initiatives (Sustainability Working Group, 2001)'

If the Whistler/Vancouver 2010 Olympic Bid is successful then the athlete housing is

proposed to be located within the SEFC development. The location of the Athlete's Village and

related facilities will be west of Manitoba Ave, between 1" and o Ave on city orvned lands. This

allows a conversion of athlete rooms to social housing. The Olympic Village will require 550,000

square feet of built athlete's housing and the Real Estate Division of the City of Vancouver plans

to retain 340,000 square feet for social housing after the games (Sustainability Working Group,

2001). Alternatively, some of the social housing numbers will be reduced and an additional

building will be constructed in the eastern portion of the site, creating more integration of income

levels throughout the communitY.

Commercial Space ând Community Facilities

Southeast False Creek is conceived as a mixed-use community that will encourage

shopping, working, and socialising in close proximity to residential uses. It is envisioned that

70,000 square feet of commercial and office space will be located on the city owned lands north

of ls Ave between Quebec and Carnbie Sûeets (Sustainability Working Group, 2001)' Outcomes

from the Design Chanette suggest that I't Ave will be the main shopping street providing another
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130,000 square feet of retail, with Manitoba Ave serving as the central focus of the

neighbourhood (Crofton, 1998, P.6).
Figure 4.10 Historic Domtar

Community amenities planned for SEFC include Salt Building

childcare, office space, shopping, demonstration garden

facilities, public art, heritage conservation of the Domtar

Satt Building, ar¡fl possibly an elementary school and

comrnunity centre (City of Vancouver, Undated b, p.2).

Promise of the Whistler/Vancouver 2010 Winter

Olyrnpics enables city staff to plari for additional

community facilities such as a community centre and

elementary school to be paid for with monies contributed by the Provincial and Federal

Government (Sustainability Working Group, 2001). The City also hopes to capitalise on the

Olympic Games to push the agenda of demonsfiation projects in SEFC.

Land use pressure at Southeast False Creek related to high land value and proximity to

downtown, require that community facilities be designed to accommodate a number of different

uses. Planning staff are exploring options for a combined elementary school and comrnunity

centre, similar to the school in Gelsenkirchen-Bismark (case study 6). Adaptive reuse of the

historic Domtar Salt Building provides additional opportunity for integrated uses. Suggested uses

for the building include the community cenüe, Eco Trust Canada would like to develop a

prototype offrce, an information centre for the Olympic Bid and/or an information cenfre for the

Stewardship Group (Sustainability Working Group, 2001). The design and frrnction of an

information centre is still in the discussion phases and will be developed further as the ODP

process continues.
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5. Planning/Design Process

The planning and design processes for a sustainable urban neighbourhood in Southeast

False Creek have been underway for the last decade. During this time work has been completed

on the concepts of sustainability and their adaptation to the SEFC site, including preliminary site

planning and urban design principles. Community involvement in the planning process has been

primarily in the form of a citizen advisory body and a number of public forums. The next phases

of the process include the development of the Ofücial Development Plan (ODP) scheduled for

winter 2002 and implementation tools to facilitate ecological infrastructure and building design.

The designation of SEFC as the Athlete's Village, if the Vancouver 2010 Bid is successful, may

l

have implications to the planning process but is not to alter the aim of sustainable neighbourhood

development as defined in the Policy Statement (1999)'

Planning Policy and Urban Design

The City of Vancouver, in recognizing the need to provide a leadership role in protecting

the environmental quality of the regior¡ aims to develop comprehensive policies to guide

developrnent of a sustainable neighbourhood on the SEFC lands. As SEFC is the first major

development to adhere to the princþals of sustainability, considerable background work has been

required. The Sheltair Group completed a report titled Visions, Tools and Targets:

Environmentally Sustainable Development Guidelines for Southeast False Creek in 1998. The

report defined performance tmgets related to solid waste, transportation and accessibility, ensrgy,

air emissions, soil, water, open space, and buildings. The document also provided a

comprehensive foundation for the development of successive planning initiatives. Following the

Sheltair report, the City published the Southeast False Creek Policy Statement which outlined the

general planning principles to guide future development of the site (City of Vancouver, t999,

p.5). This policy statement differs from previous statements because it addresses ecological,

social and economic aspects of neighbourhood in a more comprehensive manner. In 200112002
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consultarit teams have been retained to further investigate water and waste management, enelgy

rnanagement, fransportatiorL soil remediation, and urban agriculture, for application to the SEFC

site. The performance targets identified in the Sheltair report provided a starting point for

evaluation of obtainable environmental goals for the site. These studies will also be used to form

the basis of the ODP to be released for public consultation in Novernber 2002 (Sustainability

V/orking Group, 2001).

Concurrent with policy developrnent, urban design principles and exploration of urban

structure options have been developed for both the city and privately owned lands (between ls

and 2nd Ave). The City hosted a Design Cha:rette in October 1998 which helped to conceptualise

a variety of development options for the site and to test the assumptions of the Policy Statement

and the Sheltair performance targets without compromising the development progrrlm (CMHC,

200I, p. 2). Ten urban design principles and an urban design pattern book have also been

developed to ensure a high quality liveable environment for future residents (City of Vancouver,

Undated c). In the spring of 2002 planning and design focus has shifted to the privately owned

lands between ls and 2ñ Ave, to be redeveloped prior to the City owned lands. A number of

private land owners have come forward and are eager to redevelop as quickly as possible. Urban

design discussion for the private lands has focused on the maximum height and density (Floor

Space Ratio - FSR) allowable in a Mixed-use/Residential Zone. Maximum height limitations are

important for the preservation of ørergy options including solar panels and passive design on the

public owned SEFC lands. The urban design principles will be continually readjusted as planning

progresses.

Community Involvement

Public pmticipation in the planning process was initiated by the City in 1997, the City

hosted public meetings with the surrounding commurities, business o\ilners and those interested

in the redevelopment of the site. A citizen advisory group was formed to represent a range of

interests in the discussion and development of the SEFC Policy Statement (City of Vancouver,
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1999). In 2001, the advisory group was reformulated as the SEFC Stewardship Group, to provide

ongoing guidance for the development of the ODP. Their purpose is to advise ståff in securing

and maintaining the vision as set out in the SEFC Policy Statement for a sustainable r¡rban

neighbourhood and major neighbourhood park (Sustainability Working Group, 2001b). In

addition to the SEFC Stewardship Group, public meetings, open houses and workshops have beur

held at various stages including a formal review of the Policy Statement (City of Vancouver,

1999, p.6). However, formal public involvement has been limited since the presentation of the

Policy Statement. The City will once again seek out community opinion in a public hearing

scheduled for September 10, 2002. The hearing will consider the rezoning of the False Creek

South lands in accordance with the policies of the ODP for the private lands in SEFC.

Implementation Tools

Application of ecological planning principles to the building design and construction of

SEFC will be achieved through irnplementation tools. As of August 2002, three tools have been

identified: LEEDTM, densrty bonusing strategies, and development cost levy (DCL). LEEDru (see

Green Buildings) is a green building assessment method. It is likely that all new public and

private buildings on the city-owned lands must attain LEEDru Certified or LEEDru Silver (City

of Vancouver, Undæed a). Reliance on an outside evaluation method reduces the workload for

city staff while enabling high quahty environmental performance in the SEFC buildings. Other

implernentæion tools will be established as the planning of the city-owned land progresses.

LEEDTM standards will not be applied to the privately owned lands located berween lo and 2nd

Ave.

Rezoning for the privately owned lands located betrveen l"t and 2nd Ave and Main and

Wylie Süeets is currently underway. The land is zoned M-2 industrial but was designated as a'let

go' area in 1990 (Mikkelsen, 2002, p.3). City stafq in consultation with property owners, would

like to create a Mixed-use/Residential Zone (FC-Z), rather than deal with individual CD-l

rezoning applications. The heights, densities, tbrm of development and urban design guidelines
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are being developed and the public hearing is set for September 10,2002 (Mikkelsen, 2002, p.9).

'I\e Draft FC-2 Zoning District Schedule aims to ensure that buildings be designed to reduce

environmental impact and be as efficient as possible in their operation. The City seeks to

encourage sustainability principles through Density Bonusing. The maximum Floor Space Ratio

(FSR) for buildings in SEFC is 1.0 with possible bonuses up to 3.5 FSR for additional measures

including mixed-use developments and high performance buildings (Mikkelsen, 2002, p.25).

High performance measures have been adopted from LEEDTM and can be monitored by city staff

through the application process. Rewarding developers with additional floor space offsets the

anticipated costs of the green building measures. The city hopes this initiative will act as a

catalyst for development in SEFC and help to oase into ñrll requirement of LEEDru for the public

lands.

The use of Development Cost Levies (DCLs) and Community Amenity Contributions

(CACs) are cofirmon practice in the City of Vancouver. The charges are used to recover the costs

cf infrastructure and arnenities such as parks, community centres, social housing, shoreline

pedestrian/bicycle systerr¡ etg for new developments or projects that require rezoning (Coriolis

Consulting, 2002, p.3). The city-wide DCL rate is currently set at $2.50 per square foot and a

CAC rate for standard rezonings of $3.00 per square foot. Examples from other redevelopment

areas include: Arbutus Neighbourhood - DCL of $4.00 per square foot, and the North side of

False Creek and Coal Harbour - CACs totaling 52.42 to $3.86 per square foot (Coriolis

Consulting, 2002, p.l4). The development levies assigned to the redevelopment of the private

lands (False Creek South) will be in line with other new neighbourhood developme,nts in the City.

However, a portion of the funds generated rnay be used to finance or supplement ecological

demonstation projects in SEFC (city owned lands).

Olympic Bid

Southeast False Creek has been identified as a potential location for the Athlete's Village

if the Vancouver 2010 Olympic bid is successful. The City believes that a successful bid does not
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alter the aim of sustainable community development but instead presents additional oppornrnities

to explore demonsûation projects (Sustainability Working Group, 2001). At this time it is

difficult to estimate the impact the Olympics will have on the SEFC plarming process, as the City

airns to start construction by 2007 (Sustainability Working Group, 2001). ln August 2002 the

Whistler/Vancouver Bid was short-listed along with three other applicants to submit a Final Bid

Book to the International Olympic Committee by May 2003. The final selection will be made in

July 2003 (Rogers, 2002,p.2).

6. Urban Ecosystems Concepts

The basic premise for urban ecosystems advocates adoption of smaller scale,

decenüalised urban systems. The preferred option for urban systems should be within buildings

or the building site, if that is not possible then the neighbourhood or regional scale should be

explored (Sheltair Group, 2001). Some ecological aspects of urban systems should be

implemented at all scales including building, site, neighbourhood and region. Examples from

each scale can be identified for the developmørt of a new sustainable neighbourhood at SEFC.

The SEFC developme,lrt presents an opportunity to model closed-loop systems at the

building or site scale for rainwater, and potential for energy and wastewater (blackwater) systems.

For example, Keen Engineering has suggested that the building parcel is the most appropriate

scale for dealing with rainwater. If individual buildings and the surrounding landscaping were

able to absorb rainfall and run-off the need for municipal stormwater infrastructure would be

reduced or eliminated. Urban greening and preservation of trees complement this initiative as

well as provide habitat and shade in summer months. Energy and wastewater (blackwater)

feaûnent could also be provided at the building scale though implementation of, among other

technologies, solar panels and composting toilets. The anticþated density and up'front costs of

these technologies make these approaches undesirable at this time, but would enable the buildings

to fi¡nction as smaller, decentralised cycles.
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The consultant reports have identified the neighbourhood scale as the most appropriate

level to address organic \ilaste, stormwater management and local enefgy production. Organic

waste can be collected and processed at the neighbourhood scale with the treated material being

used as fertiliser. Organic matter can be teated as a closed-loop if produce is grown on site

through an urban agriculture scheme. Where it is not feasible to manage run-off at the building

scale, the next option would be at the neighbourhood level. Retention ponds or treatment facilities

can be constructed to service multþle buildings creating economies of scale. If expensive

treaÍnents are required then larger systems are generally preferred. Energy production options

such as co-generation, district heating or pooling back-up systems (see Energy section) are

examples of neighbourhood scale cycles. Although not as desirable as site specific solutions,

neighbourhood scale options can conÍibute to reduction of the ecological fooçrint by relying less

on distant land for absorbing the inputs and ouçuts of urban living.

The city and regional scale is seen to be the only economically feasible level for solid

waste, \ilastewater, and energy production. The solid waste infrastructure for the Greater

Vancouver Regional Disüict deals with recyclables and waste processing. Materials ate gathered

and then transferred to landfills and recycling agencies. It would be difficult to improve on these

services at the building or site level. Wastewater infrastructure, another regional service, may not

be feasible at the local level because of up-front costs and land requirements. A wastewater

üeatrnent plant for a single building may be possible for the purpose of a demonstation project

but the anticþated density of SEFC prohibits the construction of a wastewater facilþ on the site.

The eústing structue of the energy industry does not encourage alternative enerry sources or

small-scale operations. Until the structure of the industry changes or adapts (as in Germany)

alternative energies will not be feasible for high-density urban developments. Therefore the

regional, or provincial scale is the only option at üris time'

Some aspects of ecological plaruring should be incorporated at each scale. Urban

gleening and open spaces can be integrated into the building, site and neighbourhood design. For
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example buildings located within SEFC witl likely have green roofs and ample green spaces

between buildings and streets to absorb rainwater. Parks, street trees and boulevards will provide

additional greøring to the neighbourhood and the large waterfront park will service the region.

Transportation must also be considered at all levels. Facilities, such as bike racks must be located

in each individual building, bike lanes must be provided throughout the neighbourhood, and those

services must be integrated into the city wide bike system.

Urban ecosystems require a shift in the way cities are planned in order to incorporate

smaller, decenfralised cycles that reduce the impact from urban living. Stomlwater management,

organic waste composting, and solar energy are examples of cycles that could be implemented in

the new SEFC development. Other cycles such as solid waste and transportation are more

dependant on regional infrastructure, outputs can be reduced to mitigate the negative impacts'

Attempts should be made in new urban neighbourhoods to reduce the ecological fooþrint by

planning for complete cycles at the building, site or neighbourhood scale.

7. Outcomes and Conclusions

The City of Vancouver aims to develop SEFC as a sustainable development that balances the

three spheres of sustainability (ecology, society, and economy). The inte,lrtion of the City of

Vancouver is to develop SEFC as a demonstration of ecological princþles that will be applicable

to other new developments, and therefore large subsidies for photovoltaic cells or on-site sewage

treaûxent plants are not desirable. The need for economic viability has impacted the selection of

ecological features for the site in preference of options with low up-front costs and proven

impact, for example low-flow fixtures are the preferred method to reduce potable water

consumption.

Perhaps the most signiñcant outcome of the SEFC redevelopment project will be the

promotion of sustainable development and ecological projects within the Greater Vancouver

Regional District. The knowledge gained by the City of Vancouver will also be applied to a
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ploposed redevelopment project on the former Weyerhaeuser lands (East Fraserlands) located on

the north shore of the Fraser River. The Weyerhaeuser Company has approached the City of

Vancouver to seek their assistance in developing a green neighbourhood. The East Fraserlands

project will enable the City of Vancouver to ftrther develop ecological planning principles frst

explored in SEFC rvithout the preszure of a high profile waterfront location and competing

interests.

4.3 Conclusion

Southeast False Creek urban neighbourhood in Vancouver is to be planned according to

the principles of sustainable developme,nt (City of Vancouver, 1999). For the fnst time, the City

of Vancouver has completed environmental management plans in the areas of energy,

transportatiorL urban agriculture, water and waste that will be incorporated into the Official

Development Plan (ODP). The most promising ecological features identified during the

preliminary planning process are the rainwater management plan (Option 3), the potential use of

ground source heating, energy and water efficient building desigrq rooftop gardens supporting

grban agriculture, and large urban park. The planning process has been underway since 1994 and

ground breaking is not anticipated until 2007. Momentum could still turn away from

'sustainability' in favour of other competing interests coming from Parks and the Real Estate

Departrnents.

Specific implementation strategies as addressed in the German case studies (Political

Programs, Local Agenda2l, and Innovative Projects) are not considered explicitly in the SEFC

case. However, similar factors encouraging implementation are present in Vancouver. Ovsr the

last tbree terms the Vancouvsr City Council has supported SEFC. Political support from Council

has resulted in additional funding to conduct environmental consultant studies and a longer

timeframe to complete preliminary planning. Council and planning staffhave promoted LEEDTM
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as a tool for encouraging and evaluating green buildings. Political support in the form of subsidies

ancl grants, as seen in the Ruhr, is not expected to be available for green buildings in the City of

Vancouvsr

Local Agenda 2l has not received much interest from British Columbian or other

Canadian cities, and was not mentioned as a strategy for promoting ecological planning in SEFC.

Factors for ørcouraging innovation in Vancouver are the developmerit of green building

standards implemented though LEEDTM, the incorporation of environmental plans into OPD

processes, previous experience with medium and high density urban form, efforts of the planning

and engineering deparfnents to rernove regulatory boundaries and the Olympic bid' The planning

and engineering departrnent are working together to remove obstacles, allowing for greener

infrastructure. Road widths, bike lanes, storrrwater infrasfucture, solar access and building

heights are some of the standards under review. LEEDTM standards are being applied to the

privately owned lands be¡¡veen l*t arid 2nd Ave by rewarding developers through density bonusing

strategies. Construction on the City owned lands will strive to meet LEEDTM Silver designation.

The City hopes that SEFC will demonstrate that gfeen buildings can be constructed under normal

market conditions, encouraging green building on a larger regional scale. Official Development

planning and urban design of new neighbourhoods in Vancouver draw on previous experiørce

from other high and medium density neighbourhoods. It is therefore expected that future

neighbourhoods will draw on knowledge gained during the SEFC process. Finally, the Olympic

Bid provides an additional factor for innovation. If Vancouver is successfirl, SEFC will require

additional amenities including, for example, a media centre and athlete housing. Any additional

amenities, demonstration projects or ecological technologies will be funded through a joint

initiative with the Provincial and Federal Government.

Numerous factors can be identified that work against innovation in SEFC. The need to

ensure return on investment is thought to require high-density towers to mærimise views and may

detract from principles of sustainabilitv. Lack of subsidies and expert advice do not encorrage
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innovation and may result in conservative performance targets. However, as tBA Emscher Park

has showr¡ ecological progress can be achieved through applicæion of tried and tested

technology.

The final chapter of this research project draws on the experience of ecological planning

in the Ruhr with the SEFC development. Analysis of the Ruhr case studies result in a number of

key findings that can provide a basis for reflection upon the ecological planning process

underway in Vancouver's SEFC.
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Chapter 5. Application of Lessons Learned from the Ruhr Region to

Southeast False Creek

5.1 Key Findings

The analysis portion of this research aims to identify key findings in the implementation,

planning and design, and planning for urban ecosystems of the Ruhr cases. The key findings are

then explored \Ã¡itlìin the context of SEFC and where appropriate, recommendations based on the

findings are applied to ecological planning in Vancouver.

The German case studies clearly differ in their contribution to planning for ecosystems.

None of the projects explicitly state the goal of creating an urban ecosysterq however a number

of ecological elements incorporated into the projects can be identified as contributing to the

theory and practice of ecosystems planning. The seven case selections include a diversity of

demonstration projects including a solar settleme,nt, commercial project, transportation network,

school þublic building), and residential settlement. These projects are not comparable with one

another or with SEFC, and neither can the political programs and LA 2l process be compared. It

is not the aim of the analysis to compare and evaluate the case studiss. The aim of this study is to

identify and report on informative cases that support ecological planning in the Ruhr and

potentially provide inspiration and guidance to planners, architects and developers in Vancouver.

Regardless, a number of key findings can be drawn from the experiences of planners in the Ruhr

and are identified to provide recommendations forplanning in Vancouver.

The following sections address findings related to implementation stategies, planning

and design processes, and plarming for urban ecosystems. Each finding is supported by examples

from the seven German case studies then discussed in relation to the Vancouver experience and

finally, where appropriate, recommendations for application to SEFC are suggested.
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5.2 Findings Related to Implementation Strategies

Three of the German examples (IBA Emscher Park, Solarsiedlung and Gelsenkirchen LA

21) focus on implernentation strategies as a framework to guide the development of multiple

projects, the remaining four exarnples focus on individual site-specific outcomes. The Vancouver

case is a combination of policy work and site-specific projects. The City of Vancouver is working

to develop a framework that will guide firture sustainable developments in the region while

ensuring a successful and financially viable project at SEFC. Five key findings from the German

experiences and recommendations for SEFC me provided in the following sections.

Potítícat support removes obstøcles. The experiences of IBA, the Solmsiedlung and Münster

Bicycle infrastructure can be compared to the planning and implementation efforts of Waldquelle

Eco-village and to some extent Gelsenkirchen LA 21. Waldquelle did not receive any political

support during its development, and its success was dependent on efforts by the planner and

architect to find loopholes in existing policies. LA 2l in Gelsenkirchen and the Hamm Öko-

Zentrum have only limited ongoing political support and many of their efforts are guided by the

need to maintain and further the power and flrnding they have. IBA was successful partially

because of its strong political backing at the Lönder level, which exempted the process from

annual budget evaluations and questions about effectiveness until the program had run its course.

Both the Solarsiedlung program and Münster bicycle proglam have strong political support

enabling the programs to proceed with few or no obstacles.

The SEFC project in Vancouver was initiated by City Council and as a result political

backing has been present throughout the planning process. Some city deparbnents, planning and

engineering, are working together under the direction of Council removing obstacles such as

minimum road widths and traditional drainage requirerrents. At the same time difficulties

between other city deparÍnents have arisen making progress slow and complicated. Council has
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also been supportive during an extended planning process through three terms and has allowed

additional firnding for consultant studies.

Recommend ations/Observations

The German cases particularly the political implementation programs (Case 1 - IBA and

Case 2 - Solarsiedlung) were initiated by the Ltinder rather than the municipal government.

Political support for SEFC comes from the mmicipal level. Different political structures of

German and Canadian land use policies limit direct comparisons, however the resemch findings

suggest that an increased prosence of the provincial government and regional district in ecological

planning initiatives could produce positive results particularly in meas of research and funding

opportunities.

Fundíng ís a major íncentíve for ecological buílding. Programs of the IBA and

Solarsiedlung do not provide funding directly but do provide preferential access to existing funds.

The German governmenr supports the development of environmentally friendly technologies.

Municipalities and developers have access to a variety of subsidy prog[ams helping to reduce the

financial risk of ecological construction methods, or relativeþ untested technologies on private

developers. The residents of Waldquelle Eco-village were forced to obtain a loan to begin

construction and as a result were under financial strain and risk. Funding can help overcome

barriers of risk associated with breaking from the status quo.

Funding for ecological projects in Canada and British Columbia is not available to the

same extent as in the Ruhr. Vancouver City staff are working within normal development

parameters using strategies such as density bonusing to offset additional costs borne by the

developers. Some sources of ñ¡nding are available but amounts are limited. For example the

Federation of Canadian Municipalities supports two firnds: the Municipal Green Enabling Fund

and the Green Municipal Investnent Fund. The enabling firnd provides up to S100,000 to cover

one hatf of the cost of feasibility studies for innovative environmental projects and the invesÍnent
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fund supplies loans, loan guarantees and grants to subsidise capital costs for implementing

municipal projects (FCM, 2002). Another substantial but exceptional source could become

available for sustainable projects if Vancouver wins the bid to host the 2010 Olympic Games.

Recommendations/Observations

Aside from lobbying the Federal and Provincial government for additional funds for

ecological building and infrastructure, the City of Vancouver is limited to utilising eústing tools.

Development levies have worked well as a strategy to provide amenities in Vancouver

neighbourhoods, such as the Roundhouse Community Centre in False Creek North. Density

bonusing, another strategy previousþ used in Vancouver, has been proposed as a tool to

encourage construction for 'environmental performance'. Ecological planning must be

economically feasible, without dependence on goverirment subsidy, to result in a paradigm shift

within the building and construction industy. Therefore, the SEFC experience may be more

realistic for encouraging change than the Rubr examples that depended on government subsidy.

Accomplíshíng índivídual projects ís one importønt step toward ecologícal planníng.

The IBA Emscher Park adopted a 'one-at-a-time' implementation strategy, claiming that

individual projects are more important than process or master plans. Based on the success of IBA,

both Solarsiedlung and Gelsenkirchen LA 2lhaveused this strategy for implernentation. This is a

unique approach to LA 21 processes, which normally are based on extensive public consultation

processes but often have few tangible results in the short term. Completed projects, rather than

long-range planning is the dominant approach of programs in the Ruhr today clarifying the

importance of demonstration as atool for gaining support.

It is gørerally recognised that change occurs slowly, and in planning change is often

incremental. Process and master plans take time to develop, as seen in the Vancouver experience.

Council recommended that SEFC be developed for family oriented housing with a focus on

energy efficient design in the early 1990's. Nemly one decade later the Official Development
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Plan is still in the development phase and construction will not begin until 2007 - fifteen years

after planning began. The timeframe of IBA Emscher Park was only ten years, and it was

important to the momentum of the program to have projects entering the construction phase

within the first five years of the program.

Recommend ations/Observations

A collection of patchwork projects is not the ideal outcome of ecological planning.

Rather, a collection of well planned neighbourhoods and city infrastructure is preferred. The scale

of IBA with a much broader progam and large number of projects is misleading because a

redevelopment project like SEFC would qualify as one building project. A possible problem with

slow, rçg1¡prehensive planning processes like SEFC is that the political climate can change and

interest in the ecological planning principles may soon be replaced by concerns over profit

margins. SEFC should aim to complete several projects to build support and public awareness in

order to achieve momentum rather than developing the whoie site at once. The Domtar Salt

Building provides an opportunity for early redevelopment because it is anticþated that it will be

relocated to the waterfront away from the rest of the developme'nt.

Clearly delìned ecologícal standards and guídelínes øre necessary. IBA Emscher Park

and the Solarsiedlung program had clearly defined standa¡ds to be met before achiwing the

support and status that has since come to be associated with these programs. The IBA guidelines

outlined rn an Ecological Position Paper (IBA, 1992) were visionary, impressive and were

developed before the Rio Conference n 1994. The guidelines r¡vere insûumental in encouraging

new developments in the Ruhr to achieve ecological performance standards that would otherwise

not have been considered favourably.

The City of Vancouver has been working to adopt the LEEDru standards for application

to the SEFC and BC context. Although the LEEDru requirements are clearly defined they are

lacking the interelationships defined in the IBA ecological guidelines. For example, the IBA
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guidelines state that "undetr no circumstances should electricity be used to heat water" (IBA,

1992, p.8) while the LEEDTM system fails to even recognise the relationship between water use

and energy. The benefit of using the LEEDru system is that it does not require additional city

staff hours to administer but instead requires consultants and inspectors in the industry and

quality assurance program to ensure that new buildings meet the desired ecological performance

standards.

Becommendations/Observations

LEEDTM is probably the best available tool for implementing the ecological building

standards proposed for individual buildings in SEFC. Planning for ecological aspects at the

neighbourhood scale, for example rainwater management systsms, are complicated and require a

firm understanding of ecological princþles and effective practices. The ODP addresses the entire

site and integrates green infrastructure with individual buildings. As ecological planning practices

become more promineirt and accepted in the Lower Mainland then new approaches to green

building which do not rely strictþ on prescriptive systsms such as LEEDTM can be tested.

The regional scale ís an appropríøte level to admÍnister ecologícal planníng.IBA acted

as a limited term administrative agency for the Ruhrgebiet to facilitate implementation of urban

and ecological regeneration of the region. The IBA provided technical expertise and direct access

to subsidy programs to guide projects quickly through the development processes of participating

municipalities. The current regional body, the Kommunalverband Ruhrgebiet (KVR) does not

have the power or authority to undertake the tasks of the IBA. The Greater Vancouver Regional

District (GVRD) is similar in operation mandate and authoritative struchue to the KVR.

Recommendations/Observations

Regional governments should play a lead role in land dwelopment to encourage

ecological policies and practices that can be administered throughout the region. The regional

body should not be considered as an additional layer in the development process but rather as a
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key player in development. The GVRD already researches initiatives underway in the region, sets

performance targets, and maintains a list of ecologically friendly building rnaterials. However, the

GVRD has little authority to facilitate implementation or means to provide additional fimding.

Individual Municipalities are conducting redundant research on ecological planning wasting

valuable time, resources and effort. Overlap of research has already occurred for the SFU

UniverCity development, East Clayton in Surrey and SEFC'

5.3 Findings Related to Planning and Design Processes

The Ruhr Region provides a multitude of planning and design experiences during the

short span of ten-years that can not easily be summed up in a few paragraphs. I have chosen to

focus on factors of success that, in my opinior¡ may be replicated or adapted to other

geographical or cultural locations, such as SEFC. Comparisons with the Vancouver experience

are limited because the project is still in the preliminary planning phases. However, I have

identified five recommendations and observations based on knowledge gained from the German

case studies which can be tansferred to the Vancouver context.

Experíence replaces unceña¡nly with knowledge, confrdence and courage. Planners in

Gelsenkirchen have benefited trernendousþ from their experience wi*r IBA in terms of gaining

hands-on experience for planning with ecological features such as rainwater management, re-use

ofoldbuildings, use ofnew technologies and affecting behavioural change. This experience has

reduced some of the perceived risk associated with non-traditionat planning. Their experiences

have prompted pursuit of new forms of ecological planning. As a resulg Gelsenkirchen planners

have participated eagerly in the Solarsiedlung Progrem. It is encouraging that a cþ like

Gelsenkirchen, with pressing social and economic developme,nt challe,nges has the courage to

pursue innovation to become a greener and more ecological city.
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The planning process to develop an ODP for SEFC has been a slow and laborious

exercise. However, the knowledge gained along the way, by city staff and private consulting

firms, will heþ to develop a core group of knowledgeable individuals. As the project progresses

and other projects in the region are undertaken the core of experienced individuals will grow.

Confidence and courage to test new technologies and approaches to ecological plaming, as seen

in Gelsenkirchen, should result in more sustainable practices.

Recommend ations/Obscrvations

To facilitate ecological planning competency among professionals, the City of Vancouver

should seek out opportunities to educate staff in other deparfn€rits and municipalities. Hands-on

experience is essential for building capacity as demonstrated b,V the IBA and Hamm Öko-

Zen¡;vn. Desþ charrettes and workshops could be geared to expanding the base of

knowledgeable individuals within the region.

The øvøilabítíty of æperls reduces rÍslr. Nearly every project investigated þartly because of

the IBA influence) established a working Broup, which contained experts and members from all

affected parties. Access to accurate information and exp€rt supervision removed some of the risk

from ecological planning. Over the last ten years NRW has increased the availability of expertise

through provision of education and hands on experience a key task of Öko-Zentrum (see case #

4).

In the planning process for SEFC access to experts has been minimal. Drning the design

charrette 'experts' were available to teams for comment on state-of-the-art technologies and

ecological planning principles. The LEEDru assessmsnt provides 'expert advice' but not to

advise during the planning or construction but to evaluate the complete project.

Recommend ations/Observations

Access to 'experts' helps to alleviate pres$re on city staff who may not be comfortable

with new technologies and ecological approaches. In the case of SFU's UniverCity, and East
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Clayton in Surey, the cost allocated for developme,nt was increased because natural water

management systems were implemented but are considered 'unproven'. As a result conventional

gutters and drains were also required as a back-up system. Seeking out 'experts' from comparable

successfirl projects for guidance and support could avoid these additional costs. A number of

projects similar in scope to SEFC can be found among the IBA projects and in Norttrern Europe,

and could provide valuable insights on ecological issues.

Regions mast buíld ø network of knowledgeable and dedícated petsons.ln almost every

interview I was told 'this project would not have been possible without'... Karl Ganser, or

anottler individual. I was also amazed by the overlap of persons working on the different projects

within the Ruhr. The architect from Waldquelle had experience with two Solarsiedlung

developme'nts, the architect of the school also worked on the solarsiedlung site individuals

involved in LA 2l were also involved in IBA" and so on. These key persons are having an impact

on planning in the region, one project or program at a time. The Öko-Zentrum provides an official

setting for the transfer of information between individuals and organisations, facilitating cross

fertilisation of ecological planning principles in the region.

The GVRD has a growing network of knowledgeable persons including academics, city

staff, and consultants. As the development of SEFC moves from planning to construction the

network will continue to expand as ne\il sets of professionals are required to implement the

project.

Recomm end a tions/Obserrations

The Regional District government and/or the Provincial government could plary a more

important role in developing professionals with knowledge of ecological building and design.

Simon Fraser University has developed an Urban Design professional developmørt progrrim, a

similar program could be initiated to re-educate professionals on ecological issues and build

capacity within the planning, engineering, architectural and construction professions.
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Inclusíon of cítizens creates awareness and suppo,Í. Projects in the Ruþ particularly the

Gelsenkirchen-Bismark school and V/aldquelte Eco-village, included citizens in the plarming

process resulting in an environment which promotes learning and ecological responsibility. In this

regard the school project is the best example where students developed an awareness of and

respect for their surrounding by being actively involved in the planning and design process.

Citizens in Waldquelle Eco-village have created a community that belongs to thern" partly

through extensive planning but also because they had to fight to accomplish their goals.

Public participation in the planning process in Vancouver has been limited. A public

consultation was held upon completion of the Policy Statement and another is scheduled to

accompany the release of the Official Development Plan. The SEFC Stewardship Group is in the

process of researching an 'eco-csntre' which would facilitate a higher degree of citizen

involvement in the ongoing planning and design processes.

Recommend ations/Obsenations

Planners for SEFC can increase public involvement and awareness in the project through

marketing and collaborative planning initiatives. The Whistler/Vancouver 2010 Olympic Games

bid provides an avenue for increasing promotion and planning for ecological planning initiatives

in SEFC. The Sydney 2002 Summer Olynpics was marketed as the 'Green Games' and raised the

profile of ecological planning worldwide. In addition, as seen in the Waldquelle Eco-village and

Gelsenkirchen involvement of future residents in the planning and design process raises

awareness and increases ttre sense of responsibility and ownership. lnvolve,ment of the future

tenants and owners early in the design process of individual units helps create ownership while

educating residents about ecological features of thc building and neighbourhood.
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The three spheres of sustøínabilíty: ecology, socíety and economy can be

complìmenføry. Gelsenkirchen LA 21 has shown that integration of the different spheres is the

key to success in a city with a weak economy and high unemployment. Other examples from the

IBA program, such as the Hamm Öko-Zentrum suggest that ecological and economic

regeneration can be complimentary.

The planning staff at the City of Vancouver are working hard to ensure that SEFC

considers equally all three spheres of sustainability. For the first time, ecological options are

being explored as part of the ODP process in Vancouver. Provision of low-income and family

housing, as well as amenities for childcare and creation of jobs attempt to address the social

aspects of the neighbourhood development. The advancement of social and ecological measures

in SEFC are governed by the need to realise a profit on development. SEFC must be a viable

project to ensure that a financial burden does not fall on local torpayers.

Recommend ations/Observations

As planning for SEFC progresses, pressure from departme,nts within the City of

Vancouver and from private developers regarding the private lands between l't and 2nd Ave

continues to gfow. Dwelopers strongly favour high-rise buildings to increase the nunber of units

and because units on the upper floors demand higher values, contradicting the liveability goals of

SEFC. Due to the on-going pressrre from the Real Estate Division and private developers, the

sustainablo community goals of SEFC may be compromised in favour of views, unit yield, higher

towers and reduced greeri space.

5.4 Findings Related to Planning for Urban Ecosystems

The selected cases did not specifically aim to enhance the theory of ecosystems planning.

The project aims were more specific for example to reduce energy or material input into

residential units or to reduce the ouçuts of carbon dioxide emissions by reducing the number of
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car.s on the road, etc. While lessons have been learned which contribute to the theory of

ecosystems planning they must be extracted from the individual aspects of the case studies. Four

lessons have been identified from the German case studies that can inform ecosystem planning in

Southeast False Creek.

Redevelopment of índustriøl brownJield sítes eml,husíse ecological ønd urbøn

fegenerütíoz. Former industrial activities throughout the Ruhr have left contaminated scars

within the urban fabric. The IBA Emscher Park strategy balanced restoration of nature with the

creation of new urban a¡eas in an attempt to çreate a ne\¡v image for the region. Projects including

parkå, residential and commercial developments supported remediation and naturalisation of the

land. The Hamm Öko-Zennum, the site of a former coal mine, retained one third of the site as a

nature preserve. Housing developments (i.e. Schüngelberg in Gelsenkirchen and BecHreide in

Bottrop) focused on e,nhancing the natural environment while providing quality living

environments to residents. Other IBA projects, such as Zeche Zollverein and Duisburg Nord

Landschaftspark, turned large derelict sites into new forms of multi-purpose parks.

Southeast False Creek is also located on a derelict industrial site. A major component of

the redevelopment sfiategy calls for the creation of a large waterfront park. The 26-acfe park will

reintroduce native vegetation to the site, contain areas of forest an<l the shoieline will be

naturalised (City of Vancouver, 1999, p.2). The remainder of the site will bs developed into a

high-density, mixed-use neighbourhood. The park plays a key role in achieving ecological goals

of the neighbourhood by providing habitat for wild animals and birds, additional land for

rainwater management, moderation of the micro-climate and local recreation opportunities.

Recommendations/Observations

The City of Vancouver has been involved in many brownfield redevelopment projects

over the last two decades including South False Creek, City Gate, North False Creek (the
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Concord Development), and Coal Harbour. SEFC is one of the fust projects to devote large areas

of formerþ contaminated land into park space. The City is beginning to view housing, urban

parks and nature in a more integrated manner.

Aspects of ecologìcal planníng are ínterconnected. ln Münster bicycle infrastructure is

developed to ensure safe and easy access for cyclists to the city centre. Other environmental

benefits are associated or interconnected with increasetl bicycle use. For example, bicycle use

reduces automobile emissions and improves air quality; fewer automobiles require less area

devoted to parking allowing other uses in city centres; and reduced impervious road surfaces can

reduce embodied energy and the demand for stormwater management infrastructure. Green roofs,

as seen on the School project in Gelsenkirchen-Bismarþ provide a similar example of

interconnected benefits of ecological design. Benefits of green roofs include rainwater

management, micro-climate moderatiorL energy reductions due to increased insulatior¡ and

provision of habitat for birds and insects. Links between many aspects of the IBA standards

reduced the overall impact of redevelopment projects.

Planning for SEFC has dealt individually with water, waste, ilergy, urban agriculture

and transportation, with little recognition of the interconnections. The LEEDTM certification

criteria also treat aspects of ecological planning individually by selecting performance standards

for certain criteria. However, the relationships between urban agriculture and waste mamgement,

and green roofs and \¡vater management will become more apparent as planning progfesses.

Recommendations/Observations

During the development of the ODP city staff should look for planning and design

solutions which address multiple aspects of ecological planning. Green roofs as discussed above

are one example of how to maximise ecological benefits through the use of a single design

feature. Other possibilities include solar panels for water heating, district heating, urban

agriculture, composting organic materials, etc.
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Incremental steps høve been made toward ecosysterns plønníng on a project-by-project,

theme-by-theme basis. Most of the Gennan dernonsüation projects studied concenftated

specifically on one or two features of ecological design. The Solarsiedlung settlements dealt

exclusively with energy reductions and solar applications, and IBA emphasised rainwater

management, building reuse and utilisation of brownfield sites. Collectively the knowledge

gained during implementation contributes to development of ecosystems planning with an

emphasis on rüater cycles, energy cycles, and material cycles. Future developments in the region

can continue to build on the knowletlge gained through accumulation of projects and experiences.

' It is difficult to anticipate the outcome of ecological planning for SEFC. At this point, it

seems that stormwater management solutions, water saving and green roof technologies will be

tested, but opportunities to use alternative energy sources will be left for future projects to

explore. The expectation is that with each completed project in the GVRD incremental steps will

be made toward ecosystems planning.

Recommend ations/Obsenations

SEFC is the first 'sustainable' neighbourhood demonstration project to be undertaken by

the City of Vancouver. Advances in ecological planning in the Ruhr were developed

incrementally over the ten-year duration of the IBA. Vancouver does not have the same history of

ecological development in urban planning. However, ecological planning and design is gaining

momentum and it can be expected that knowledge will accumulate and practice will be

favourably advanced with the completion of three major projects in the GVRD (SEFC, East

Clayton, and UniverCity).

IBA advocated for consematíve measures towaîd ecologícal plønníng. Considerable

advances were accomplished during IBA in regards to ecological planning. The IBA program set
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standards that were attainable. The IBA could have achieved additional standards such as the

reuse of grey-water in toilet flushing, or advocated for more dramatic demonstration projects such

as constructed wetlands for wastewater treaÍnent. The majority of the ecological requirements

did not advocate for 'cutting-edge' technology because the standards were intended to be

solutions for day-to-day planning problems.

Southeast False Creek aiso aims to be developed within conventional practice therefore

the City of Vancouver is also advocating for practical solutions for ecological planning. If

Vancouver is awarded the 2010 Winter Olympic Games, then additional cutting-edge

demonstration projects may be considered.

Recommend ations/Observations

Given the need for the SEFC development to generate a positive return on investment, it

is understandable that the City of Vancouver is encouraging tested technologies and cost-effective

planning solutions. However, to advance understanding and application of ecosystøns planning,

SEFC should strive to be a'model' of development as declared in the Policy Statement (1999).

Serving as inspiration to other municipalities, within the region, to do their part in reducing

environmental impacts through ecological design of urban (and suburban) areas.

5.5 Concluding Remarks

Cities represent direct conflict between societal development and the natural environment

(Hahn, lgg3). Urban planning modelled on natural ecosystems reduces the conflict between

urbanisation and environmental preservation. The form and fünction of technical infrastructure

and built form must be reconceived as 'green infrastructure' (Sheltair Group, 2001)' Theoretical

development of ecological planning must be supported by realisation of practical examples.

Seven case studies selected from the Ruhr Region of Germany describe the implementation

strategies utilised to facilitate project development. Political Programs, Local Agenda 2l
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processes, and Innovative Projects are the strategies employed in the Ruhr. The most prominent

example of ecological planning in British Columbia is Southeast False Creek in the city of

Vancouver. Key findings from the Ruhr are the basis for reflection on planning in SEFC. New

approaches to planning such as demonstrated in the Ruhr and Vancouver are required to facilitate

incremental change from a conventional model of urban planning to urban ecosystems planning.

This research explored three themes of ecological planning related to Implementation

Strategies, Planning and Design Processes, and Planning for Urban Ecosystems to provide

recommendations from Germany for application to Southeast False Creek. The recommendations

suggest that there is considerable opportunity for the transfer ofknowledge across geographical

and cultural boundaries.

: More specifically, this research points to further areas of study in the area of

communication and dissemination of information. Few projects in Germany, with notable

exception of the school project and Waldquelle Eco-Village, conducted a comprehensive

communication campaign to inform resitlents of ecological features of the project. The SEFC

Stewardship Group are considering options for possible communication strategies for SEFC.

Sharing information and knowledge between jurisdictions is also an essential aspect of advancing

ecological planning. The Hamm Eco-Centre attempted to frll this role within North-Rhine

Wesçhalia. The planning process in Vancouver started from first principles, as did the process in

Sgrrey and Burnaþ. There is a need to facilitate the flow of information between municipalities,

provinces and even countries.
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Appendix A.

Southeast False Creek Update

The research for the Southeast False Creek case study was conducted between September

2001 and Jrúy 2002. Since that time a number of changes have occurred. The most significant

updates are the termination of a public heming scheduled for September 10, 2002 and recent

changes to the proposed implementation of ecological features to the private land.

The Official Development Plan and Area Rezoning Application for South False Creek,

the privately owned lands bounded by ls and 2nd Avenug was presented to Council at the

September 10th meeting. At the public hearing, acting on the advice of the City Manager, Council

unanimously voted to:

a) terminate the public hearing, and adjourn the meeting;
b) instruct staffto report in committee prior to a new public hearing, on specifics for

proposed FCS design guidelines and FCS community amenity contributions;
c) re-confirm the resolution of July 30,2002 regarding the "Proposed False Creek South

Official Development Plan", and instruct staffto revise the proposed FCS ODP to
include the princþles of sustainable developme,nt sst out in the Southeast False Creek
Policy Statement adopted by Council in October, 1999, and

d) instruct staffto report iu January 2003 on a process and timelines of an ODP
covering private and public lands in the Southeast False Creek area covered by the
Policy Stafrnent approved by Council October 1999.

The main issues of contention expressed at the public hearing were the proposed denslty

for the properties, land owners were demanding a Floor Space Ratio of 4 to 5 while the City

proposed 3.5, and the lack of complete design guidelines for approval of the ODP and rezoning.

At the conclusion of the study period, the ecological features were to be linked with a

density bonusing reward system. Lawyers hired by the City of Vancouver determined that it will

not possible to enforce such a systern. New approaches under consideration as of October 20,

2002 propose incorporation ecological features into the Development Application process.
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Appendix B.

Table of English - German Vocabulary

kw

LA21

NRW

DM

LEG

PVC

Hbf
IBA

German equivalent of a Province or State

Land Developme,nt Company

Future Energies Initiative

orttr-Rhine Wesþhalia (Land/Province)

One thousand is expressed 1,000

Train Station

Building Exhibition

Housing Development

Train/Subway

Deparftnent

German Currency

Community College

Agenda 21

Fair /Expo

Poly vinyl chloride

Bicycle Station

Ruhr Region

Deutsche Mæk

Fachhochschule

Hauptbalrnhof

Internationale Bauausstellung

Kaffee

kiloWatt
Land/Lander

Landesentwi cklungsgesell schaft

Landesinitiative

Lokale Agenda 21

Messe

Nordrhein-Westfalen

Öko-Zentrum

Poly vinyl chloride

Radstation

Ruhrgebiet

Solarsiedlung

One thousand is expressed 1.000

U-Bahn
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Appendix C. Contact Persons

Case 1 - IBA Dmscher Fark
Dipl. Ing., SRL. Tomas Grohé

Case 2 - Solarsiedlung Prosramm
Dipl.-Ing. Andreas Gries - Program Co-ordinator for'50 Solarsiedlungen in NRW'
DþI. Ing AKNW. Armin Jung - City Planner, Siedlungsentwicklung, Bauleitplanung,

Consulting
Olaf Hübner - Architect Buro Plus*

Case 3 - Asenda 21
Dipl.lng., SRL. Tomas Grohé
werner Rybarski - aGEenda-21-Büro, Stadt Gelsenkirchen - coordinator
Dipl. Ing, SRL, AKNW, DASL. Michael von der Mühlen - Director of the Environme'nt

Planning Deparfrnent, City of Gelsenkirchen

Micheala Termian - Agenda-Transfer Office
Albrect Hoffmann - Director of the Agenda-Transfer Office

Case 4 - Hamm Öko'Zentrum
Dipl. -Volkswirt. Manfred Rauschen - Business Manager, öko-Zentrum

Holger Maldei - Director of Marketing, OBI Heimwekermarkt

Case 5 - Münster Bicvcle Infrastructure
Dipl. -Ing. FH. Martina Güttler - Bicycle Planner, City of Mtinster

Dr. Gemot Steinberg - University of Dortrnund

Case 6 - School Proiect Gelsenkirchen-Bismark
Peter Hübner - Architect Buro Plus+
Olaf Hübner- Architect Buro Plus+

Dipl. Ing., SRL. Tomas Grohé
Frib Sundermeier - Evangelische Kirche von Wesfalen

Case 7 - Waldquelle Eco-Villase
Dþ1. htg AKNW. Armin Jung - City Planner, Siedlungsentwicklung, Bauleitplanung,

Consulting
Volker Ahrens - Waldquelle Caretaker

Case 8 - Southeast False Creek
nate Vf¡n eken - Planning Analyst City of Vancouver, Central Area Planning

Angela Gonya - Planning Assistant, City of Vancouver, Central Area Planning

Ronald Bain - Southeast False Creek Stewardship Group
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